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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE ~STUDY 
By 
B. Datta. R. c. Peralta and J. Solaimanian 
1.1 THE STUDY AREA 
The goal of this study ia to develop sustained yield 
pumping <discharge via well•> strategies for the Boeuf-Tensaa 
Basin area. The demarkation of the Boeut-Tensas area is described 
in the Arkansas State Vater Plan <Arkansas Soil and Vater 
Conservation Commission. 1984>. The Boeuf-Teneas Basin ia a 
highly developed agricultural region located in the southeast 
corner of Arkansas. Hydrogeologically. it is part of the Bayou 
Bartholomew/Alluvial Aquifer System <Broom and Reed. 1973). 
Before describing the Boeuf-Tensas Basin, the Bayou Bartholomew 
region should be discussed. 
The Bayou Bartholomew region <Figure 1.1> encompasses 
about 3.420 square miles C2o1BB.e00 acres>. Comprised of portions 
of six counties. this area has an overall length of about 105 
miles in a generally north-south direction and average• about 63 
miles in width. The contribution• of thesa counties to the total 
area ares Ashley-495.360 acres <22.3 percent>: Chicot-443.520 
acres <20.3 percent>: 
299.520 acres (13.7 
Desha-403.200 acraa (18.4 percent>: 
percent>: Lincoln-334.080 acrea 
percent>: and Jefferson-213.120 acres t9.7 percent>. 
Drew-
<15.3 
The total area studied in this project is identical to the 
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boundaries coincide with a levee that protects the area from 
floods ot the Arkansas and nississippi Rivera. The levee extends 
eastward along the south bank of the Arkansas River from Pine 
Bluff and southward along the west bank of the nississippi River. 
On the south this area is bordered by the Arkansas-Louisiana 
state line. The northwestern boundary is the boundary of the 
Quaternary aquifer that underlies the region <Broom and Reed. 
1973). The southwestern boundary is not a natural boundary and 
leaves a part of the Quaternary aquifer outside the study area. 
It was selected eo as to enclose only that portion of the 
aquifer where appreciable groundwater pumping is historically 
reported. 
Figure 1.2 shows both the Boeuf-Tensae Basin and the Bayou 
Bartholomew Basin areas. The smaller area to the east of the 
dashed boundary line is the Boeuf-Tensas Area <Area A> which 
forms a part of the Bayou Bartholomew Basin area <Area B> shown 
in Figure 1.1. The western boundary of the Boeuf Teneae area 
<Area A> is the eastern divide of the Bayou Bartholomew 
watershed. The purpose of this study is to develop optimal 
sustained yield groundwater withdrawal<pumping> strategies for 
the Boeuf Tensas Basin <area A). However, in order to properly 
represent the aquifer boundary conditions. the entire Bayou 
Bartholomew area <area B> was included in the groundwater 
simulation and optimization modele used for strategy development. 
The withdrawal strategy tor Area A <Boeuf-Tensas Basin> was 
subsequently obtained as a subset of the withdrawal strategy 
developed for the entire area <area B>. 
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primarily of about 21 meandering streams and rivers. Excess 
surface ~ater leaves the area through the Bayou nacon. Bayou 
Bartholomew. and Boeuf Rivers. ~hich outlet into the Ouachita 
River in Louisiana. Because of hydraulic connection ~ith the 
aquifer. under varying conditions these 3 rivers can cause either 
recharge to or discharge from the aquifer. 
noet of the ground~ater withdra~al in this area is used 
for agricultural production. Other usages include: aquacultural. 
municipal. and industrial. Agricultural production in this area 
is dependent on large quantities of groundwater to meet the 
irrigation demand of rice. soybean and cotton acreages. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objective of thi• study is to develop optimal 
sustained yield regional pumping strategies for the Boeuf-Teneas 
area of the Quaternary aquifer. The optimal ~ithdrawal strategies 
can be basad on either of the following t~o objectives: i> 
maximization of total ~ithdrawal from the aquifer subject to 
sustained yield hydraulic constraints. ii) maximization of the 
sustainable maintenance of the current Ci.e •• spring 1983> 
potentiometric surface. The ultimate selection of one of these 
t~o objectives as the one more suitable for this region ~ill 
depend on analysis of the economic and social consequences of 
implementing a particular optimal strategy. Since final selection 
is outside the scope of this study. we present a number of 
alternative strategies ~hich satiety either of the two objectives 
as well as plausible physical and managerial constraints. 
The constraints incorporated in the optimization models 
1-5 
include: limits on recharges into the area through the boundary 
cella, limits on recharges or discharges through stream/aquifer 
connections. upper bound on pumping at each of the finite 
difference internal cells and lower limit on the saturated 
thickness <20 ft) at every cell. The objective functions and the 
constraints used in this study are discussed in detail in Chapter 
4. 
The complete study includes the following steps: 
a) estimation of the historic pumping in each cell. based on 
crop acreages and irrigation demande. aquacultural 
acreages. and recorded municipal and industrial groundwater 
usa from the Quaternary aquifer 
b) estimation of the potential demand for agricultural water 
use in each cell, based on maximum potential irrigation 
demands 
c) estimation of aquifer parameters through literature review 
d) estimation by geostatistical kriging of the top and base 
elevations of the aquifer at the center of each 3-mile by 
3-mile call 
a> estimation by kriging of the water table elevations 
potentiometric surface elevations at the center of 
cell, for the period between 1973 and 1963 
f) estimation of the degree ot stream/aquifer response 
those streams hydraulically connected to the aquifer 








of the net recharge 
from along the study 
that has historically 





















unspecified stream-aquifer interaction, and from the 
difference between actual time-variant recharge and the 
assumed steady recharge. 
i) estimation of the annual volume of water that can be 
withdrawn from the Quaternary aquifer underlying each 
cell. so as to maximize the total amount of annual 
withdrawal from the region while maintaining sustained 
yield conditions 
j) determination of the annual volume of water that should be 
withdrawn from the Quaternary aquifer underlying each cell. 
in order to maintain the potentiometric surface 
approximately at current C1963) elevations. 
1.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE AQUIFER 
In order to use an optimization model that can prescribe 
an optimal pumping strategy for a given aquifer. the physical 
parameters of the aquifer need to be 
these parameters can be obtained 
specified. Estimates 
by the calibration 
of 
and 
validation of a groundwater simulation model. Implementation of 
both the simulation and the optimization models requires the 
specification of proper boundary conditions. Also. the 
application of a numerical model to an aquifer extending over a 
large area (such as the Bayou-Bartholomeg Basin> requires 
discretization of the entire area into finite difference cells. 
This section describes both the boundary conditione important in 
the simulation model. and the discretization scheme. The precise 
boundary conditions used for obtaining optimal pumping strategies 
are discussed in detail in Chapter S. 
1-7 
._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
The aquifer is divided into 376 cells that are 3 miles 
by 3 miles in size <Figure 1.3). Finer grid spacing ~as not used 
for this model because of the high cost of simulation runs. The 
study area cells are of t~o types: constant-head calls or 
variable-head cells. Host of the area's periphery is simulated by 
a eat of 52 constant-head cells. In each of these cells the 
simulated ground~ater level is maintained at a constant elevation 
<head> during a simulation period. The rest of the study area 
periphery. except for 7 cells on the south-western boundary. 
coincides ~ith the western edge of the aquifer. Therefore. the 
cella on the ~estern boundary were assumed as variable-head cells 
~ith negligible transmissivity. All constant-head cells including 
those 7 calls on the south-~estern boundary. are sho~n shaded in 
Figure 1.3. 
Soma recharges to 
constant-head cells--the 
the area take place through the 
recharge volume being provided either 
from rivers penetrating to the aquifer in those cells. or ~ater 
entering them from extensions of the aquifer outside the region. 
Analysis and study indicate that streams passing through some of 
the internal cells in the Bosuf-Tensas Basin are also providing 
recharge to the aquifer. In most of the rest of the internal 
cells. a relatively impermeable clay layer overlies the aquifer. 
A major portion of the aquifer is confined in the 
springtime. However. the degree of confinement is small enough 
that the aquifer is probably unconfined in the vicinity of 
pumping ~ells in most of the area. Therefore. a generally 
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Figure 1.3 Constant-Head Cell Sub-Systems 
1-9 
as AQUlSlM <Verdin at al. 1961) was selected for the 
of the groundwater flow hydraulics in this study. 
simulation 




and approximations of 
tor both confined and 
linearization. the model 
unconfined conditions. 
is 
The main objective of this study is to estimate the volume 
of water that can ba annually withdrawn in each cell while 
maintaining sustained yield conditions in the aquifer. Two 
different regional objectives are considered: i> maximization of 
total withdrawal from th• aquifer. and ii) minimization of the 
weighted sum of deviations of optimal potentiometric surface 
elevations from current elevations. 
Chapte: 2 discusse• the development of the necessary data 
base. Chapter 3 discusses the validation of aquifer parameters 
through the simulation of aquifer responses to hydraulic 
stresses. Chapter 4 describes the optimization theory and 
methodology. Finally Chapter 5 discusses the application of the 
optimization models to the Quaternary aquifer underlying this 
study area, and presents the alternative withdrawal strategie• 
obtained ae solutions of the optimization modele. 




















~ ~ DEVELOPMENT 
By 
J. Solaimanian, B. Datta and R. c. Peralta 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The basic issue in a regional groundwater management 
strategy is where and how much water can be withdrawn from the 
aquifer in order to satisfy certain objectives and constraints. 
The simulation and optimization of groundwater flow for an area 
as large as the Bayou Bartholomew/Alluvial Aquifer System. 
requires the use of a great deal of data. This chapter describes 
the development of the data that are used to determine historic 
recharge• to and withdrawals from the Quaternary aquifer 
<Solaimanian. 
water needs. 
1985). These data include crop acreages. 
aquifer top and base. reach transmissivity. 
crop 
river 
stages. and potentiometric surface elevations. The assumptions ' 
usad in preparing the data are reported where appropriate in the 
following sections. 
The historic recharges and discharges and assumed aquifer 
parameter values are verified by using a groundwater simulation 
model of the area as discussed in Chapter 3. Historic values 
between spring 1973 and spring 1963. termed the validation 
period, are used in this process. 
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2.2 ESTIMATING PUMPING FROM THE QUATERNARY AQUIFER 
2.2.a Introduction 
The major users of Quaternary ground~ater in the Bayou 
Bartholome~ Basin are agriculture. aquaculture. and 
industries. This section describes the procedure used to estimate 
the amount of pumping from the Quaternary aquifer ~hich occurred 
from 1973 to 1962. Pumping from the aquifer (discharge> is 
considered as a positive value. Water moving into the aquifer 
<recharge> is considered as a negative pumping value. 
not considered in constant-head cells. 
2.2.b Estimating Agricultural _Pumping 
Pumping is 
Agricultural pumping must be estimated since no record of 
actual pumping exists. The follo~ing procedure. analogous to that 
by Peralta at al <1963.1965>. is used to estimate the amount of 
agricultural pumping in the study area. The 1972 Natural Resource 
Inventory System and Land Use Data Information System data bases 
contain the dominant land use of every square kilometer in the 
study area. <This data is reported in a series of publications by 
the Arkansas Department Of Local Services. 1977>. Table 2.1 shows 
the area of total land and agricultural land in each county of 
the study area. The u.s. Department of Agriculture's <USDA> 
Economics. Statistics, and Cooperatives service reports total 
acreage of rice. soybean, and cotton as well as data that can be 
used to estimate total agricultural acreage <USDA. 



















The total rice acreage in each county are assumed to be 
irrigated. The percentages of soybean and r.otton acreages 
irrigated in each county from 1972 to 1982 are obtained from 
unpublished data provided by Don Von Steen. USDA. Crop Reporting 
Services, Little Rock. Arkansas. The yearly percentages and their 
11 year averages for soybean and cotton are shown in Tables 2.5 
and 2.6. 
Table 2.1 
Area of total land and agricultural land 
in each county in the study area (1972> 
County: Total Area Agricultural Area 
<acre> (acre> 
Ashley 61(iJ. 350 164.794 
Chi cot 467.522 336.616 
Desha 542. 150 288.075 
Drew 582.921 162.645 
Jaffer.: 582.921 291.460 
Lincoln: 370.161 207.290 




Rice Acreage Harvested C 1000 Acree) 
COUNTY 
Year Ashley Chi cot Desha DreCJ Jefferson Lincoln: 
1973 6.1 11.9 17.1 5.5 21.4 10.9 
1974 13.0 21.9 25.7 7.7 29.2 17.6 • 
1975 15.6 26.7 32.5 9.7 40.3 23.3 
1976 16.0 22.0 31.3 9.0 37. 1 20.8 
1977 13.1 16.2 22.9 6.0 28.5 16.4 
1976 18.7 26.3 34.5 12.4 44 . 3 24.3 
1979 21.4 30.0 35.0 13.7 42.5 23.4 
1980 27.6 36.5 45.5 21.8 53.0 28.6 
1961 27.4 50.4 52.5 21.0 67.5 36.2 
1982 25.6 42.4 45.4 17.7 54.3 31.6 
Table 2.3 
Soybean Acreage Harvested <1000 Acres) 
County 
Year Ashley Chi cot Desha DreCJ Jefferson Lincoln: 
1973 75.0 181.0 185.0 47.0 96 . 0 63.0 
1974 56.0 169.0 158.0 46.0 76.0 65.0 
1975 76.0 197.0 180.0 58.0 113 . 0 72.0 
1976 61.9 194.9 157.9 45.9 95.0 59.9 
1977 64.4 199.4 167.7 45.8 115 . 1 74.6 
1978 69.0 209.6 169.5 49.5 111.8 74.5 
1979 76.0 227.0 176.0 59.0 122.0 89.0 
1980 66.0 185.0 160.0 45.0 116.0 71.0 
1961 69.3 165.0 151.5 49.5 119.0 74.2 
1982 66.0 164.0 152.0 49.0 157.0 84.0 




















Cotton Acreage Harvested ( 100!21 Acres) 
County 
Year Ashley Chi cot Desha Drew Jefferson Lincoln: 
1973 41.3 30.5 46.3 12.6 51.3 41.!21 
1974 47.0 38.3 58.4 16.4 92.!21 42.!21 
1975 37.9 16.4 35.1 17.2 68.2 26.7 
1976 50.4 32.4 52.5 16.7 96.6 39.8 
1977 53.7 26.6 54.4 19.5 94.6 38.4 
1978 50.7 24.7 49.6 19.5 84.5 35.9 
1979 49.3 21.7 44.8 19.1 66.4 24.7 
1980 51.6 25.3 48.4 12.6 62.3 26.2 
1981 50.6 34.0 51.!21 13.7 46.0 23.0 
1982 38.0 20.9 40.2 14.2 25.4 12.9 
Table 2.5 
Percent of soybean acreage that is irrigated 
in each county 
County: Ashley: Chicotl Desha: Drew: Jefferson Lincoln: 
------; 
Year 
1972 1.4 1.9 2. 1 5.2 3.2 5.8 
1973 2.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 3.3 5. 1 
' 1974 1. 6 1.2 1.7 2.6 2. 1 7.8 1975 0.8 0.8 2.0 1.7 2.9 5.9 
1976 2.2 1.6 3.2 7.4 3.!21 1.0 
1977 2.3 1.6 2.0 0.1 2.0 6.0 
1978 1. 0 5.0 4.0 7.7 5.6 2.0 
1979 2.6 1.8 2.8 8.5 3.3 4.5 
1980 9.1 2.7 15.6 11. 1 4.2 5.2 
1981 8.7 7.6 10.6 12.1 5.0 10.8 
1982 9. 1 5.4 14.5 16.3 11. 5 5.9 
~------------------------------- ~-------------------------





Percent of cotton acreage that is 1rrigated 
in each county 
:county: Ashley: Chicot: Desha: Ore": Jefterson: Lincoln: 
: ------: 0 
Year 
--- · -- D 
1972 10.3 10.6 30.5 31.8 13. 1 20.8 
1973 15.0 **** 20.1 29.6 9.0 19.8 1974 **** **** **** **** **** **** 
1975 7.9 **** 9.4 23.8 3.0 4. 1 D 
1976 7.4 2.6 43.6 52.4 14.8 26. 1 
1977 6.4 **** 32.7 39.5 8.3 16.5 
1978 10.4 4.0 31.6 38.5 14.9 33 . 4 D 
1979 40.6 25.8 49.1 25.1 8.1 16.2 
1980 20.3 11.9 28.9 30.8 14.4 21.8 
1981 50.6 13.5 50.9 41.5 10.0 30.1 
1982 52.6 14.3 47.3 42.9 11.8 31.0 D 
Avg. 22. 1 12.0 34.0 36.0 11.0 22.0 0 :-----------------------------------------~ ------------- , 
***** indicate that thara is no record • D 
It is assumed that the crop acreage in each cell varies D 
from year to year '-lithin the validation period. dupending on each 
year's county crop acreage. Sea•onal estimates of rice. soybean 0 
or cotton irrigation '-later needs are based on duily soil-water 
balance simulation and scheduling. The utilized programs were 0 
developed by Peralta and Outram (1984> and Outram et al •• <1984>. 
D 
By this method annual '-later needs that vary depending on the 
year's climatological data are estimated per acre of rica. D 
soybean. or cotton. 
The daily water balance for rice is repre sented by the 0 
following equation: 
0 
2 - 6 0 
D 
Flood level = Initial flood level +Precipitation+ Irrigation 
- Evapotranspiration - Runoff - Seepage. 
According to Peralta and Outram. (1984) the assumptions 
used in the rice ~ater-balance are as follo~R. The average 
irrig~tion period extends from June 1 to Sept. 1. The initial 
irrigation requires 5 inches of ~ater. one ot which is needed to 
saturate the root zone ~hils four remains above the soil surface. 
If the depth of flood drops through evapotranspiration to lees 
than 2 inches the field is flooded to a 4-inch depth. If rainfall 
causes the ~ater depth to exceed 6 inches. the levees are drained 
to prevent damage causesd by overflo~. and the fi1Jld is reflooded 
to a 4-inch depth on the tollo~ing day. The amount of leakage 
through the levees is included in the estimate of seepage. and 
~atar is rarely lost at the end of the field due to overfilling. 
The result is an average annual pumping requirement of 23.8 
inches and a requirement of 32.7 inches for 1980. a drought year. 
The daily ~ater balance for soybeans and cotton is 
represented by the follo~ing equation: 
Soil moisture= Initial soil moisture + Precipitation+ 
Irrigation - Evapotranpiration · Runoff. 
In the model by Peralta and Outram ( 1984). the 
assumptions used in soybean ~ater-balance simulation are as 
follow. The average irrigation period is from June 1 to Sept. 
10. The root zone is 2.5 feet deep. and the soil is at field 
capacity (5 inches of available moisture> on the date of 
emergence (June 1). The fields are irrigated w1th 1.25 inches 
2 - 7 
~henever evapotranspiration causes the available soil moisture to 
drop to 2.5 inches. Rainfall can replenish the aoil moi~ture up 
to the amount of deficit in the root zone, but nu more than 1.25 
inches is allo~ed in any one day. Precipitation greater than 1.25 
inches is lost as runoff. With these assumptions. the model 
predicts an average annual irrigation requirement of 4.3 
inches and a requirement of 12.5 inches for 
assumption• of the soybean model are that 
1980. Additional 
approximately 60 
percent of the soybean acreage is turro~-irrigated at a system 
efficiency of 55 percent and that approximately 40 percent is 
flood-irrigated at a system efficiency of 75 percent. giving a 
~sighted efficiency ot 62 percent. Therefore the initial ~ater 
requirements for soybeans are multiplied by a factor of 1.624 to 
estimate the volume delivered to the field. This yields an 
average of 9.1 inches/year and 20.3 inches for 1980. 
In accordance ~ith Outram et al •• <1984) 
irrigation period for cotton is from June t to 
the average 
September 9. 
For 1960 <an exceptionally dry year>. cotton ~ater requirements 
are estimated through the end of September. The cotton acreages 
are assumed to be irrigated by a furrow-irrigation system with 55 
percent efficiency. Therefore. the inftial estimated water needs 
for cotton are multiplied by a factor of 1.818 to determine the 
total volume delivered to the field. The result is an average of 
13.6 inches/year and 27.3 inches for 1960. 
The percentage of each county's total water requirement 
obtained by pumping from the Quaternary aquifer i~ derived from 
figures prepared by the Arkansas Geological Commission in 



















cooperation uith the U.S. Geological Survey <Halberg. 1975 
Ludwig et a 1., 1980) • Table 2.7 summarizes the results of this 
analysis. Percentage A represents the groundwater pumped from 
the Quaternary aquifer as a percentage of total groundwater used 
in a county. Percentage B is the percent of irrigation water 
needs satisfied by groundwater in a county. Percentage C 
represents irrigation needs met by groundwater from the 
Quaternary aquifer as a percentage of total irrigation water 
needs. Percentage C is the product of A and B. 
Table 2.7 
Significant percentages describing grounduater 
use 
percentage A percentage B percentage C 
County 
Ashley 90" 94" 84" 
Chi cot 98" 48" 47" 
Desha 98" 75" 73" 
Dreu 82" 
Jefferson 66" 86" 57" 
Lincoln 82" 81" 
The product of rice acreage. rice irrigation water 
delivered to the field for rice. and percentage of those needs 
coming from the Quaternary aquifer <all for a particular year and 
cell) is the amount of water pumped for rice from the Quaternary 
aquifer in that particular year and cell. This amount plus an 
analogous amount for soybean and cotton represents the total 
2-9 
agricultural pumping for that cell in that particular year . A 
more detailed explanation of computattonal procedure is found in 
Appendix A. It should be noted that the amount of agricultural 
pumping varies from year to year depending on rice. soyb~an and 
irrigated cotton acreages. and climatological differences. 
2.2.c Estimating Aguacultural Pum~ 
Estimates of aquacultural pumping are derived as follows. 
The location and acreage of fish ponds are obtained from Game 
and Fish Commission's permits for year 1979. According to these 
documents. the following aquacultural acreages existing within 
the study area were supported by the Quaternary aquifer: 395 
acres in Ashley County; 6~ acres in Chicot County; 1.247 acres in 
Desha County; none in Drew County: 90~ acres in Jefferson County: 
and 1~3 acres in Lincoln county. In accordance with u.s.G.S. 
estimates <Halberg. 1977) an applied depth of 7 feet (7 ac-ft per 
acre) is assumed to compute the quantity of water pumped i nto the 
fish and minnow farms. A total of ten fish farms are located in 
25 cells of the study area. The average annual pumping from the 
Quaternary aquifer for the cells having aquacultural use are 
computed to be between 535 acre-ft and 3,343 acre- ft. nest of the 
aquacultural pumping occurs near Pine Bluff in Jefferson County 
and Dumas in Desha County. 
2.2 . d Eetimating Hunicipal and Industrial Pumping 
Host of the municipal and industrial 























aquifer or from streams and rivers. The only industrial pumping 
from the Quaternary aquifer in the study area is by a paper 
company in Pine Bluff. Based on information from unpublished 
U.S.G.S records. the paper mill pumps 6.891 MGD <7820 acre-
ft/year) from the Quaternary aquifer. 
2.2.a Results From Estimating Groundwater Withdrawals 
Figura 2.1 shows a representative aet of cell- by-cell 
estimated agricultural pumping from the Quaternary aquifer. using 
the 1982 crop acreages and average climatic conditions. 
Expsctedly. Chicot. Desha. and Lincoln Counties have the largest 
amount of agricultural pumping from the Quaternary aquifer of any 
counties within the study area, due to their extensive crop 
acreages. 
The total annual pumping from the Quaternary aquifer for 
each cell is estimated by summing the agricultural. aquacultural 
and industrial pumping for the cell. Table 2.e shows the total 
annual pumping for each year from 1973 to 1982. For simplicity. 
and because they contributed only about 14 percent of total 
annual pumping. aquacultural and industrial use were assumed to 
be constant during the validation period discussed in Chapter 3. 
Analysis shows that the total amount of pumping has increased 
with time. However, the most pumping occurred in 1980. a droughty 
year. and 1981 another dry year. 
2-11 
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Agricultural Groundgater Vithdragal From The 
Quaternary Aquifer For 1962 Crop Acreages And 


















Table 2.8 Total Historic Pumping from the Quaternary 
Aquifer 













2.3 ESTIHATION OF POTENTIAL AGRICULTURAL PUHPING 
An estimate of maximum potential water needs for each cell 
is needed as a possible upper bound on groundwater withdrawal on 
that cell. It is assumed that future aquacultural, municipal and 
industrial demands will follow historic patterns. Therefore. the 
maximum potential water needs is the sum of current non-
agricultural water needs and maximum potential irrigation water 
needs. The maximum potential irrigation water needs assumed for 
this study are those reported by Outram et al .• ( 1984) for 
2-13 
maximum potential irrigation acreages and average climatic 
conditions. 
Figura 2.2 shows the estimated maximum potential demands 
for groundwater in the study area. This includes agricultural. 
aquacultural, municipal and industrial demands. For purpose of 
comparison. Figure 2.3 shows the estimated pumping values for 
1982 acraagae and climatic condition. 
2.4 HISTORIC AQUIFER PARAMET~ <HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AND. 
EFFECTIVE POROSITY> 
As previously stated. the aquifer underlying the study 
area is part of an extensive aquifer system that underlies much 
of eastern Arkansas. It ia appropriate to consider aquifer 
parameter estimates for other portions of the same aquifer when 
developing estimates for the study area. The effective porosity 
(specific yield> in an adjacent part of the same aquifer. the 
Grand Prairie. was reported by Sniegocki (1964> to be 0.30. 
Griffis (1972>. and Peralta et al. <1965> both used this value 
for the Grand Prairie region. Broom and Lyford (1981> used this 
value for the adjacent Cache River basin. 
Engler et al. (1945) reported a permeability of 1900 
gallons per day per square foot <254 ft/day>. and Sniegocki 
(1964) reported a value of 2000 gpd per square foot (267 
ft/day>, for the Grand Prairie. Griffis (1972> used the latter 
value in his work for the adjacent aquifer in the Grand Prairie 
region. Peralta et al •• (1985> obtained best results when using a 
hydraulic conductivity of 270 ft/day in their simulation of the 
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results ~hen using a hydraulic conductivity of 270 ft/day in 
their simulation of the Cache Basin. 
Based on these reported values an effective porosity of 
0.30 and a hydraulic conductivity of 250 ft/day ~ere considered 
as the intial estimates of the aquifer parameters for the 
Quaternary aquifer in the Bayou Bartholomew region. 
It should be noted that, as is explained in section 3.3, 
although the aquifer is confined in much of the area during the 
springtime. the degree of confinement is not great. It is assumed 
that the aquifer behaves as if it is locally unconfined in the 
vicinity of high-yielding pumping wells during the ~ater use 
season. For this reason. our study does not require an estimate 
of the storage coefficient. However. Broom and Reed (1973> 
-3 
reported an average value of 0.2 x 10 as the storage coefficient 
for this part of the Quaternary aquifer. 
2.5 ESTIHATING AQUIFER TOP AND BASE 
The elevation of the top and base of the Quaternary 
aquifer at the center of each 3-mile by 3-mile cell is estimated 
by geostatistical kriging <Sophocleoue at al., 1962) from the 
records of construction of 326 wells in the study area. The use 
of this geostatistical method supplies an estimation error for 
each estimated elevation. This error term is a function of the 
semi-variograms of the observed elevations. The semi-variograma. 
in turn. are functions of the number and value of observations 
and the distance between them. 
The results indicate that the top and base elevations 
2-17 
decrease in the north-south direction <Figures 2.4 and 2.5 
respectively> . Figure 2.4 shows that the elevation of the aquifer 
top is highest in the most northwestern cell. 200 feet above sea 
level. and ia lowest in the most southern cell. 65 feet above sea 
level. Figure 2.5 shows that the base elevations are highest in 
the most northeastern cells. 150 feet above sea level. and are 
lowest in the eouthern portion of the study area. 27 feet below 
sea level. 
The standard dsviations of probable error of estimated 
top and base elevations are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 
respectively. As seen in Figure 2.5. the standard deviation of 
probable error in the estimated top elevation ranges from three 
to twelve teet for most of the internal cells. For boundary 
cells and call• in the western part of Ashley and Drew counties 
within tha etudy area. the standard deviation ranges from five to 
thirty feet. due to the scarcity of well logs in these regions. 
Figura 2.7 shows that the standard deviation of probable 
error is much lees for estimated base elevations than for 
estimated top elevatione. For the base. the standard deviation 
ranges from two to six feet in most of the internal cells. The 
range for boundary and western cells is larger. 
thirteen feet. 
2.6 ESTIMATING HISTORICAL GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS 
from two to 
Sixty-seven springtime groundwater level observations are 
available from U.S. Geological Survey records <Edds, 1983> for 
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the water levels at the center of each cell are estimated for the 
springs of 1973 to 1963 by kriging. 
As an example. the 1963 potentiometric surface and its 
standard deviations of probable error are shown in 





potentiometric surface decreases in the north-south direction, 
from 190 feet above sea level in the northwest to 90 feet above 
sea level in the southeast. 
Figure 2.9 shews that the standard deviation of the 
probable error of estimated potentiometric surface elevation• is 
as high as 20 ft in some cells. These are cells that are distant 
from an observation well. Standard deviations are much smaller in 
cells near observation wells. 
For the internal cells. the water levels of spring 1973 
are used as the initial conditione for the validation discussed 
in the next chapter. For each constant-head cell. the average 
springtime groundwater level (fer 1973-62> at the center of the 
cell is used as the cell's constant groundwater elevation in 
simulations conducted for the validation period. 
2.7 MODELING STREAM-AQUIFER JNTERFLOW 
lnterflow between the aquifer and hydraulically connected 
streams is modeled based en Darcy's law. The program RECHARGE 
was written to utilize this law in estimating interflow between 
the aquifer and the streams. RECHARGE requires the following 
data: observed monthly stream stages. kriged groundwater 
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-----------------------------------------------------------,~ 
transmissivity are described briefly in the following sections. 
2.7.a. Darcy's ~ 
Flow through a porous media of cross-sectional area A 
normal to the direction of flow, can be computed by using the 
following representation of Darcy's law. 
Q = -k A Cdh/dx> <2.1) 
Q a the flux through a cross section of area A, normal to 
3 
the direction of flow <L /T) 
k • the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer material, 
<LIT>: 
2 
A • unit area normal to the direction of flow, <L >: 
h = tha potentiometric surface elevation or hydraulic 
head, <L>: 
x = the distance in the direction of groundwater flow, 
<L>; 
dh/dx • the hydraulic gradient, <LIL>: 
2.7.b Reach Transmissivity~ APS Values And Their 
Relationship 
Reach transmissivity is a measure of the ability of the 
atreambed material to transmit water from the stream to the 
aquifer or from tha . aquifer to the stream. The reach 
transmissivity for a cell which is not hydraulically connected to 
a stream is equal to zero. Reach transmissivity can be defined by 



























q = G h R (2.2) 
r r r r 
discharge from (+ sign> or recharge to (- sign> 
the aquifer for a particular cell containing 
3 
reach r. <t. IT>: 
potentiometric surface elevation at the given 
cell that contain reach r. Ct.>: 
the assumed constant river stags at the given 
cell that contain reach r. for a given time 




at reach cell r, 
To apply Equation 2.2. it is necessary to estimate reach 
transmissivity. G • lt may be calculated analytically <Morel-
r 
Seytoux. 1979), or empi~ically through model calibration. A 
similar parameter. the APS or streambed parameter. may be 
similary obtained <Reed and Broom. 1979>. 
APS values reflect the degree of hydraulic connection 
bet'-leen the stream and the aquifer. These values represent the 
hydraulic conductivity of the streambed material multiplied by 
the horizontal area of the streambed at a node. divided by the 
thickness of the streambed material. Therefore for a particular 










r r r 




streambed parameter reflecting the degree of 
hydraulic connection between a stream and a 
2 
aqui far for cell r. <L IT>: 
• hydraulic conductivity of streambed material 
in cell r. CLIT>: 
• length of the stream in cell r. <L >: 
W = average width of the streambed in cell r. <L>: 
r 
H = thickness of the streambed material in cell r. 
r <L> : 
For cell r containing a stream reach of length L 
r 
and average width W • and a bed of thickness H and hydraulic 
conductivity K 
r 
can be described as: 
Q = q 
r 
A = L 
r 






























dl = H 
r 




Replacing these variables in Equation 2.1, it can be stated as: 
<K • L • V 
r r r 






Therefore. comparing Equation (2.9> and (2.2> 
K L 






The reach transmissivity G and the APS values are 
r 
identical for the same variables on the right hand side of 
Equation 2.3. This identity is useful for calculating interflow 
between stream and aquifer <Equation 2.2> when the APS value is 
known. 
2.7.c Stream-Aquifer Interflow 
AS specified by Read and Broom <1979>. only those 
stream• which have significant hydraulic connection with the 
aquifer <niaaissippi River. Arkanaae River. Bayou Bartholomew. 
Bayou nacon and Boeuf River> are considered for modeling stream-
aquifer connection. 
Reed and Broom <1979> reported the APS values uaed when 






values are too large to work 
simulation model used in 
satisfactorily 
this study. 
Therefore a different technique is used to estimate the 
recharges or discharges occuring in some of the calls with 
stream-aquifer connections. Th•s• cells <Figure 2.10> include 2 
calls in the northern reach of the Boeuf River and 4 calls in its 
southern reach. Also included are nine cells in the region 
through Which the Arkansas River and nisaiasippi River travel, 
which are not used as conatant-h•ad cells. The annual stream-
aquifer interflow at the two northern cells on the Boeuf River is 
estimated by assuming that they have the same 5/A interflow as 
adjacent S/A cells. The 5/A interflow at the other 13 cells is 
estimated by solving for the annual volumes of steady state 
withdrawal which will maintain observed springtime groundwater 
levels. 
The AP5 values for other internal cells with stream-
aquifer connection are obtained from Reed and Broom (1979>. In 
that study the dimensions of each cell are 7040 ft by 7040 ft. In 
this study the dimensions of each cell are 15840 ft by 15840 ft. 
Therefore. to estimate an appropriate value of reach 
transmissivity <G for the larger cell in this study. the APS 
r 
values obtained from Reed and Broom <1979) are multiplied by a 
factor. 2.25 <= 15840.0 I 7040.0). In this conversion the average 
width and thickness of the streambed are assumed to be constant. 
The hydraulic conductivities of streambed material used by Raed 
and 
to 
Broom <1979> tor their analog model are virtually identical 
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Figure 2.10 Calla For Which an Average Annual Recharge 
or Discharge Ia Calculated Using Steady-State 
Equation For Two-Oimenaional Flow And Kriged 




Once reach transmisaivities are estimated. monthly values 
of stream-aquifer interflow are computed based on the difference 
in elevation between unpublished monthly river stage recorda 
obtained from the Corps of Engineers and springtime groundwater 
levels in each cell with stream-aquifer connection. Honthly 
values of interflow are Bubsequently summed to estimate annual 
interflows. Thus. although the groundwater levels are assumed 
constant throughout the year. the seasonal variations in river 
stages are incorporated in the computation of interflow. 
Where the potentiometric surface is above the stream 
stage. discharges occurred from the aquifer to the stream. 
Analysis of historic river stages and groundwater levels indicate 
that the Quaternary aquifar discharged to the Bayou Hacon an 
annual average <1973-82) of 4,057 acre-ft. This analysis also 
indicates that Bayou Bartholomew and Boeuf River recharged the 
aquifer an annual average of -9,757 ac-ft and -6.678 ac-ft 
respectively. 
In this study. the yearly cell-by-cell stream/aquifer 
<SIA> interflow is added to the cell-by-cell total annual pumping 
from the Quaternary aquifer to estimate the total annual 
hydraulic stimulus occurring at each cell. The use of these net 
stimuli in the validation process is described in next chapter. 
2.8 ESTIHATING RECHARGES L[ ~ SYSTEH THROUGH CONSTANT-HEAD 
CELLS 
The system can be recharged through each of the 66 

















The recharge comes either from rivera penetrating to the aquifer 
in those cells or from extensions of the aquifer outside the 
region. These cells include all the boundary cells through ~hich 
the Arkansas and Hississippi Rivera travel as ~ell as ths south 
and aouth~••tern boundary cells (Figure 1.3>. The ground~ater 
levels and pumping are fixed in constant head cells. 
The average annual historic nat recharge through the 
constant-head cells into the system is estimated using the 
water volume balance equation. presented in detail 
section of the next chapter. 
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CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF PARAnETERS 
FOR ~GROUNDWATER FLOW SlnULATION nODEL 
By 
B. Datta. J. Solaimanian and R. c. Peralta 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Simulation 









physical aquifer parameters. For a small area these parameters 
can be estimated through a fe~ ~ell tests at specific locations. 
Ho~ever. for a large area such as the Bayou Bartholome~ Basin. it 
i• impo•aible to conduct enough ~ell tests to accurately 
determine the spatial distribution of these parameter values. In 
this study. economic coneiderations restrict the amount of field 
data that can be collected. Accordingly the first objective of 
the validation is to verify, using existing recorded data, 
preliminary estimates of the effective porosity and hydraulic 
conductivity of the Quaternary aquifer underlying the region. The 
second objective is to validate estimates of vertical accretion 
(deep percolation through the soil profile> to the aquifer and 
the cell-by-cell values of reach transmissivity <and S/A 
interflo~). 
In the validation process. it is assumed that the aquifer 
is isotropic and homogeneous ~ith respect to effective porosity 
and hydraulic conductivity. The AQUISin nodel <Verdin at a 1 • , 
3-1 
1962) is used to simulate changes in the potentiometric surface 
~ithin the validation period. 
The AQUIStn modal accomplishes the simulation process in 
two steps. In the first step. influence coefficients are 
generated. These describe the influence of a unit distributed 
excitation (pumping> at a given cell occurring at a given time 
period. on the hydraulic head at a different or the same cell 
during any given time period. The excitations used in this study 
are termed "distributed" because they are assumed to be averaged 
over the area of a cell. Influence coefficients are calculated 
for all the cella in the system. These influence coefficients are 
basad on the effective porosity and transmissivity of the 
aquifer. The transmissivity depends on the hydraulic conductivity 
and saturated thickness. 
In the second step of the simulation. the influence 
coefficients are multiplied by known excitations of groundwater 
discharges or recharges at each cell. The model sums the 
responses to all stimuli to simulate the hydraulic heads at the 
end of each time period within the time horizon of the 
simulation. 
The ideal procedure for using a ground~ater simulation 
model for calibration and validation of aquifer parameters can be 
described by the following steps <Peralta at al. 1965): 
1. Use available data to determine the precise study 




















2. Use the selected assumptions. modifying them if 
necessary. to calibrate the model. In calibration. the model's 
response to pumping during a specified time period is compared 
with the historic observed response of the aquifer over the same 
period. nodal response is made to he more in harmony with 
historic response by improving the estimates of aquifer 
phyeical characteristics used within the model. The process is 
continued until the model emulates historic conditione within 
pre-assigned approximation limite over the calibration period. 
3. Teat the model over a second time period. the 
validation period. If the model-predicted water levels again 
compare with historic observed levels within pre-aaigned 
approximation limits, the model is considered sufficiently 
validated to he used for predictive purposes. In this step the 
sensitivity of the model to small changes in the assumptions is 
evaluated. 
4. Select the best assumptions from the 
validation/sensitivity analysis step and use the model to predict 
water levels. Prediction is generally limited in time span to the 
same number of years as validation. 
Sufficient accurate data are not always available to 
perform both calibration and validation for time spans of 
satisfactory duration. Jn such situations. when using a generally 
applicable <as opposed to site-specific> model. validation alone 
is adequate. as long as the hydrogeologic assumptions are not 
changed significantly during the validation process. 
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Water-use information and groundwater-level observations 
for the study area prior to the 1970s are not detailed and 
reliable enough to perform both model calibration and validation. 
The 10 years between 1973 and 1963 is the longest period of time 
for which sufficient data could be obtained. For this reason. and 
because previous studies on this aquifer and the adjacent Grand 
Prairie region ware consistent in selected aquifer parameter 
values. the calibration period was omitted in this study. 
Validation and sensitivity analysis of the parameters are 
accomplished for the 1973-1963 period using the common 
of history-matching and the data discussed in the 
chapter: withdrawals from the aquifer. discharges 
recharges to the aquifer through stream aquifer 
aquifer top and base elevations and historic 






Additional aquifer parameter values and characteristics 
assumed and used in the validation process include the hydraulic 
conductivity, effective porosity and deep percolation through the 
soil profile. These assumptions are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
A value of 0.3 is used as an aquifer-wide estimate of 
effective porosity. An aquifer-wide estimate of 250 ft/day was 
selected as an appropriate hydraulic conductivity. These 
parameter values were selected based on the previous studies done 
in this area and the adjacent Grand Prairie region as discussed 
in Section 2.4. The hydraulic conductivity of 250 ft/day is an 


















area. In addition. 250 ft/day was considered appropriate because 
previous researchers reported hydraulic conductivity values of 
254-270 ft/day for the adjacent Grand Prairie. In alluvial 
deposits. particle size usually increases with depth. Hydraulic 
conductivity increases with particle eize. Since the aquifer in 
Bayou Bartholomew study area is leas dewatered than that in the 
Grand Prairie region. one would expect the average hydraulic 
conductivity to be somewhat less in the Bayou Bartholomew Basin 
than in the Grand Prairie region. 
Annual transmiseivities for each call in the study area 
are obtained by multiplying the annual hydraulic conductivity by 
the distance between the baea of the aquifer and either the 1973 
groundwater level or the top of the aquifer. whichever is lower 
at that point. These transmiseivities are used in the validation 
process described in this section. 
Broom and Reed (1973) reported a total amount of deep 
percolation equal to 47.000 ac-ft/year for this study area. 
Because. in most of the internal cells. a somewhat impermeable 
clay layer is assumed to overlie the aquifer. this alight amount 
of recharge seems reasonable. ln this study. it was assumed that 
there is only 0.20 inches of recharge through deep percolation 
per year <100 ac-ft/year per cell) tor all 380 calla. This 
totals to 38,000 ac-ft per year for the entire area. Ae shown in 
the following section. this assumption resulted in very small 
errors between simulated and observed storages in the aquifer at 
tha end of tha validation period. 
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3.2 VALIDATION ~ PARAnETERS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The preceding 
development of our 
characteristics and 
chapter and section described the 
best assumptions concerning aquifer 
inputs and outputs to the aquifer system. 
There is. however. alwaya error associated with making aquifer-
wide estimates of aquifer characteristics and in estimating 
pumping or recharge. In the model validation and sensitivity 
analysis step our aim was to determine whathar we had identified 
the best assumptions possible tor use in predicting future water 
levels. To accomplish model validation and sensitivity analysis. 
we performed a series of simulation runs. Our best assumptions 
were incorporated in Run 1. the validation run. In this run. a 
hydraulic conductivity of 250 ft/day, affective porosity of 0.3. 
accretion •qual to 100 ac-ft/yaar par cell and reach 
transmiesivitiae as discussed before were assumed. In order to 
determine the sensitivity of the model. the 
conductivity, effective porosity and amount of 
hydraulic 
vertical 
accretion were varied in seven additional runs. Table 3.1 
displays the groundwater that was estimated to exiat in storage 
in 1973 and 1963 based on observed groundwater levels and the 
assumed affective porosities in the B simulation runs. Also shown 
ara the storage values that were simulated to exist in all eight 
runs. basad on simulated groundwater lavale and assumed affective 
porosities. 
The criteria for estimating the errore resulting from each 
aimulation run are the three percentage error measures described 



















the kriged groundwater levels and effective porosity for each 
run. 
simulated storage 1983 - observed storage 1983 
PC1 = ---------------------------------------------- X 100 
observed storage 1983 
simulated storage 1983 - observed storage 1983 
PC2 - ---------------------------------------------- X 100 
observed storage 1973 - observed storage 1983 
simulated storage 1983 - observed storage 1983 
PC3 = ---------------------------------------------- X 100 
total pumping <1973 through 1982> 
Table 3.2 displays the results of the simulation runs in 
terms of these three error criteria. The analysie of the results 
is analogous to that performed ~y Peralta at al. <1985>. The 
simulated results that most satisfactorily matched historic data 
are o~tained with Runs 1 and 5 . Run 1 <the validation run> 
underestimates groundwater storage in 1983 by 0.004 percent and 
the reduction in storage by 0.56 percent. The simulated storage 
reduction after 10 years is 0.07 psrcent less than the observed 
value <measured as a percent of the total pumping for the 10 
year period> . 
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Table 3.1 Simulated and observed groundwater storages 
Observed Observed Simulated 
Run Storage 1973 Storage 1983 Storage 1983 
'<acre-ft) X 1~~~: <acre-ft) X 1~~0:(acre-ft) X 1~~~ 
1 341~1.9 33669.2 33867.9 
2 39785.7 39514.~ 39557.~ 
3 28418.4 28224.3 28175.8 
4 341~1.9 33869.2 33872.4 
5 " .. 33670.1 
6 " " 33816.9 
7 " .. 33820.9 
8 " " 33816.7 


















Table 3.2 Validation Results 
Deep *I 
I Run K e I Percolation PCl PC2 PC3 
(ft/day> : (ac-ft)/call (") (") (") 
I 
I --
1 250 10.30 100 -0.004 -0.559 -0.0671 
2 250 0.35 100 0.109 15.6261 2.217 
3 250 0.25. 100 -0.172 -24.9671-2.500 
4 270 0.301 100 0.01219 1. 3751 121.165 
5 230 0.30' 100 0.003 0.3671 0.046 1 
6 250 0.3121 0 -0.154 -22.475 -2.700 
7 270 0.30 0 -0.143 -20.756 -2.490 
a 23121 0.30 0 -0.1551-22.561 -2.707 
* average annual pumping (1973-1962> is 193.956 ac-ft. 
K is the Hydraulic Conductivity 
e is tha Effective Poroeity 
Run 5 is performed aeeuming an hydraulic conductivity of 
230 ft/day and an effective porosity of 0.3. In addition. deep 
percolation equal to 1121121 ac-tt/year per call is included in Runs 
1 through 5. Run 5 simulated actual conditions Yith about the 
same accuracy as Run 1. In such a situation. Yhere two runs 
simulate with comparable accuracy. one must determine which set 
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of assumptions should be used for prediction of future 
groundwater levels. In this caea. the assumptions of Run 1 are 
preferred for several reasons. The first reason is that 250 
ft/day is mora comparable than 230 ft/day to the 270 ft/day 
value. validated for the adjacent Grand-Prairie region of the 
same aquifer. The second reason is that for the ten years of 
validation (1973-1983). the average annual error in simulated 
storage compared to observed storage is smaller for Run 1 than 
tor Run 5. The third reason is that it is eater to underestimate 
the available storage than overestimate. Run 1 underestimates 
slightly while Run 5 overestimates slightly. 
Rune 2 and 3 use a hydraulic conductivity of 250 ft/day 
and effective porosities of 0.35 and 0.25 respectively. It is 
evident from Table 3.2 that these porosities result in much 
larger errore than those of Run 1. Assumption of an effective 
porosity equal to 0.3 and hydraulic conductivity of 270 ft/day as 
in Run 4 results in larger errore than in Run 1. Runs 6. 7. and 6 
assumed no deep percolation to the aquifer. All three of these 
rune resulted in larger errore than did Run 1. 
A comparison of Rune 1 and 6 permits an observation to be 
made about the sensitivity of the model to the estimated volume 
of deep percolation to the aquifer. The difference between Run 1 
and Run 6 is that in Run 1 a deep percolation of 100 ac-tt/year 
per cell is assumed. while nona ie assumed in Run 6. From Tabla 
3.2 it can be noted that Run 6 results in errors 40 to 50 timae 
larger than that of Run 1. Therefore the estimated amount of 




















Figure 3.1 sho~a ho~ accurately the best run (Run 1) 
predicted cell-by-cell ground~ater levels for the spring of 1983. 
The value in each cell is the difference bet~een simulated and 
observed <kriged> groundwater levels in 1983 for that call. A 
negative value indicates that the simulatsd level ia lo~er than 
the observed elevation. The standard deviation of probable error 
of estimated krigsd potentiometric surface elevations for 1963 
ranged between 4.5 and 20.5 feet in the study area <Figure 2.9). 
Differences between simulated and observed values that are lees 
than the standard deviation of probable errors of estimated 
observed potentiometric surface elevations are considered 
insignificant. As a result, the difference between simulated <Run 
1> and observed elevations are insignificant in all cells for 
1983 ground~ater levels. 
In summary. after performing a literature review and 
judging the results of the validation and the sensitivity 
analysis, a hydraulic conductivity of 250 ft/day and an 
effective porosity <specific yield> of 0.3 ~ere selected as being 
appropriate for the Quaternary aquifer underlaying the Bayou 
Bartholome~/Alluvial Aquifer Systsm. tn addition. an average of 
0.20 inch/year of ~atar was a•eumed to percolate through the soil 
profile to the aquifer throughout the study area. Thia value. 
equaling 100 acre-ft/year per cell, sums to 38.000 acre-tt/yr for 
the entire region. As described in Chapter 4 and 5 these values 
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Figure 3.1 Differences Between Simulated And Observed 



















3.3 Evaluating Current Ang Historic Aquifer Conditions 
Using The Validated Parameters 
The program VOLCAL (Peralta at al •• 1963b) was modifi•d 
and used to estimate the cell-by-cell volume of groundwater 
stored in the aquifer in the spring of each year. aa well as the 
change in storage from 1973 to 1963 using the assumed effective 
porosity. It is also used to compute the saturated elevation 
Ctha elevation of the top of the aquifer or the elevation of the 
potentiometric surface. whichever is lower>. the saturated 
thickness and the degree of confinement at the center of each 
call in the study area for each year of the val id·ation period. 
In addition. VOLCAL calculates the changes in the potentiometric 
surface and saturated elevation from year to year and from 1973 
to 1963. 
Figure 3.2 shows the degree of aquifer confinement in the 
springtime of 1963 as the difference between the 1963 
potentiometric surface elevation and the elevation of the top of 
the aquifer. Since positive values indicate confined portions of 
the aquifer. one sees that most of the aquifer is confined, 
although the degree of confinement is not great. CFor 
representative pumping rates the aquifer can ba assumed to act as 
if it is unconfined in the vicinity of pumping wellsJ. Changes in 
groundwater storage occur only in the unconfined portions of the 
aquifer. 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the change in saturated 
elevation and potentiometric surface elevation between 1973 and 
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Figure 3.3 Change in Saturated Elevation Bet~aen 1973 And 
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the area have no change in saturated elevation. This is due to 
the fact that a large portion of the aquifer is confined in the 
springtime. Figure 3.4 eho~s that the changes in the 
potentiometric surface elevation are fairly small. The average 
change in potentiometric surface elevation over the entire area 
is about 4 feet. ~ith larger changes occurring in the eastern 
portion of the area. ~hera pumping ~as greatest. 
The saturated thicknesses in spring 1983 are sho~n in 





elevation and the base of the aquifer. 
et at •• <1985) the minimum desirable 
saturated thickness for 1960 climatic conditions Cths most 
severe recent drought year> ia about 25 feet for the adjacent 
Grand Prairie region of the same aquifer. The average saturated 
thickness over the entire Bayou Bartholome~ Basin is about 80 
feet. ~hich is adequate. The lo~ast saturated thicknesses are 
observed in eouth~estern cells and range from 20 to 40 feet. 
Three of these cells have saturated thickness less than 25 feet. 
The storage and the change in storage for each year of the 
validation period (1973-1983> are eho~n in Table 3.3. Table 3.3 
also eho~e the change in ground~ater storage as a percentage of 
1973 storage and previous year pumping for each year of 
the observation period. Because the aquifer is confined in most 
of the study area. the change in •toraga is very small. 
the fact that potentiometric surface elevations are 
despite 
~idely 
declining. The total decrease in ground~ater storage from 1973 to 
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The total change in groundwater storage between 1973 and 
1963 is 12 percent of total groundwater pumping <1.939.560 acre-
ft) for that period. This percentage. the mining percentage. 
indicates the proportion of groundwater pumped during the 
observation p•riod that is not replaced by recharge. 
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3.4 Result From Estimating ~Volume Balance [2L The Area 
than 
~ater 
The average annual historic net recharge from causes other 
those previosly specified can be determined by conducting a 
volume balance analysis. Jn applying the follo~ing ~star 
volume balance equations. all discharges from the aquifer are 
positive values and all recharges to the aquifer are negative 
values. 
or. 
Regional Discharge + Regional Recharge 
+ Change In Storage = 0 <:3.1> 
<Pumping + S/A Discharge> + {5/A Recharge + Deep 
Percolation + Net Recharge From All Other Sources> 
+ Change In Storage = 0 (3.2> 
The average annual components of the water balance for 
1973-63 estimated as described in the preceding sections are: 
Pumping = +193.956 ac-ft 
S/A Dil!lcharge = +4.057 ac-ft 
S/A Recharge = -16.432 ac-ft 
Deep Percolation = -36.000 ac-ft 
Change In Storage = -23.270 ac-ft 
Therefore. the average annual Net Recharge From All Other 
Sources is: 




















Conventionally. this value is negative in sign. It includes 
recharge entering through peripheral constant-head cells. 
recharges entering at internal stream/aquifer cells that ~ere not 
ao designated in the models. and the difference bet~een steady 


























P. J. Killian. R. c. Peralta and A. Yazdanian 
Components of any optimization problem include the 
objective function. the involved variables and constraints. T~o 
objective functions are applied in the management model presented 
in this report. The first seeks to maximize the sustained yield 
~ithdra~al from a given region. The second develops austained 
yield ~ithdrawal strategies that maintain groundwater elevations 
as close as possible to predetermined •target' elevations. 
The variables subject to management bounding or constraint 
include drawdown. pumping. and recharge. In order to assure that 
the modale properly simulate groundwater flow. the finite 
difference approximation to tha differential equation of steady-
state ground~ater flow is used as part of the constraining 
conditions in the management model. This technique of linking 
the simulation to the optimization is referred to as the 
embedding method <Gorelick. 1963). The embedding method is used 
to express both the constraining equations and the objective 
functions in terms of only a single type of variable. static 
drawdown. This is done so that other objective functions can be 
applied ~ithout modifying the constraint set. Much of this 
chapter is dedicated to developing tha constraining equations 
used in the model. 
4- 1 
The optimal solution is found through application of 
operations research theory. The optimization algorithm employed 
in this management model is QPTHOR. a linear and quadratic 
programing subroutine ~ritten by Leifsson and others <1981>. 
QPTHOR uses the General Differential Algorithm. a direct climbing 
method of locating the optimal solution through a systematic 
gradient search routine. 
4.1 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXlHATION OF THE TWO-DIHENSIONAL FLOW 
EQUATION 
The follo~ing linearized Bouasinesq equation describes 










cahtax )) + Sc cah/~t> = 0 
j 
(4-1) 
i.j = 1.2 
= the excitation or volumetrix flux of recharge or 
~ithdra~al per unit surface area of aquifer. <LIT>: 
= the transmissivity tensor such that T' = k b. 
2 
<LIT>: 
= the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer material. 
<LIT>: 
= the saturated thickness of the aquifer material. 
<L>: 
=potentiometric head. <L>: 
=the storage coefficient. (dimensionless>. 
The saturated thickness. (b), is assumed constant as it 
appears in Equation <4-1). This assumption is val i d only in the 




















in potentiometric head results in an equal change in saturated 
thickness. If the saturated thickness of an unconfined aquifer 
is very large compared to the change in head. then Equation <4-1) 
is relatively accurate. If however. the saturated thickness is 
only slightly larger than the change in potentiometric head. 
Equation (4-1) is an inaccurate representation of unconfined 
groundwater flow. This problem is addressed when using the 
management model by sequential re-initialization in a manner 
which is presented in a subsequent section. 
Konikow and Grove <1977> provide a summary of the 
assumptions considered in the development of Equation <4-1>: 
1> The porous medium can only deform vertically. 
2> Isothermal conditions prevail. 
3) The volume of individual grains remains constant during the 
deformation of the medium. 
4) Fluid density is a linear combination of pressure. 
S> The permeability is independent of pressure and temperature. 
6> Hydraulic head gradients are the only significant driving 
mechanililm. 
7) Homogeneous fluid density and viscosity. 
6) Two dimensional flow. 
To approximate the differential equation describing 
groundwater flow. a block centered cell system ia used. The 
study area is subdivided into a number of square blocks or cells 
in which the aquifer properties at"e assumed unifol'm. The 
continuous derivatives in Equation (4-1) are replaced by finite 
difference approximations at the center of each cell to yield: 
(4-2) 
lib C <T' <ahtax )) <T' <ahtax )) ] + 
i XX 1 i+l/2.j XX 1 i-1/2. j 
16Y C <T' <ahtax ) ) <T' <ahtax )) ] = 
j yy j i.j+l/2 yy j i.j-1/2 





:: the space increment in the x-direction for column i. 
C L > ; 
& 
j 
= the apace increment in they-direction for ro~ j. 
< L> ; 
~t = the time increment. CT); 
i • the index in the x-direction for any cell in the 
study area: 
j • the index in th• y-direction for any cell in the 
study area: 
t = the time index. 






( [ DTR C i , j ) ( h C i + 1 , j ) - h C i , j > > I ~ x l 
1+1/2 
[ DTR ( i -1 , j ) ( h ( i , j ) - h ( i -1 .j ) ) I ~ x l ) 
i-1/2 
( [ DTU ( i , j ) ( h < i , j + 1 > - h ( i , j > > I ~ y l 
j +1/2 
C DTU < i , j -1> < h < i , j ) - h < i , j - 1> > I ~ y l l 
j-1/2 
S<i.j>l~ t Ch(i,j)- h<i.j.t-1)) + WCi.j.t) 
~here: 
h(i.j) = the potentiomAtric surface elevation 





DTR C 1, j ) = the transmissivity between cell ( i. j ) 
2 
(i+l.j). <L IT >I 
DTU < 1, j > - the transmissivity between cell ( i. j ) Ci.j+l), CL21T>: 
finite 
' C L) ; 
and cell 
and cell 
& = the distance bet~een center of cell ( i • j ) and 
i+l/2 center of cell (i+l.j). < L) • 


















depends on the anisotropy of the aquifer characteristics and the 
capabilities of available computational resources. The use of 
smaller dimensions in defining the cells will more closely 
approximate Equation <4-1), but at the same time increase the 
number of unknowns in the solution set. 
The management model applies a square cel1 aystem to the 
study area. Consequently, all the space increments in Equation 
(4-3> are equal and some simplification occurs. Multiplying each 
side of Equation C4-3> by the area of one square cell yields 
(4-4) 
DTRCi,j) (h(i+l,j>-h<i.j>> DTR<i-1.jl (h(i,j)-h(i-l.j)) 
+ DTU(i,j> <h(i,j+l)-h(i,j)) - DTU(i,j-1) (hCi,j)-h(i,j-1>> 
= 5 < i, j > <A> 6t < h < i, j > -h < i, j > > + W < 1. j ) AR 
where: 
AR = the surface area of one square finite difference cell. 
2 
<L >. 
4.2 STEADY-STATE GROUNDWATER fLOW 
Steady-state groundwater flow is simulated in order to 
approximate a sustained yield condition. Steady-state excitation 
rates are those values of pumping and recharge which. when 
applied to the system, continuously maintain constant 
potentiometric surface elevations. For a given eat of 
potentiometric surface elevations. there exists a corresponding 
eat of steady- state pumping values. 
This idealistic description of a steady-state system is 
not representative of a natural system of groundwater recharge 
4- 5 
and QithdraQal. Seasonal precipitation and pumping for 
irrigation are time-variant. In an agricultural area. more 
groundQater ie removed from the aquifer during the groQing season 
and more recharge is available during the spring. Fortunately. 
Peralta and Peralta (1984) and Yazdanian and Peralta (1965) have 
shogn that a steady-state potentiometric surface is generally 
maintained over tha long term if the total transient excitations 
for a given time pariod aqual the appropriate total steady 
excitation rate over the same time period. 
Under steady-state conditions. Equation C4-4> becomes: 
(4-5) 
DTR(i,j) (h(i+l.j)-h(i,j)) DTR<i-l.j> <h<i,j>-h<i-l.j>> + 
DTUCi.j) Ch(i,j+1)-h(i,j)) DTUCi,j-1) Ch(i,j)-h(i,j-1>> = 
The potentiometric surface elevations are replaced by 
static dragdown values for computational efficiency. Drawdown is 
defined as the difference between the elevation o! a horizontal 
datum located above the ground surface and the elevation of the 
potentiometric surface. With this substitution and the 
distribution of transmissivity terms. the following equation 
results. 
(4-6) 
-DTRCi.j> 5Ci+l.j> DTR<i-l,j) S<i-l.j) + TCi,j) S{i,j) 
-DTUCi.j) S<i.j+l) DTUCi.j-1) S(i,j-1) = WCi.j) A 
where: 
S<i.j) = the steady-state drawdown in cell i,j during the 




















T(i,j> = DTRCi.j) + DTR<i-l.j> + DTU(i,j> + DTUCi.j-1> • 
This relationship is simplified by griting it in vector 
notation as 
£T} £a) = WCi.j) A ( 4-7) 
ghere: 
£T) = the transpose of the 5-dimension vector of trans-
missivity values: 
{a} = a 5 dimensional vector of dra~do~n values. 
The expansion of Equation (4-7> over all cella of the study area 
is ~ritten in matrix form as 
[Tl {a') = {W') (4-6) 
where: 
[Tl = an N by N square matrix of transmissivity values. 
having a maximum of 5 nonzero elements in each 
row: 
{e') = an N dimensional vector of dragdown values: 
{g') = anN dimensional vector of excitation values; 
N = the total number of cells in the study region. 
Solution of Equation <4-6> for {a' } when { w' } is known is 
accomplished by simultaneous evaluation of N equations and N 
unknowns. 
4.3 SEPARATION OF VOLU~ETRIC FLUX 
The right hand aide of Equation <4-6) represents the rate 
of groundwater entering or leaving the aquifer at a particular 
finite difference cell. This term is positive if water is leaving 
the system. and negative if water is entering from outside the 
4-7 
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system. To add more flexibility to the model~ the volumetric 
f1 ux is separated into three components including groundwater 
pumping. stream/aquifer flux <referred to as stream/aquifer 
response or interflow), and recharge such that 
W<i.j) A = P<i,j) + Qr(i,j) + RCH<i.j) (4-9) 
where: 
of 
P<i.j> = the steady-state groundwater pumping in cell 
3 
(i.j) during the simulation period. (L /T); 
Qr(i,j) =the stream/aquifer response in cell <i.j> 
3 
during the simulation period. <L /T); 
RCH<i.j) =the recharge to the aquifer at cell (ioj) 
3 
during simulation period. (L IT>; 
The sign convention and above definitions imply that values 
groundwater pumping, P<i~j>. are typically positive. to 
indicate the volume withdrawn. A negative pumping value is 
interpreted as caused by an injection well. 
The recharge values. RCH(i,j), are negative when water 
enters the aquifer from outside the system. A positive recharge 
value occurs at a particular cell. when water is leaving the 
system at that location. Some examples of negative recharge 
include infiltration and flow from adjacent study areas. 
Evapotranspiration is one example of positive recharge. 
The boundary of the study area ie treated as a no flow 
boundary. Consequently. the transmissivity at the periphery is 
zero. Flow into the aquifer from outside the eyatem is simulated 






















indicate the existence of such a condition. 
Substituting Equation <4-9) into Equation (4-7) and 
writing the relationship in matrix form. results in the following 
expression. 
{ T l { s l = P ( i • j ) + Q r ( i , j ) + RCH ( i • j > (4-10) 
The interflow between the aquifer and a stream in 
hydraulic connection is represented by the term. QrCi.j). of 
Equation <4-10). This response is greater than zero if the 
direction of flow is from the aquifer to the stream. and less 
than zero if the stream is recharging the aquifer. No stream 
aquifer response is present in cells which are not hydraulically 
connected to a surface water source. Assuming that the river or 
stream is penetrating the aquifer such that the medium between 
the streambed and the aquifer material is saturated, the 
interflow is determined by 
QrCi.j> = Tr(i.j> (SstCi.j)- S<i.j)) (4-11) 
where: 
Tr<i.j> = positive valued reach transmissivity of cell 
2 
<i.j>. <L /TH 
SstCi.j> = static stream drawdown or the difference between 
the elevation of the datum and the elevation of 
the water in the stream at cell Ci,j>. <L>. 
Reach transmissivity. Tr<i.j). is a measure of the ability 
of the streambed to transmit water to the aquifer. The reach 
transmissivity for a cell which is not hydraulically connected to 
a stream or lake is equal to zero. The value of reach 
4-9 
transmissivity can be calculated analytically CMorel-Seytoux 
1979), or empirically through model calibration. By assuming a 
constant value of reach transmissivity. and a constant stream 
stage for the period of simulation. stream/aquifer response 
becomes a function of groundwater drawdown alone. Thus. interflow 
between a stream and the underlying aquifer can be controlled in 
a particular cell· by limiting the drawdown. 
The expression for stream/aquifer response is incorporated 
into Equation <4-10> to obtain 
(4-12) 
{ T } { s } + T r ( i , j ) S < i , j ) = P ( i , j ) + RCH ( i , j ) + T r ( i , j ) Sat ( i , j > • 
Equation <4-12> is the finite difference form of the 
equation of groundwater flow used as a controlling condition in 
the management model. The expansion of Equation <4~12>. as 
applied to a single finite difference cell. is written as 
(4-13) 
(T(i.j) + Tr<i.j)) SCi.j>- DTR<i.j)5Ci+1.j)- DTR<i-1.j)5(i-l.j) 
DTU < i , j ) 5 < i , j + 1 ) - DTU ( i , j -1 > S ( 1 , j - 1 ) - P < i • j > - RCH < i , j > 
= Tr<i.j)Sst(i.j> 
The drawdown. pumping and recharge terms are either constant or 
variable depending on the type of cell being modeled. 
4.4 TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CELLS 
To model a region using the management method introduced 
in this report. the area must be defined by a set of finite 


















variable nature of the drawdown. pumping. and recharge at that 
location. It is not ~ithin the scope of this section to comment 
on techniques used to determine the hydrologic boundaries and 
characteristics of this system of cells, only on the application 
of the information. 
For each call there are three factors to consider. These 
factors. 
pumping. 
found in Equation (4-12), include draudown, groundwater 
and recharge. The different types of calls are the 
result of the various combinations of these three factors 
considering each as a constant or a variable. For each variable 
value there is a corresponding upper and lower limit defining the 
range of feasibility. 
A variable cell is any cell which has a variable drawdown. 
a variable value of groundwater pumping. and a constant value of 
recharge. For every variable cell there is an upper and lower 
limit on drawdown. and an upper and lower limit on groundwater 
pumping. Variable cells exist in areas where the steady-state 
drawdown and the corresponding pumping value is unknown while the 
vertical infiltration is assumed constant. This type of cell 
will usually comprise the major portion of the study area. 
A spacial type of a variable call is a constant-flux cell. 
A conetant-tlux cell haa a variable drawdown. a constant value of 
groundwater pumping. and a constant recharge value. 
sum of pumping and recharge may represent actual 
The constant 
estimates of 
system conditions, or design withdrawal rates which the water 
manager considers necessary to achieve. A variable cell becomes 
a constant-flux cell when the upper and lower limit on 
4-11 
groundwater pumping are equal. 
A constant-head cell represents a cell in which the 
drawdown and pumping values remain constant. but recharge may 
vary. Typically. constant-head cells will be along the periphery. 
although this is not a necessary condition. Because the drawdown 
and the pumping values are constant. to reduce computational 
requirements. the objective function is not applied to constant 
head cells. 
Any variable cell may be further characterized as a 
stream/aquifer call if investigations indicate the existence of a 
hydraulic connection between surface water and groundwater in 
that cell. For every stream/aquifer cello the reach 
transmissivity and straam stage are estimated and applied as 
outlined previously. The interflow in a stream/aquifer cell is 
subject to conditions imposed by an upper limit on the volume 
transferred as indicated by 
Qr(iv.jv> > Qrmin<iv.jv) (4-14) 
where: 
Qrmin(iv.jv> = the minimum allowable intertlow between the 
stream and the aquifer during the time 
3 
peri od of a i mu 1 at i on , < L IT) ; 
iv = the column index for any variable cell in the system: 
jv = the row index for any variable cell in the system. 
If Qrmin(iv.jv) is positive, the interflow at that cell is 
strictly return flow from the aquifer to the stream. If 
Qrmin<iv.jv> is negative. recharge from the stream to the aquifer 
















drawdown by re-arranging Equation <4-11) to yield: 
<4-15) 
Smax' <iv.jv> = Sst<iv.jv) - Qrmin<iv.jv)/TrCiv.jv> 
where: 
Smax' <iv.jv) = the maximum drawdown allowed in cell (iv.jv) 
such that the lower limit on interflow is 
not violated. <L>. 
This capability fs included to provide a means by ~hich surface 
~star supplies can be protected. 
4.5 VARIABLES 
The variables involved in the management model include 
drawdown, pumping, and recharge at constant-head cells. The 
restrictions and limitations impos~d on these variables are 
expressed as constraints. These constraints represent conditions 
which must be met in order for the variable values to be 
considered as a feasible solution. The constraints imposed 
indicate physical conditions or the implementation of management 
decisions. 
The primary constraining condition is the equality 
condition expressed by Equation {4-12). This constraint 
represents the physical relationship between the variables by 
maintaining the conditione of steady-state groundwater flow. 
The remaining constraints are formulated as bounds on draudoun, 
pumping and recharge in constant-head cella. 
Limits on the drawdown in variable cells define the range 
in which water levels can rise or fall. Because of the 
4 - 13 
relationship bet~een dra~do~n and ~ater elevation. the upper 
limit on drawdo~n corresponds to the lower limit on 
potentiometric surface elevation. ~hila the lo~er limit on 
dra~down relates to the upper limit on elevation. A natural 
uppar limit on drawdown is the physical bottom ot the aquifer. 
It additional saturated thickness is desired for economic reasons 
or for drought protection. the upper limit is decreased 
accordingly. The lo~er limit on drawdo~n is provided to prevent 
the flooding of foundations of construction sites. Several other 
considerations for determining limitations on dra~downs are 
listed by Bear (1979>. 
The feasible range of values for cell drawdo~ns is 
summarized by th& general formulation: 
Sm in < i v .j v ) > S<iv.jv) > Smax < i v. j v ) (4-16) 
~here: 
Sm in < i v, j v > = the lower limit on drawdown in cell (iv.jv), 
(I..) ; 
Smax < i v, j v > = the upper limit on drawdowm in cell <iv.jv>, 
(I..) ; 
and: 
Smax' < i v, j v > > Smax < i v , j v > • 
Recall that Smax' (iv.jv) is the maximum dra~down in the 
cell such that the lower limit on interflow is not violated. 
Thus, the final condition maintains the limit on stream/aquifer 
response. 
The ground~ater pumping in cells other than constant-head 


















lower limit. The lower limit on groundwater pumping is 
established in terms of variable drawdown values by utilizing the 
relationship expressed in Equation <4-12), recalling that in all 
variable cells the value of recharge is a constant and. if the 
variable cell is a constant-flux cell· tha pumping is a constant 
as well. The following relationship applies to every variable 
cell. 
(4-17) 
P<iv.jv> :tTl {a}+ Tr<iv.jv) S<iv.jv> - RCH<iv.jv) 
- Tr<iv.jv>SstCi.j> > Pmin<iv.jv) 
where: 
Pmin<iv.jv> = the minimum value of groundwater pumping at 
cell <iv.jv> during the simulation period. 
3 
CL /T). 
Based on the adopted sign convention. a negative value of 
groundwater pumping signifies water going into the system. This 
internal injection is prevented by setting Pmin(iv.jv> equal 
I 
to 
zero. A lower limit on groundwater pumping which is greater than 
zero reflects the design requirements of the water manager. For 
example. if a particular cell must have no less than a certain 
amount of groundwater available due to strict quality 
requirements. then the lower limit on pumping would indicate this 
necessity. 
The recharge in constant-head cells is described in terms 
of drawdown by again rearranging Equation (4-12>. Because both 
drawdown and pumping in constant-head cells are fixed. the lower 




RCH<ic.jc> = {T} {s} + Tr<ic.jc> S<ic.jc> - P<ic.jc) 
Trtic.jc>Ssttic.jc> > Rmin<ic.jc> 
where: 
Rmin<ic.jc> = the minimum allowable recharge in cell (ic.jc) 
which can occur during the simulation period, 
3 
<LIT>: 
ic = the column index for any constant-head cell in the 
study area: 
jc = the row index for any constant-head cell. in the study 
area: 
The lower limit on recharge rsfsrs to the greatest 
possible amount of water which can enter the constant-head cell 
from outside the system. The lower limit on recharge is 
typically less than zero unless it is desired to model a 
condition in which water can only leave the system. 
By using Equation (4-12), a constraining condition. to 
define the pumping and recharge terms. it is not necessary to 
include Equation (4-12> as a distinct equality constraint. For a 
study area with NVAR variable cells and NCH constant-head cells. 
there are at least <NVAR + NCH> inequality constraints. NVAR 
constraints are defined by <4-17> and NCH constraints are 
expressed by <4-lBJ. 
4.6 UPPER LIMIT ON PUftPING ~RECHARGE 
When an inequality constraint is input to the General 
Differential Algorithm, one of the initial steps is the common 
practice of transforming the inequality constraints into equality 




















as a slack variable. A slack variable describes the difference 
between the left and the right hand side of the constraint. or 
how "close" a constraining condition is to its limit. If a slack 
variable is zero. the value of the left hand side of the 
constraint is equal to the right hand limit and the constraint is 
said to be "tight". 
The introduction of a slack variable to constraint <4-17> 
yields the following equation. 
(4-19) 
<TJ {sl + Tr<iv.jv) S<iv.jv) - RCH<iv.jv)-Tr<iv.jv>Sat(iv.jv> -
Pm in ( i v, j v > = X' < i v, j v > 
where: 
X' <iv,jv) = the slack variable associated with the ground-
3 
water pumping constraint. <LIT>. 
This relationship can be simplified to 
P<iv.jv) - Pmin(iv.jv) • X'<iv.jv) (4-20) 
or 
P<iv.jv) =X' (iv.jv) + Pmin<iv.jv) • <4-21> 
The upper bound on groundwater pumping is applied such that 
(4-22> 
Pmax < i v , j v > > PCiv.jv> = X'<iv.jv> + Pmin<iv.jv> > Pm in < i v, j v > 
where: 
Pmax<iv.jv> = the maximum allowable pumping in cell <iv.jv) 
3 
during the simulation period, <L /T). 
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Equation <4-22> is reduced such that the limits on the slack 
variable are defined. 
Pmax<iv.jv> - Pmin<iv.jv> > X' <iv.jv> > 0 (4-23) 
By applying a lo~er limit of zero and an upper limit. equal to 
the difference bet~een Pmax<iv,jv) and Pmin<iv.jv>. on the slack 
variable of the pumping constraint. the ground~ater pumping in 
every variable cell is bounded by: 
Pmax < i v, j v > > P<iv.jv> > Pmin<iv.jv> (4-24) 
A similiar procedure applied to recharge constraint <4-18> 
yields 
Rmax<ic.jc> - Rmin<ic.jc> > X"<ic.jc> > 0 (4-25> 
such that: 
Rmax < i c , j c > > RCH<ic,jc) > Rm in < i c , j c ) (4-26> 
~here: 
Rmax(ic.jc) = the maximum allo~able recharge at constant-
head cell Cic.jc> during the simulation 
3 
period, <L /Tl; 
X"<ic.jc> = the alack variable associated ~ith the recharge 
constraint at constant-head cell <ic.jc>. 
<L3/T): 
An upper limit on recharge ~hich is less than zero describes 




















restricted from leaving the system at that cell. Because a 
steady-state condition is modeled. the total flux into the system 
is equivalent to the total flux out of the system. A negative 
upper limit on recharge may prevent the maximum utilization of 
available recharge at other constant-head cells. For this 
reason. it is suggeated that a large positive value of 
Rmax<ic.jc) be used for the initial optimization. 
4.7 REACH CONSTRAINTS 
The preceeding section discusses constraints imposed on 
recharge values in a particular constant-head cell. ln addition 
to these constraints. it is possible to constrain the total 
recharge which occurs in a given subsystem or reach of constant-
head cells. This capability is utilized to simulate a system 
where the constant-head cella represent a stream or lake from 
which the total recharge is limited. This constraint is 
formulated by applying Equation <4-16> to all constant-head cella 
in the designated subsystem. The following relationship 
represents this summation. 
I < ice) 
RT<ics> = ~ RCH(i) > CHSniN<ice) (4-27) 
i•l 
for ice = 1, NCHSUB 
where: 
RT<ics) = the total recharge in constant-head subsystem ice. 
3 
<L /T): 
I<ics> =the total number of constant-head cells in sub-
system ice: 
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CHSniNCics) = the lower limit on total recharge from 
3 
constant-head subsystem ice, CL /T): 
NCHSUB = the total number of constant-head cell subsystems. 
A constant-head cell cannot belong to more than one 
constant-head reach at a time. HoYever. any constant-head cell 
in a subsystem can have an additional constraint limiting the 
amount of recharge in that particular cell. (see relationship <4-
16)). 
In addition to constraining a reach of constant-head 
cells, it is also possible to constrain a reach of stream/aquifer 
variable calls. The stream/aquifer subsystem constraints are 
formulated by applying Equation <4-11) to all the cells in the 
stream/aquifer subsystem. The following expression represents 
this summation. 
J(isa> 




ST(isa> = the total volume of flow from the aquifer to the 
3 
stream in subsystem isa. <L /T); 
J(isa> = the total number of cella in stream/aquifer sub-
system iss; 
SWniN(isa) = the IoYer limit on total interflow from sub-
system iaa; 
NSUB = the total number of stream/aquifer subsystems. 
A variable cell cannot belong to more than one 
stream/aquifer subsystem at a time. However. in addition to the 
reach constraint. any variable cell can also be constrained 


















such that the minimum allowable interflow in that cell is not 
violated. (see Equation (4-15)). 
Considering the reach constraints discussed in this 
section. the total number of inequality constraints applied to 
the study area is described as 
K = NVAR + NCH + NCHSUB + NSUB (4-29) 
whare: 
K = the total number of inequality constrainta; 
NVAR = the total number of variable cells; 
NCH = the total number of constant-head cells; 
The total number of variables. including slack variables. is 
equal to K + NVAR. As described previously. each variable has an 
upper and lower limit imposed upon it. The slack variables 
representative of the reach constraints have an upper bound set 
artificially high. 
4.6 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MAXIMUM SUSTAINED 
YIELD STRATEGY 
One possible regional policy is to maximize annual 
sustainable groundwater pumping. A linear expression to describe 
maximization of the total volume of groundwater withdrawn from a 
region during a specific time period is formed by summing 
Equation (4-17> for all variable-head cells: 
Maximize Z (e) := 
1 
I J 
2. :L {TJ {s} + Tr<iv.jv>S<iv.jv) 
iv=l jv=l 
- RCH<iv.jv> - Tr(iv.jv> Set<iv.jv) 
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(4-30) 
subject to constraints <4-16>. <4-24), (4-26>. <4-27) and <4-26>. 
The objective function <4-30> is similiar to those used by Aguado 
and others (1974), Alley and others <1976), and Elango and Rouve 
1980. 
4.9 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR DEVELOPHENT OF SUSTAINED YIELD 
STRATEGIES ~ APPRQXIHATELY HAINTAIN 'TARGET' LEVELS 
Another possible regional objective is to maintain water 
levels as close as possible to some pre-determined 'target• 
elevations. This is the Target Level Approach <TLA> proposed by 
Peralta and Peralta (1984> and described by Peralta and others 
(1985>. As a technical problem. thia can be re-stated as 
'developing the pumping strategy that will cause the evolution of 
a steady-state potentiometric surface that is as close to target 
elevations as possible'. 
The objective function employed is an application of goal-
programming <Cohan, 1978) to the design of sustained yield 
groundwater withdrawal strategies <Yazdanian and Peralta, 1985). 
The approach seeks to minimize the sum of deviations of a set of 
regionally optimized groundwater elevations from their 
corresponding targets. 
The objective function is: 
(4-31) 
Hinimize Z <s> = 
2 
;t_ ~ { ( S ( i v' j v) - St ( i v, j V) ) x w ( i v, j v) ) 2 
iv=1 jv=1 



















St<iv.jv> is the target <knoYn> steady-state draYdoYn in 
variable-head cell number C iv .. jv), <L>: 
w<iv.jv) is a Yeighting factor assigned to achievement of 
the target draYdown in cell number Civ.jv>. 
Attainment of the target elevations are usually required 
with different degrees of importance in different parte <cella) 
of a region. There are occasion• Yhen the exact targets, and 
associated gradients, need to be achieved. tor example, to 
provide a minimum saturated thickness for drought protection. or 
to control groundwater contaminant movement. In cont raet, there 
are cells Yhere attainment of the exact target elevations are 
laaa critical. The Yeighting factors in Equation <4-31> make it 
possible to emphasize achievement of targat elevations more or 
lees in different parts of the region according to management 
requiremants. Further explanation of weighting factora is 
provided by Yazdanian and Peralta C19B5>. An application ca•e is 
alae preeented by Peralta and others (1985>. 
4.10 OPTtnJZATION ftETHOD 
A direct climbing method of locating the optimal solution 
through a systematic gradient search. knoYn as the General 
Differential Algorithm <Wilde and Beightler. 1967; noral-Seytoux 
.1972>. ia employed for optimization. To aid in the explanation 
of the General Differential Algorithm consider the minimization 
of a quadratic objective function with N variables subject to K 
inequality constraints. During any iteration in the search 




variables. <K of these variables are slack variables introduced 
to transform the inequality constraints into equality 
conditiona>. The constraining equations are separable and as 
such. K variables are expressed as a function ot N independent 
variables. N independent variables are initially referred to as 
daciaion variables while K dependent variables are referred to as 
solution or state variables. The specific separation of 
variables into state variables and decision variables is known 
as the partition of the system. 
The functional equivalents of the state variables are 
directly substituted into the objective function such that the 
objective function is an unconstrained expression of N decision 
variables and no state variables. During each iteration in the 
optimi2ation process. one decision variable is changed to 
improve the value of the objective function. In the model 
presented here. a decision variable is either a drawdown 
variable. or a slack variable corresponding to one of the 
inequality conditions described previously. A change in any 
decision variable will cause every state variable related by the 
K equality conditions to change. 
The change in the value of the unconstrained form of the 
principal objective function. for a given change in a particular 
decision variable. is expressed in terms of the gradient of the 
unconstrained objective function. The gradient of the objective 
function is the vector of first partial derivatives with respect 
to the decision variables. Each first partial derivative is 



















derivative implies that the constraining conditions have been 
substituted into the objective function.> The constrained 
derivative describes the direction and magnitude of a change in 
the value of the objective function for an instantaneous change 
in the value of the decision variable. For the linear objective 
function <section 4.6), each constrained derivative of the 
objective function is a constant and is independent of the other 
variables. For the quadratic objective function <section 4.9> 
the constrained derivatives are linear functions ot the decision 
variables. Therefore. the vector of second partial derivatives of 
the unconstrained objective function is a vector of constants. 
These constants identify the change in the value of a constrained 
derivative for a change in the value of any decision variable. 
Any change in the value of a decision variable gill change the 
value of all related constrained derivatives. 
The General Differential Algorithm searches for the 
decision variable for ghich the absolute value of the constrained 
derivative is the largest. This variable is referred to as 
x <jmax). 
d 
This decision variable is changed to improve the value 
of the objective function. The sign on the constrained derivative 
indicates the direction in ghich to change the variable in order 
to improve the value of the objective function. Considering a 
minimization process. if a constrained derivative is positive. 
the correponding decision variable is decreased to improve the 
value of the objective function. Similiarly. if the constrained 
derivative is negative. the decision variable is increased during 
the optimization process. 
The change in the value of the objective function for a 
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specific change in one decision variable is expressed in terms of 
the constrained derivatives as 
<4-32) 
2 
/::::.z = v < j max> 6., x < j max> + < 1/2 > b < j max, j max > ~ x < j max> > 
d d 
where: 
6. z is the change in the value of the objective function: 
~ x <jmax> is the specific change in the decision variable i: 
d 
v (j max> is the first partial derivative 
derivative) of z with respect to x <jmax>: 
d 
b<jmax,jmax> is 
respect to x <jmax>. 
d 
the second partial derivative 
<constrained 
of z with 
The change in a constrained derivative resulting from a 
change in a single decision variable due to the non-linearity of 
the objective function is expressed as follows. 




where ~v (j > is the change in the constrained derivative ot the 
objective function with respect to decision variable j. 
Equation <4-32> is valid when the change in the decision 
variable does not cause a repartitioning of system va~iables. 
This limitation is subsequently discussed. 
The change in all system variables in response to a change 
in the value of a single decision variable is referred to as the 
system response. Because all decision variables are independent. 





















the remaining decision variables. Every state variable. ho~ever. 
is expressed as a function of decision variables and is 
therefore affected. By evaluating the gradients of the state 
variables. the change to the state variables in response to a 
change in the value of a single decision variable is determined. 
In this model. the constraints are linear and the 
reaultant state gradients are column vectors of constants. 
Therefore. the first partial of a state variable Yith respect to 
each decision variable is valid for any arbitrary change in a 
single decision variable. The system response to a change in 





• d < i • j max ) 6, x < j max) 
d 
for i=l.K 
6,x (i) is the change in state variable i: 
a 
(4-34) 
d < i • j max ) is the first partial derivative of state variable k 
with respect to decision variable i. 
The partial derivatives of the state variables. d c i. j max>. are 
revised each time the system variables are repartitioned. 
Having determined which decision variable to change. and 
the direction in which to change it. the next step is to 
determine how much change is possible. There are three factors 
controlling the maximum change to a decision variable. The 
decision variable is changed until 1> the decision variable 
reaches its upper or loYer limit. 2) a state variable reaches its 
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upper or lower limit, or 3) the constrained 
coreaaponding to the decision variable becomfls 
smallest change in x (jmax) that satisfies the above 
d 





The first restriction is the difference between the 
current value of the decision variable and the bound it is 
approaching. This deviation is described by 
6x• (j max> = 
d 
where: 
x (j max) 
d bound 
x (j max) 
d 
(4-35) 
6 x' <jmax> = 
d 










= the current value of decision variable with the 
largest constrained derivative. 
For a minimization process. the bound approached by the decision 
variable is the upper limit on the decision variable if the 
corresponding constrained derivative is negative. If the 
constrained derivative is positive, the approaching bound is the 
lower limit on the decision variable. 
The state variables, as functions of decision variables, 
are subject to change as each decision variable changes. This 
change is described by Equation (4-34). The gradient of each 
state variable is applied to define the change in a decision 




















6x"<jmax> =min <x <i> x < i ) ) I d ( i , j max) 
a 
(4-36) 
d a bound 
tor i=l, K 
where: 
~x" (j max> = 
d 
X ( i) 
a bound 
the maximum change in x (jmax> due to limits on 
d 
state variables: 
=the bound approached by state variable i: 
x <i> = the current value of state variable i. 
s 
The bound approached by a state variable depends on both the 
sign of the constrained derivative of the objective function. 
v<jmax), and the sign of the constrained derivative of the state 
variable. dCi.jmax). In a minimization process, if v < j max) i a 
positive. the decision variable x (jmax) is decreased. 
d 
1 f. in 
addition. d<i.jmax> is positive. state variable x (i) also 
e 
decreases and the bound approached is the lower limit on x (i). 
a 
The third restriction must be considered in the case of a 
quadratic objective function. If the objective function were 
linear. Equations <4-35) and (4-36> would be sufficient in 
determining the maximum change in a decision variable. 
The gradient of a quadratic objective function is a linear 
function of the decision variables. As a single decision variable 
changes. the vector of constrained derivatives is also affected 
as described by Equation <4-33). The initial sign of the 
constrained derivative indicates the direction in which the 
decision variable must be changed to improve the value of the 
objective function. For example, in a minimization process. if 
the constrained derivative is positive. the decision variable 
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must be decreased in order to decrease the value of the objective 
function. I f the sign of bCjmax.jmax> is negative. a decrease in 
X c j max> causes conatrained derivative v < j max> to increase in 
d 
accordance "ith Equation (4-33). It is possible to decrease the 
decision variable such that tha constrained derivative changes 
sign <goes from positive to negative). Any further decrease in 
the decision variable will increase the value of the objective 
function. an undesirable effect. 
The change in the value of a decision variable is limited 
such that the constrained derivative does not change eigne. The 
magnitude of this change is determined by rearranging Equation 
(4-33). 






is the maximum change in x (jmax> such 
d 
that v Cj max> 
does not go to zaro. 
In summary, the systematic optimization process first 
locates the decision variable ~ith the largest constrained 
derivative <absolute value> and determines the direction in "hich 
to change the decision variable. Equations (4-35), <4-36> and 
(4-37) are used to calculate the~x' 6.x" and ~x'" . The 
d d d 
smallest of these three values is the maximum change in the 
decision variable. After this change is made. the values of the 
state variables are revised i n accordance to Equation (4-34). If 
the change causes a state variable to become tight, the system 
variables are re-partitioned with the tight state varaible 


















function is then updated as sho~n by Equation (4-32>. thus 
completing a single iteration. The process continues until the 
optimal solution has been reached. 
At the optimum. all decision variables that are limited by a 
binding constraint are associated ~ith a non-zero constrained 
derivative. Assuming a minimization process~ if a decision 
variable is against an upper limit. the related constrained 
derivative must be negative. A decision variable has a 
positive constrained derivative associated ~ith it if the lo~er 
limit is binding. If the value of a decision variable is not 
equal to a limiting condition. the corresponding constrained 
derivative is zero and any change in the decision variable does 
not improve the value of the objective function. This is simply 
a non-dogmatic explanation of achievement of the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditione. 
4.11 INITIAL FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
The gradient search technique used to optimize the 
objective function must be given a starting point from ~hich to 
proceed. This initial feasible solution consists of a set of 
dra~do~n values ~hich satisfy all constraining and limiting 
conditione. When a large number of variables are considered. a 
trial and error method is time consuming and evasive. Because 
this problem is formulated under steady-state conditions. the 
initial system dra~do~ns. a product of transient phenomenon. also 
fail to provide a feasible solution to the problem. 
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To compute an initial feasible solution. the set of 
equations described by Equation <4-6) is solved for the variable 
drawdowns with the vector of excitation. ( w' l • set equal to the 
vector of lower limits on excitation. The Gauss-Siedel iterative 
technique is employed to solve the sat of simultaneous equations. 
The recharge values at constant-head cells are calculated 
using the initial feasible set of drawdowns and Equation <4-16). 
If the lower limit on recharge has been violated in any constant-
head cell. no optimization can be performed. The least amount of 
feasible groundwater withdrawal cannot be supported by the 
maximum allowable recharge. In this case. the computer program is 
set up to issue a warning message stating which recharge 
constraint<s> are violated and by what amount. 
Since the constraint set is the same for both objective 
functions. the optimal solution from one objective function can 
be used as initial feasible solution for the other. 
4.12 RE-INITIALIZATION 
The transmissivity values. used in the formulation of the 
objective functions and constraints. are calculated as the 
product of hydraulic conductivity and saturated thickness. If an 
unconfined aquifer is modeled. the saturated thickness changes as 
drawdown increases or decreases. This causes a nonlinearity in 
the groundwater flow equation. As a result, transmissivity 
values initially determined are not representative of optimal 
conditione and the accuracy of the results is reduced. 
If the difference between the initial drawdowns and the 

























in drawdown ie 
are significantly 
initialization procedure is performed. 
To improve the accuracy of the 
large. such that 
altered. a re-
results without 
introducing nonlinear constraints, the drawdowna resulting from 
one optimization process are used as the initial conditione for a 
second optimization. If necessary. a third optimization is 
performed using the results of the second optimization. to 
calculate transmissivity values. Each additional re-
initialization brings initial conditions closer to optimal 
conditions such that the saturated thickness more accurately 
corresponds to the resulting drawdown. pumping. and rectJarge 
values. Subsequent optimizations are continued until a 
predetermined convergence criterion ie satisfied. 
4.13 SUtltlARY 
This chapter describes the methodology used lor obtaining 
optimal sustained yield pumping strategies. Two regional policy 
objectives are considered. The first objective seeks to maximize 
the total annual sustainable volume of groundwater withdrawal. 
The second objective is set to develop sustained yield pumping 
strategies that maintain an optimal potentiometric surface as 
close ae possible to a predetermined •target' surface. 
Constraints used in the optimization model include limits 
on recharges or discharges into the area through the boundary 
cella. limite on recharges or discharges through cella with 
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stream/ aquifer connection. upper and lower bounde on pumping at 
each variable-head cell, and lower limit on saturated thickness 
1n every cell. The application of this methodology to the Boeuf-
Tensas area is described in the next chapter. 




















DEVELOPHENT OF OPTIHAb SUSTAINED YIELD REGIONAL 
PUHPING STRATEGY 
By 
B. Datta. R. c. Peralta. J. Solaimanian and A. Yazdanian 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the application of alternative 
water management policies as constraints in developing optimal 
sustained yield pumping strategies for the Boeuf Teneas area of 
Arkansas. The optimal strategies are obtained from the solution 
of the SSTAR5 model. described in Chapter 4. The data required to 
construct this model for this area is based on the aquifer 
parameter values and estimates of historical condition• as 
diacuseed in Chapters 2 and 3. It should be mentioned that the 
process of reinitialization <Section 4.12> gas not used in 
developing the strategies because: the aquifer is in general 
initially confined. saturated thicknesses are large. and this is 
a reconnaisancs level study. 
The two objective functions. which represent two different 
optimization models. are: i> maximize total withdragal from the 
aquifer. and ii) minimize the total deviation of optimal gater 
table elevations <or potentimetric surface elevations> at the 





in Appendix B. 





appropriate values to the index ISUS. In this study the target 
elevations in the second model are the current <1983> water table 
5- 1 
elevations. The ~sighting factors W are the inverse of the 
k 
standard deviations of the estimation errors for estimating these 
elevations by kriging. Other ~sighting factors or other 
techniques of computing these standard deviations can be used 
a leo. 
Constraints defining sustained yield hydraulic stresses 
are incorporated in both models. However, alternative optimal 
sustained yield pumping strategies are obtained by incorporating 
different seta of physical and managerial constraints. Solutions 
of the optimization model ~ith these different seta of 
constraints represent different optimal sustained yield pumping 
strategies for different scenarios. The scenarios tested in our 
study represent plausible conditions which may have to be 
satisfied based on other economic. social. and political 
considerations. Presentation of the alternative strategies should 
aid in the selection of a single optimal sustained yield pumping 
strategy for the Boeuf-Tensas area. from a sat of alternatives. 
The follo~ing section describes the different scenarios 
which were tested. Amongst the scenarios tested for Hodel 1 (the 
maximize pumping objective function> one was selected as being 
most appropriate for implementation. The constraints for this 
scenario and a slight variation of it ~ere then used develop 
strategies using Hodel 2. 
5.2 DESCRIPTIONS OF SCENARIOS WITH HAXIHUH 
PUHPING OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 




















the constraining equations. Each sst of assumptions and the 
scenarios to which they apply are discussed here. 
5 . 2a General Description Of Assumptions and Constraints 
Formulation of the constraining equations of an 
optimization model requires estimates of physical parameters of 
the aquifer. Estimation ot thaae parameters uas described in 
Chapters 2 and 3. Other important aaeumptions required to 
formulate the constraints are the physical boundary conditione of 
the aquifer underlying this area. Finally. bounds and constraints 
imposed on the decision variables should reflect both physical 
and institutional feasibility. Therefore a number ot variations 
of these assumptions were utilized tor obtaining alternative 
management strategies. For the sake ot systematic presentation we 
will separate these assumptions into the following three 
categoriee. It should be noted however. that the partitioning 
between these categories are very artificial. 
possible to argue that there is some overlap. 
1) Boundary Conditions: 
It is no doubt 
a) assumptions regarding the hydraulic states of 
peripheral cells (treatment a• constant-head or variable-head 
ce 11 a> 
b> specified steady values of hydraulic variables at 
given 
cell 
cells which include 1) constant recharges at a 
or. constant recharge to an internal cell 
stream/aquifer (S/ A> interaction: i i) constant 




c> bounds on recharges through a single cell or a sub-
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system of boundary cells 
ii) Bounds on recharges or discharges through 5/A 
interaction• tor a single cell or a sub-system of cells 
iii) Bounds on pumping at internal cells 
Boundary Conditione 
Figure 1.3 shows those cells along the study area 
boundary which were identified as constant-head cell or as 
constituents of a constant-head call sub-system. Those boundary 
cells not shown as constant-head cells constitute the impermeable 
boundary of the aquifer. Cells along the western boundary above 
1=26 wars trsatad as no-recharge. no-pumping. variable-head 
calls. In all the scanarioe. thoee boundary cells which contained 
the Arkaneas or the nissieeippi Rivers were assumed to be 
constant-head cells. 
For all scenarios. constant recharges due to 
stream/aquifer interflow were assumed for some internal cells. 
These recharges were calculated based on springtime gradients 
between 1973 and 1963. and ths 2-dimensional Boueainesq equation 
tor steady flow. The calls treated in this manner included all 
those calls where reliable estimates of APS <reach 
transmiesivities obtained from the u.s.G.S.> values were not 
available. The estimated average annual recharge for the period 
between 1973 and 1963 were used as constant recharges. 
The assumption that a vertical accretion of 100 ac-tt per 
year occurs uniformly in the region <at every cell> ia baaed on 
water balance simulation and the low vertical permeability of the 
soil above the aquifer. As discussed in Chapter 3. this value is 



















No maximum recharge constraints were imposed on the 
boundary cells having stream-aquifer connection 




S/A connection with 
For the sub-system of boundary cells having 
the Arkansas River. the maximum legally 
permissible recharge was assumed to be 7240 thousand ac-ft/year. 
This value is the difference between the average annual flow at 
nurray Dam gaging station and the minimum annual flow volume 
required to meet stream water quality criterion according to 
Dixon and Peralta. (1964). It was used only as an upper bound. 
and the actual recharge in this sub-system. required to implement 
any one of the optimal strategies. was only a fraction of this 
value. 
An upper bound on recharge of 500 ac-ft per year. 
including 100-ac-ft vertical accretion was used for each of the 
southwestern constant-head boundary cells <Figure 1.3>. This 
value is based on the tact that although the aquifer extends to 
the west beyond that artificial boundary. the aquifer is 
relatively untapped by wells beyond that line. 
The preceding boundary conditions can be stated as the 
general boundary conditions for the aquifer. since they remain 
unchanged in all the scenarios. Boundary conditions for the cells 
along the southern boundary of the study area were 
different scenarios. and are presented later. 
boundary conditions can be ra•tated as: 
changed in 
The general 
i> impermeable boundary along the western periphery of the 
Bayou Bartholomew basin. above 1=26 <Figure 1.3>: 
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ii) vertical accretion of 100 ac-ft/year in each cell; 
iii> constant recharges based on the solution of 2-dimeneional 
Bouseinesq equation. for some internal 5/A cells ~here reliable 
estimates of AP5 values ~ere not available; 
iv> no upper bound on recharge for those boundary cells having 
5/A connection ~ith tha ~iseie•ippi river; 
v> maximum permissible recharge of 7240 thousand ac-ft/year 
for the sub-system of boundary cells having 5/A connection ~ith 
the Arkansas River; 
vi> upper bound on recharge for 500 ac-ft/year for each south 
~estern boundary cell including and belo~ 1=28 <Figure 26>. 
The boundary conditione tor th• cells along the aouthern 
boundary ~are treated in tour different ~aye. In order to assure 
that historic discharges of ground~atsr flo~ing into Louisiana 
are maintained in an optimal strategy, an upper limit ~as placed 
on the ground~ater entering the region through the southern 
boundary. The different assumptions regarding the boundary 
conditione ~ere grouped into the follo~ing four categories. These 
four categories differ only ~ith respect to the treatment of the 
southern boundary of the aquifer underlying the Bayou Bartholoms~ 
basin. 
Type 1 Boundary Conditione: 
a> General boundary conditions 
b> In each of the 11 southern boundary cells. up to 500 ac-
ft/year of recharge from Louisiana is allo~ed par cell. All 
the 11 cells are treated as constant-head cells including 
those ~ith 5/A connection: <35.10), (35.11>, <35.15>. <35.16>. 
and <35.17>. 
Type 2 Boundary Conditions: 




















b) Six of the southern boundary cells ~ithout S/A connection 
are treated ae a constant-head cell sub-system. The total 
net recharge for this sub-system is bounded to be lese than 
600 ac-ft/year (6 x 100 ac-ft/yr per cell of vertical 
accretion). Recharge in each of the other 5 cells is bounded 
to be lees than 500 ac-ft/year. 
Type 3 Boundary Conditione: 
a> General boundary condition 
b) All 11 cells on the southern boundary are treated as a 
constant-head cell sub-system. A total of at least 3000 ac-
ft/year discharge is forced to occur through this sub-system 
to Louisiana. 
Type 4 Boundary Conditions: 
a) General boundary conditions 
b) All 11 southern boundary cells are treated as variable head 
cells, ~ith an upper bound of 500 ac-ft/year on recharge 
through each cell. 
Bounds ~Stream/Aquifer Interflow 
The stream/aquifer cells for the three internal rivers 
<Bayou Bartholome~. Bouef River. and Bayou Macon> ~ere also 
assumed as three different sub-systems <Figure 5.1>. In different 
scenarios the upper limit on recharges to the aquifer from these 
rivers were varied to satisfy potential institutional goals, 
~hila assuring physical realism. Table 5.1 eho~s the estimated 
historic 5/A responses. 
As seen from Figure 5.2. there has been substantial 
decline in groundwater levels in the cells along the Bayou 
Bartholomew River Cas much as 7 feet) in the last ten years. This 
has caused an increase in recharge from the stream to the aquifer 
for the last fa~ years of the simulation period. Therefore. in 
some of the scenarios. the maximum estimated recharge through 
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* Table 5.1 Historic Stream/Aquifer lnterflow 
S/A 11aximum Average 
lnterflow Recharge Racharge 
<ac-ft/year> <ac-ft/year> 
Boeuf River -37.900 - 6,700 
Bayou Bartholomew -25,800 -9.800 
Bayou 11acon -14.000 +4.000 
Based on data from 1973-1983. Negative value means 
recharge to aquifer from stream 
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imposed as the upper bound on S/A recharge. 
For other scenarios, the average annual S/A interflow was 
used as an upper bound on recharge from S/A interflow at internal 
cells. However. the use of this constant may be overly 
c~nservative. This is pointed out by the fact that. although the 
average S/A interflow for the Bayou Macon river is a discharge 
from the aquifer. in some years. a substantial amount of recharge 
was estimated to occur. 
Bounds ~Pumping 
The maximum allowable pumping in each internal cell was 
constrained to be leas than one of the following three values: 
i) estimated annual pumping baaed on 1962 acreage and 
average climatic conditions <Figure 2.1) 
ii) estimated annual pumping in a drought year <1960) for 
1960 . acreage and climatic conditions 
iii) estimated annual maximum potential pumping as discussed 
in Chapter 2. <Figure 2.2> 
The sum of thasa upper bounds on pumping are shown in 
Table 5.2. The minimum allowable value ot pumping in each 
internal cell was assumed equal to zero. 
5.2b Description Of Scenarios ~ Mgdel ~ 
The different scenarios usad for obtaining the alternative 
strategies are discussed in this sub-section. These scenarios 
differ on the basis of the assumed boundary conditions. and the 
bounds on S/A interflow and pumping. A summary ia presented in 




















Cac-t t/yr > 
171.300 
(140.300) 
Values inside parentheses represent total pumping in 



















1.1. The southern boundary consists of 11 constant head 
<35.16>. and (35,17>. with S/A connection. In each of 
these 11 constant-head cells. up to 500 ac-ft/year of 
recharge is allowed per cell. 
1.2. A vertical accretion of 100 ac-tt/year is assumed to 
occur in each (boundary and internal> cell. 
1.3. The Boeuf River, Bayou Bartholomew. and Bayou nacon 
are considered as three different stream/aquifer 
sub-systems <Figure 5.1>. 
1.4. The maximum recharges to the aquifer from each of the 
three stream/aquifer sub-sytems are constrained not 
to exceed the maximum observed annual values tor 
1973-1983. 
1.5. All the southwest boundary cells <Figure 1.3) are 
treated as constant-head cells with a maximum 
allowable recharge of 500 ac-ft/year per cell. 
1.7. naximum potential irrigation demand is used as the 
upper bound on pumping in each internal cell. 
Scenario 2 
2.1. Same as Scenario 1, except that the 1982 base pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each of the internal calls. 
Scenario 3 
3.1. Same as Scena~io 1. except that the 1980 <a drought 
year> pumping values are used as the upper bound on 
pumping in each internal cell. 
Scenario ~ 
4.1. Same as Scenario 1. except that the total net 
recharge in the southern boundary constant-head cell 
sub-system <excluding the 5 S/A connection cells> ia 
bounded to be less than 600 ac-ft/year <vertical 
accretion of 100 ac-ft/yr per cell>. Recharge in each 
ot the 5 S/A cells bounded to ba lese than 500 ac-
ft/year. This implies no net groundwater movement 
from Louisiana to Arkansas through these cells. 
Scenario 5 
5.1. Same as Scenario 4. except that the 1982 base pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each internal cell. 
Scenario § 
6.1. Same as Scenario 4. except that the 1980 pumping 
5-13 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in each 
internal cell. 
Scenario L 
7.1. Same as Scenario 1. except that the maximum allowable 
recharge through stream/aquifer connections for the 
three sub-systems. are the average annual values for 
the period bet~een 1973 and 1983. 
Scenario a 
6.1. Same as Scenario 7, except that the 1982 base pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each internal cell. 
Sqenario ~ 
9.1. Same as Scenario 7, except that the 1960 pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in each 
internal cell. 
Scenario ~ 
10.1. Same as Scenario 4, except that the maximum allowable 
recharge to the aquifer through stream/aquifer 
connection tor the three sub-systems are the average 
annual values tor the period bet~een 1973 and 1983. 
Scenario ~ 
11.1. Same as Scenario 10. except that the 1982 base pump-
ing values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each internal cell. 
Scenario ~ 
12.1. Same as Scenario 10, except that the 1960 pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each internal cell. 
Scenario ~ 
13.1. Same as Scenario 1, except that the discharge to 
the Louisiana portion of the aquifer through the 
southern boundary cell sub-system. including S/A 
cells. is conetrained to be not less than 3000. 
ac-ft/yr. 
Scenario ~ 
14.1. Same as Scenario 13· except that the 1962 base pump-
ing values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 


























Same as Scenario 13. except that the 1960 pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in each 







as Scenario 13. except that the maximum allow-
recharge through stream/aquifer connections for 
thrae sul:l-systams. are the average annual value 
the the period l:letwesn 1973 and 1963. 
Same as Scenario 16. except that the 1962 l:lase pump-
ing values are used as the upper bound on pumping in 
each internal cell. 
Scenario lA 
16. 1. Same as Scenario 16, except that the 1960 pumping 
values are used as the upper bound on pumping in each 
internal cell. 
Scanario 1S, 
19. 1. Same as Scenario 7, except that the southern boundary 
cella. including 5 S/A cella. are assumed to l:le 
variable-head cells, with an upper bound of 500 ac-
ft/year on recharge through each of the 11 constant-
head cells. 
5.2c Description ~Scenarios for Model 2 
Scenario 20 represents the use of Model 2 with Type 3 
southern l:loundary conditions: 1962 base pumping values as upper 
limits on each cell by cell pumping; and maximum annual 5/A 
recharge as the upper limit on recharge from internal S/A sub-
systems. These assumptions. identical to those of Scenario 14, 
were selected as being most realistic and acceptable for future 
management purposes. Scenario 21 represents the same constraints 
as in Scenario 20 except that the upper limit on pumping in each 
cell is the potential demand for groundwater in those cells. 
Because 1963 water table elevations were the most recent data 
5-15 
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available during the development of our data base for this study, 
these elevations were considered as the current (or target> 
elevations in Scenarios 20 and 21. In summary the following 
scenarios were used for developing strategies using nodal 2. 
Scenario ~ 
20.1. Constraints same as in Scenario 14. and 1983 
groundwater table elevations are the target 
elevations. 
Scenario ll 
21.1. Constraints same as in Scenario 13. and 1983 
groundwater table elevations are the target 
elevations. 
5.3 DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS 
The afore mentioned scenarios are used for obtaining 
alternative sustained yield pumping strategies for the Bayou 
Bartholomew Basin. The total values of pumping, recharge, and S/A 
interflows (for study area B>. obtained as solutions of Model 1 
for different scenarios. are shown in Tables 5.3 to 5.6. The 
regional sustainable values of pumping. recharge and 5/A 
interflows. obtained as solutions of Model 2 for Scenarios 20 and 
21 are shown in Table 5.7 to 5.9. The total annual sustainable 
pumping values for a selected number of scenarios are also 
computed tor the Boeuf-Tensas basin area. These pumping values 
are shown in parentheses in Tables 5.4 and 5.7. The Boeuf-Tensas 
basin constitutes that portion of the Bayou Bartholomew basin 
area which is to the east of the eastern divide of the Bayou 
Bartholomew watershed. This boundary of the Boeuf-Tensas basin 
<as shown in Figure 1.2> partitions the cells lying on this 




















Table 5.3 Scenario Numbering System for nodal 1 
* * Type 1 Type 2 
Boundary Boundary 
Conditions: Conditional 




1 4 13 
2 5 14 
3 6 15 
7 10 16 
8 11 17 
9 12 18 
Type 1 Boundary Condition• <for southern boundary>: 




In each of the 11 southern boundary cella. up to 500 ac-
ft/year of recharge from Louisiana is allowed per cell. All 
the 11 cells are treated as constant-head cells including 
those with S/A connection: (35.10>.<35.11>• (35.15). <35.16>. 
* and (35.17). 
Type 2 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary>: 
Six of the southern boundary cells without S/A connection 
are treated as a constant-head cell sub-system. The total 
net recharge for this sub-system is bounded to be lass than 
600 ac-ft/year <6 x 100 ac-ft/yr per c&ll of vertical 
accretion>. Recharge in each of the other 5 cells is 
* bounded to be less than 500 ac-ft/year per cell. 
Type 3 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary>: 
All 11 cells on the southern boundary are treated as a 
constant-head cell sub-system. A total of at least 3000 ac-
ft/year discharge is forced to occur through this sub-system 
* to Louisiana. 
Type 4 Boundary Conditions <for southern boundary>: 
All 11 southern boundary cells are treated ae variable head 
cella. with an upper bound of 500 ac-ft/year on recharge 
through each cell. 
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Table 5.4 Total Regional naximum Pumping (Solutions of Hodel 1) 
* 
S/A :Pumping 

























* Type 2 
Boundary 
Conditional 




















Type 1 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary): 




ln each of the 11 southern boundary cells. up to 500 ac-
ft/year of recharge from Louisiana is allowed per cell. All 
the 11 cells are treated as constant-head cells including 
those with S/A connection: <35, 10>, <35.11 >. <35.15>, (35. 16>, 
* and <35,17). 
Type 2 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary): 
Six of the southern boundary cells without S/A connection 
are treated as a constant-head cell sub-system. The total 
net recharge for this sub-system is bounded to be less than 
600 ac-ft/yr <6x100 ac-ft/yr per cell vertical accretion>. 
Recharge in each of the other 5 cells is bounded to be less 
* than 500 ac-ft/year per cell. 
Type 3 Boundary Conditions <for southern boundary>: 
All 11 calls on the southern boundary are treated as a 
constant-head cell sub-system. A total of at least 3000 ac-
ft/year discharge is forced to occur through this sub-system 
* to Louisiana. 
Type 4 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary>: 
All 11 southern boundary cells are treated as variable head 
cells. with an upper bound of 500 ac-ft/year on recharge 
~hrough each cell. 



















Table 5.5 Total Net Recharge From Boundaries Including Recharge 
Through Deep Percolation <Accretion> 
* 
* * * * Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
Boundary Boundary Boundary Boundary 
Conditional Conditional Conditional Conditione 
S/A Pumping 
Upper Upper Total Recharge 
Bound Bound Cac-ft/yaar> 
Po ten. 
!'lax. Need -276.700 -276.900 -269.000 
S/A 1982 
Pumping -117.200 -117. 100 -103.600 
Rech. 
1980 
Pumping -165.800 -165.200 -158.800 
Po ten. 
Avg. Need -143.100 -143.100 -141.900 -164.300 
S/A 1982 
Pumping -96.300 -98.300 -95.500 
Rech. 
• 1980 ,. I I 
:Pumping: -116.900 -116.900 -113.500 
Type 1 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary): 
In each of the 11 southern boundary cells. up to 500 ac-
ft/year of recharge from Louisiana ie allowed per cell. All 
the 11 cella are treated as constant-head cells including 
those with S/A connection: (35.10),(35.11>. <35.15),(35.16), 
* and (35.17>. 
Type 2 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary>: 
Six of the southern boundary cella without 5/A connection 
are treated as a constant-head cell sub-system. The total 
net recharge for this sub-system is bounded to be lese than 
600 ac-ft/yr C6x100 ac-ft/yr per cell vertical accretion>. 
Recharge in each of the other 5 cella is bounded to be less 
* than 500 ac-ft/year per cell. 
Type 3 Boundary Conditione (for southern boundary>: 
All 11 calls on the southern boundary are treated as a 
constant-head cell sub-system. A total of at least 3000 ac-
ft/year discharge is forced to occur through this sub-system 
* to Louisiana. 
Type 4 Boundary Conditione (for southern boundary>: 
All 11 southern boundary cella are treated as variable head 
cells. with an upper bound of 500 ac-ft/year on recharge 







Table 5.6 Total Stream Aquifer Interflow 
* * * * Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
Boundary Boundary Boundary Boundary 
• Conditional Conditional Conditions: Conditions 
S/A 'Pumping S/A S/A S/A S/A 
Upper Upper Response Response Response Response 
Bound Bound <ac-ft/yr>l <ac-tt/yr> <ac-ft/yr> <ac-tt/yrl 
Po ten. 
nax. Need -67.800 -67.800 -67.100 
S/A 1952 
Pu11ping -38.900 -38.900 -43.600 
Rech. 
1980 
Pumping -43.000 -43.000 -42.900 
Poten.: 
Avg. Need -5.400 -5.400 -2.400 -12.200 
S/A 1982 
:Pumping +8.300 +8,300 +8.600 
Rech. 
I 1980 I 
:Pumping +7.300 +7.300 +7.300 
Type 1 Boundary Conditions <tor southern boundary>: 
In each of the 11 southern boundary cells. up to 500 ac-
ft/year of recharge from Louisiana is allowed per cell. All 
the 11 cells are treated as constant-head cells including 
those with S/A connection: <35.10), (35,11), (35.15), (35,15), 
* and <35,17>. 
Type 2 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary): 
Six of the southern boundary calls without S/A connection 
are treated as a constant-head cell sub-system. The total 
net recharge tor this sub-system ia bounded to be lesa than 
600 ac-tt/yr <6x100 ac-ft/yr per cell vertical accretion>. 
Recharge in aach of the other 5 cells is bounded to be lass 
* than 500 ac-ft/year per cell. 
Type 3 Boundary Conditions (for southern boundary>: 
All 11 cells on the southern boundary are treated as a 
constant-head cell sub-system. A total of at least 3000 ac-
ft/year discharge is forced to occur through this sub-system 
* to Louisiana. 
Type 4 Boundary Conditions <tor southern boundary): 
All 11 southern boundary cells are treated as variable haad 
cella. with an upper bound of 500 ac-ft/year on recharge 



















Table 5.7 Total Regional Pumping to Haintain Current 
Groundgater Levels CSolutions of Hodel 2) 
Type 3 Boundary Conditione 
Values ins~de parentheses represent total pumping in the 
Tensae area bordered by the eastern divide of the 





Tabla 5.6 Total Net Recharge From Boundaries Including 
Recharge Through Daep Percolation 
(Solutions of nodal 2> 
Type J Boundary Conditione 
S/A Pu11ping Total 
Recharge Upper Recharge 
Upper Bound Bound (ac-ft/yaar) 
1962 Strategy 
naximum Pumping No. 20 -52.600 
S I A 
Recharge Potential Strategy 

















Table 5.9 Total Stream/Aquifer Interflow 
<Solutions of Model 2> 
Type 3 Boundary Conditions 
S/A Pumping Total 
Recharge Upper S/A Response 
Upper Bound Bound <ac-ft/year> 
1962 Strategy 
Maximum Pumping No. 20 + 29.0 
S I A 
Recharge Potential Strategy 
Need No. 21 -4.600 
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partitioned cell which falls within the Boeuf-Tenaae 
this boundary. and the corresponding (,J coordinates 
cells. are shown in Table C.1 <Appendix C> . 
The most important constraints imposed in the two 




i) maximum allowable pumping at each cell is con•trained 
not to exceed the maximum pot•ntial demand tor ground-
water in that cell <Scenarios 1.4.13.7.10.16.19.21>: 
ii> maximum allowable pumping at each call is constrained 
not to exceed the estimated pumping for droughty 
climatic conditions and irrigated acreage of 1980 
<Scenarios 3.6.15.9.12.18>: 
iii> maximum allowable pumping in each cell is constrained 
not to exceed tha estimated pumping for 1982 irrigated 
acreage and climatic conditions <Scenarios 
2.5.14.8.11.17.20>: 
iv> the maximum possible recharge that can enter the region 
through stream/aquifer connections is limited not to 
exceed the maximum annual values estimated to occur 
between 1973 and 1963 <Scenarios 1.2.3.4.5.6.13.14.15. 
20.21>: 
v> the maximum poeaible recharge that can enter the region 
through stream/aquifer connections is limited not to 
exceed the average annual values estimated to occur 
between 1973 and 1983 <Scenarios 7.8.9.10.11.12.16.17. 
18.19); 
vi> no net recharge is 
the Louisiana side. 
allowed to enter the aquifer from 



















vi> discharge to the Lousiana side of the aquifer through 
the southern boundary cells is constrained to be 
at least 3000 ac-ft/year <Scenarios 13.14.15.15.17.16. 
20.21>: 
The four types of bundary conditions differ in how much 
recharge is permitted to enter the study area from Louisiana thru 
the southern boundary cells and whether these cells are treated 
as variable-head cells. individual constant-head cells. or as a 
part of a constant-head cell subsystem. The physical interaction 
that exists between the aquifer and rivers in five of the 
southern boundary cells was not modelled directly. In each of 
Types 1-3, all southern boundary cells are treated as Constant-
head calls. 
Type 1 boundary conditione permit a net recharge of 5500 
ac-ft/year 
underlying 
(11 x 500 ac-ft/year per cell> from the aquifer 
Louisiana. This represents the assumption of maximum 
recharge to our area through the southern boundary. 
In Type 2 boundary conditione. those southern boundary 
cella with S/A connections were excluded from the sub-system of 
constant-head cells along this boundary. Type 1 and Type 2 
boundary conditions differ only in the restrictions imposed on 
the six southern boundary cells without any S/A connection. In 
Type 2 boundary conditions. wa asaume that 500 ac-ft/year per 
cell is reasonable recharge from S/A interflow in southern 
boundary calls with S/A connection. Therefore. the constraining 
of each of those cells without S/A connection to lese than 100 
5-25 
ac-ft/year <the estimated annual deep percolation value) in Type 
2 conditions assures no net movement of groundYater thru the 
aquifer from Louisiana. lt Yas observed that even Yith Type 1 
boundary conditions the resulting optimal strategies did not 
require any recharge from the Louisiana side of the aquifer. 
Therefore. Type 1 and Type 2 boundary conditions produced 
virtually identical optimal strategies. CThe small differences 
betYeen some of the optimal values for scenarios using Type 1 and 
Type 2 boundary conditions are due to the use of convergence 
criteria in specifying Yhen the optimization algorithm should 
terminate.) 
Type 3 boundary conditions included a constraint to ensure 
a discharge of at least 3000 ac-ft/year to the Louisiana part of 
the aquifer. This quantity is baaed on the average value of 
estimated historical net recharge/discharge <1972-1982) through 
the southern boundary cells. obtained by solving the 2-
dimensional Boussineaq equation for observed springtime 
elevations. This 3000 ac-ft/year discharge is the sum of the 
discharge through intarflow. and recharge to these cella through 
vertical accretion. Since the 5/A cella are treated the same as 
other southern boundary cella this 3000 ac-ft/year bound does not 
incorporate any separate S/A responses. 
Type 3 boundary conditions represent the most restrictive 
of the four conditions. It can be noted from Table 5.4 that Type 
3 boundary conditions permits lass sustainable pumping than any 
other type. For example. Scenario 13 differs from Scenarios 4 and 
1 only in southern boundary constraints. yet ita sustainable 





















When using Type 4 boundary conditions. 
the southern boundary ~ere assumed to 
the group of cells 
be variable-head 
cells. Ho~ever. this variation Qaa not rigorously tested because 
such a relaxation of the constant head conditions along the 
boundary may lead to large declines in Qatar table elevations 
along the Louisiana boundary. Such an alternative is politically 
unde•irabla. 
The average value of the net annual groundwater pumping in 
the Bayou BartholomeQ basin during 1973-1962 ~as estimated to be 
194.000. ac-ft/year <Table 5.2). Scrutiny of the total pumping 
values tor Scenarios 16-16 in Tabla 5.4 indicates that the use of 
"average" historic recharge <through boundary cella and from S/A 
interfloQ) rates as constraints does not permit this much 
sustainable annual pumping. This is expected since groundQater 
levels become stable in a sustained yield scenario. 




In a number of scenarios the recharge constraints were 
changed to allOQ greater recharges than those estimated as 
historic averages. along the boundary. and/or through S/A cells. 
For example. Scenarios 1-6 alloQsd greater recharges in the 
boundary cells and the threeS/A sub-systems than the historic 
averages: Scenarios 7-12 allowed greater recharges through the 
boundary cells only. and Scenarios 13-15 and 20-21 alloQed 
greater recharges through S/A sub-systems. and all boundary cells 
except those along the southern boundary: while Scenarios 16-16 
allowed greater recharges through all boundary cells except those 
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along the southern boundary. Scenario 19 represents a special 
case in which the southern boundary was treated as a variable-
head cell boundary and permitted more recharges through the 
boundary cells than was estimated to be the average hieoric 
values. 
The historic annual pumping estimates that were used as 
upper bounds on pumping in each call ware either 1962 values 
<Scenarios 2.5.14.6.11.17.20> or 1960 values <Scenarios 
3.6.15.9.12.16). Estimated groundwater withdrawal values for 1962 
acreages and average climatic conditions are considered more 
realistic because they reflect the most recent information 
available when this study was initiated. The 1960 value• are 
significantly greater than the 1962 values because 1980 was a 
drought year. Therefore. the use ot 1980 instead of 1982 
withdrawal <pumping> values represented a relaxation ot the upper 
bounds on pumping at each cell. and resulted in an increase in 
sustainable pumping <Table 5.4>. However. this increase in total 
regional withdrawal was accomplished by sacrificing the more 
uniform regional distribution of optimal cell-by-cell pumping 
obtained . when using 1962 values as bounds. 
The maximum potential demand for groundwater at aach cell 
was used as the upper bound on allowable pumping in Scenarios 1, 
4, 7, 10. 13, 16, 19 and 21. As seen in Table 5.4, this resulted 
in an increase of total sustainable withdrawal from the region 
compared to that obtained from scenarios which used historic 
pumping values as the upper limit. However. the resulting optimal 
pumping was very much concentrated in a small fraction of the 



















according to potential needs (where physically feasible> 
diminishes the spatial equity in the distribution of pumpings. 
Such a strategy is socially unrealistic since it would require 
the shift in irrigated acreages. from currant locations to other 
locations nearer to recharge sources. Therefore. using historic 
pumping as an upper bound on pumping at each cell is a more 
desirable alternative. 
Some scenarios <Scenarios 7-12. 16-19> used average 
estimated S/A recharge (1972-83> as the upper bound on recharge 
to the aquifer from the Boeuf River. Bayou nacon. and Bayou 
Bartholomew. The rest of the scenarios <Scenarios 1-6. 13-15, 
20.21> used maximum estimated annual S/A recharge (1972-83> as 
the upper bound on the recharge to the aquifer from the three 
internal river•. As seen from Table 5.3. if all other constraints 
remain the same. tha use of maximum S/A recharge as the upper 
bound on S/A recharge to the aquifer substantially increased the 
sustainable amount of pumping. Use of these values as upper 
bounds is not physically unrealistic since the 
of a desirable sustained yield strategy will 
implementation 
probably cause 
initial declines in the groundwater table elevations along the 
streams. This would result in increased amounts of recharges from 
theee streams into the aquifer. 
Scenario 14 wae chosen as the most appropriate scenario 
for nodel 1. because: 
a> use of estimated pumping in 1982, as the upper bound on 
cell-by-cell pumping. is most efficient in maintaining the 
historic spatial distribution of pumping; 
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b) use of maximum estimated annual S/A recharge as the upper 
bound on recharge to the aquifer from the three internal 
is realistic; and 
rivera 
c) use of Type 3 boundary conditione preserves the estimated 
historic groundwater flow into Louisiana. 
Tha use of ~odal 1 and results in a total withdrawal of 
147,200 ac-ft/yr (116.000 ac-ft/yr from area A, the Boeuf-Tensaa 
basin> from the Bayou Bartholomew Basin Quaternary aquifer. In 
contrast, Scenario 15 <which is identical to Scenario 14 except 
that the upper bounds on pumping in each cell is the 1960 pumping 
value> results in 201.600 ac-ft/yr (173.000 ac-ft/year from area 
A) in the Bayou Bartholomew basin. This increase in sustainable 
pumping from the aquifer is achieved at the cost of spatial 
equity in pumping, i.e., some cells are allowed to pump more than 
that specified for Scenario 14, while other cells are allowed to 
pump much leas or not at all. Thus. assuming that our estimates 
of cell-by-cell water demands are accurate. a pumping strategy 
based on Scenario 15 may be undesirable. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 
show these characteristics of Scenarios 14 and 15. The optimal 
sustainable potentiometric surface elevations for these scenarios 
are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. 
Scenario 17 is also similar to Scenario 14 except that the 
upper bounds on recharges in the form of S/A responses are the 
average values for 1972-63. This reduction in allowable recharge 
from the streams to the aquifer results in a large reduction in 
the total sustainable pumping from the aquifer. Only 86.900 ac-
ft/yaar can be pumped from the whole area (55.800 from the Boeuf-
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than the estimated average annual pumping from this aquifer and 
is not very acceptable. 
In summary. the constraints and boundary conditions of 
Scenario 14. are the moat acceptable if maximization of sustained 
ground~ater ~ithdra~al is the management objective. If the 
maintenance of average historical interflo~ to the internal 
rivers is also an important consideration. Scenario 17 is the one 
that should be used ~ith nodal 1. 
The same constraints used in Scanario 14 for Hodel 1 were 
used for Hodel 2. The resulting scenario. number 20. used 1962 
pumping as the upper bound on cell-by-call pumping. Type 3 
boundary conditions. and 1963 potentiom•tric surface elevations 
as the target elevations. The total sustainable pumping with 
Scenario 20 was only about 30 percent of the average historic 
pumping. Therefore. in Scenario 21. the upper bound on cel·l-by-
cell pumping was increased to the potential need in each cell to 
verify ~hat additional amount of total sustainable pumping can be 
obtained with this relaxation of pumping upper bounde. Scenario 
21 represents constraints identical to Scenario 13. and differs 
from Scenario 20 only in the pumping upper bounds. Even with this 
ralaxation of pumping upper bounds. th• total sustainable pumping 
increased only by about 3000 ac-ft/year. Constraints similar to 
those of Scenario 15 were not used with nodal 2. because. the 
1960 pumping values are in between 1962 values and the potential 
needs. Thue the use of constraints similar to Scenario 15 would 
result in sustainable total withdra~al less than that tor 
Scenario 21. 
As evident from Table 5.7. Scenario 20 specifies an 
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optimal regional pumping value of 52.800 acre-ft/yr (50,400 ac-
ft/yr tor the Boeuf-Tensas area>. This amount can be pumped from 
the study area while maintaining the potentiometric surface near 
that of 1963. If the maximum allowable pumping at each cell is 
the potential demand for that call (Scenario 21>• the optimal 
regional value of pumping is slightly greater. 55,900 ac-
ft/year <54.700 ac-ft/year from the Boeuf-Teneas area>. The cell-
by-cell regional optimal pumping values for Scenarios 20 and 21 
and the corresponding potentiometric surface elevations that 
those strategies will maintain are shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.10 
respectively. 
The total optimal pumping values obtained by using Hodel 2 
tor the two most realistic scenarios are far lese than those 
historically observed. A major reason is that the historic 
withdrawals caused a continuous decline in the potentiometric 
elevations CFigure 5.1). Therefore, sustenance of current 
potentiometric surface elevations will permit much lees pumping 
than has been historically observed. 
5.4 SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Solutions of an optimization model useful for developing a 
regional groundwater management strategy are dependent on the 
specified boundary conditions. Two types of considerations are 
necessary while selecting these boundary conditions: i> physical 
feasibility based on hydraulic conditione, and ii> managerial 
feasibility based on social. economic and political 
considerations. These two criteria were considered in developing 
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i) naximizing sustained yield grounduater pumping <Model 1): 
ii) Maximizing maintenance of current potentiometric surface 
elevations <nodal 2>. 
For nodal 1, 
assumed thatz 
the most acceptable strategy (Scenario 14> 
a> the estimated average annual groundwater flou to the 
Louisiana portion of the aquifer should be maintained. 
b> the upper bounds on pumping in each internal call should 
be 1982 values. CThe spatial distribution of the resulting 
optimal pumping strategy closely conforms to the historically 
observed values.> 
c> the maximum annual values of recharge to the aquifer 
from the internal streams that were estimated for 1973-1963 
should ba used as upper bounds on stream/aquifer recharge. 
The sustainable pumping from the Quaternary aquifer under 
lying the Boeut-Tensas basin for this scenario is 116.000 ac-
ft/year. This value is within 18 perc•nt of the estimated pumping 
in 1982 in this region. 140.300 ac-ft. 
A greater. and quantitatively satisfactory. sustained 
yield can be obtained if one usee the same constraints as those 
of Scenario 14, uith the exception that the upper bounds on 
pumping in each internal call are the 1960 pumping values. The 
result of this scenario, number 15· is an annual su•tained yield 
of 172.800 ac-tt/year for the Boauf-Tensas basin. This is about 
110 percent of this area's estimated average annual pumping. 
Unfortunately. to achieve this yield, pumping is concentrated 
near recharge sources. Assuming that our estimate of the spatial 
5-41 
distribution of historic pumping reaaonably accurate. the 
redistribution of pumping locations that would be required by 
adopting this scenario is probably not politically desirable. 
The other most acceptable strategy for Hodel 1 <Scenario 
17) had the same constraints as those of Scenario 14 except that: 
the average estimated stream/aquifer recharges for 1973-63 were 
used as the upper bounds for the three internal rivers. The 
sustainable pumping for Scenario 17. 55.600 ac-ft/year tor the 
Boeut-Tensas basin region. is naturally lower than that for 
Scenario 14. Scenario 17 may represent overly restrictive 
conditions. since groundwater levels have been declining. and 
hence recharge from the streams is likely to increase with time. 
The same assumptions as were used for Scenario 14 in 
Hodel 1 were applied to Hodel 2. Scenario 20. The resulting 
sustainable annual pumping for this strategy is 50,400 ac-
ft/year. Because this value of sustainable pumping is only about 
30 percent of the average historic (1972-62> pumping. in Scenario 
21 the upper bound on cell-by-cell pumping was increased to 
potential need in each cell. while retaining all other 
constraints the same as those of Scenario 20. The total value of 
sustainable pumping for Scenario 21. 54.600 ac-ft/year. is only 
slightly different from that of Scenario 20. For both of these 
scenarios used tor Hodel 2. the allowable total pumpings for the 
Boeuf Tensas Basin are only about 30 percent of the estimated 
annual pumping in 1962. Therefore. it might be extremely 
difficult to implement a pumping strategy based on the objective 


















No doubt. the choice of a single strategy from a set of 
alternative strategies requires analysis of social. political and 
economic consequences. Ho~ever. if the sole criterion for 
implementing an optimal strategy is the maintainance of the 
potentiometric elevations as close as possible to the currant 
levels. then the regional ~ithdrawal policy must ba based on the 
•elution of nodal 2. On the other hand. if the goal for 
implementing a regional pumping strategy is to maximize 
•ustainabla ground~ater pumping. a sustainable yield pumping 
•trategy for this area should be based on the solution of nodal 
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Procedure to Estimate 1981 
Agricultural Pumping in Call H. County A 
(Peralta at. al •• 1983> 
A-1 
ACRE <H> :the agricultural acreage in cell n in 1977 
<ac> 
TAGAC <A> : the total agricultural acreage in county A 
within the study area in 1977 <ac) 
RAGA CA,81> z the rice acreage in county A within the 
study area in year 1981 Cac> 
SAGA (A,61) = the soybean acreage in county A within the 
study area in year 1981 <ac> 
CAGA (A,81) : the cotton acreage in county A within the 
study area in year 1981 Cac> 
RIR <61> 
SIR (81) = 
CJR (81) = 
QUAT <A> = 
z <A.8U = 
z CA,81> = 
= irrigation water used for rice irrigation 
in 1981 < ft> 
irrigation water used for aoybean 
irrigation in 1981 (ft) 
irrigation water used for cotton 
irrigation in 1981 (ft> 
the percent of the county A's irrigation 
water which is drawn from the Quaternary 
aquifer 
RAGA CA,81) * RJR <81> + SAGA CA,81) * 
SJRC81> + CAGA <A,81> * CIR (81> 
total water used 
cotton irrigation 
<ac-ft> 
for rice, soybean and 
in county A in yaar 1981 
AGPUHP tM.81>= Z CA,81> * C ACRE<H> I TAGACCA> > * QUAT CA) 
AGPUMP (M,81> = the volume of the water used for rice. 
soybean and cotton irrigation in cell H 
year 1981 <ac-tt> which is pumped from 













SUBROUTINES USED IN SSTARS 
The main function of this subroutine is to direct the execution 
to other subroutines. This subroutine also initializes the input 
unit. IN. and the two output unite. ITOUT and JMAP. This 
subroutine directly calls 
COEFl. SWCON. LPHIN. 
subroutines READRO. TSAVG. 
TARGET, lNFOUT, SENSE and 
COEF3, 
CHECK. 
Additional aubroutinem describing other objective functions may 
be called from subroutine HAIN any time after the call to 
subroutine COEFl. 
Subroutine READRO 
This subroutine reads in data from the main data file from unit 
lN. Some variables and arrays are initialized for subsequent 
subroutines including QPTHOR. From the input data. this 
subroutine calculates the initial saturated thickness. the 
initial drawdowns. and the midpoint tranemisaivitiee. If IW=l, 
the following information is output to unit IMAP: the cell 
numbering system. the initial potentiom•tric surface elevations. 
the initial drawdowne. the upper bound on drawdown. the initial 
saturated thickness. the minimum allowable recharge. and the 
upper and lower limite on groundwater pumping. The subroutines 






This subroutine assigns a one-dimensional integral value to 
identify each finite difference call located by ( I 'J > D 
coordinates. The sat of cells is defined by a cartesian 
coordinate system with the origin located at 1=0. J=0. An D 
integer designation is assigned separately to each variable-head 
cell and each constant-head cell. The variable-head cells are D 
numbered beginning with the cell in column one which is in the D 
row with the smallest J-value. Sequential numbering continues in 
the vertical direction until reaching the last row in column one. D 
The next number is assigned to the cell in column two which is in 
the row with the smallest J-value. This pattern continues until 0 
all NVAR variable cells have bean numbered. The constant-head 
cells are similarly numbered beginning with one and ending with D 
NCH. 0 
Subroutine TSAVG D 
From the midpoint transmissivity values determined by subroutine 
READRO, subroutine calculates the five-point finite this D 
difference transmissivitiea. A g~ometric averaging method is 0 
used to determine the average transmissivity between each finite 
difference cell and the cells immediately adjacent to it in the 0 
positive I-direction and the positive J-direction. The 
transmissivity values are in units of <square feet per year>•E-





This subroutine takes the data in the array uhich is passed to 
it, and outputs this data on unlt JnAP in a map format. The data 
in the argument array must be identified by ((,J) coordinates. 
Subroutine COEF3 
This subroutine formulates the constraints imposed on recharge in 
every constant-head cell in uhich ISW is equal to zero. This set 
of KCH constraints limit the recharge in constant-head cells such 
that it is greater than ACCRN. The upper limit on recharge is 
imposed in subroutine LPniN or TARGET Cuhichever is called) in 
the form of an upper bound on the slack variable associated uith 
inequality constraints <NVAR+l> to <NVAR+KCH>. Subroutine COEF3 
also formulates a constraint for every constant-head cell 
subsystem. There are NCHSUB additional constraints. The louer 
limit on total recharge in each constant-head subsystem is set 
equal to CHSniN. The upper limit is imposed in subroutine LPnJN 




inequality constraints CNVAR+KCH+l) to 
The finite difference transmissivity values are utilized in this 
subroutine to determine the coefficients and the right hand side 
of the linear constraints on pumping in all variable cells. The 
constraint limiting grounduater pumping to be greater than PnlN 
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is formulated. The upper limit on groundwater pumping is imposed 
in subroutine LPMIN <or TARGET> in the form of an upper bound on 
the slack variable associated with the first NVAR inequality 
constraints. 
Subroutine SWCON 
This subroutine formulates the final NSUB inequality constraints. 
A constraint for each stream/aquifer subsystem is developed 
limiting the sum of the stream/aquifer response to be greater 
than or equal to SWMIN and less than or equal to swnAX. The index 
ISA indicatas to which subaystam a stream/aquifer cell belongs. 
Subroutine LPMIN 
In this subroutine. the linear objective function to maximize 
total regional groundwater pumping is formulated and submitted to 
QPTHOR. Upper and lower limits on drawdown. are applied to the 
first NVAR variables. Limits on the slack variable associated 
with the pumping constraints are imposed on the next NVAR 
variables. The upper and lower limit on the alack variables 
associated with the recharge constraints are applied to the 
next KCH variables. The limits on the recharge in the constant-
head subsystems are applied to the next NCHSUB variables. 
Finally. the limits on stream/aquifer interaction in each 
stream/aquifer subsystem are applied to the last NSUB variables. 
This subroutine is directly called from the main program when the 
index ISUS = 0. The subroutines directly called from subroutine 





















The function of this subroutine is to develop an initial feaeible 
solution from which the optimization process will begin. A 
Gauss-Sidel iterative method is used to solve the set of 
simultaneous equations to compute the drawdown values for which 
the groundwater pumping in all cells is equal to PftiN. If the 
lowar limit on pumping in all cells is zero. this strategy 
represents an unstressed aquifer condition. From the initial set 
of • drawdown values. the recharge necessary to support minimum 
groundwater reguirements is computed and compared to the imposed 
recharge constraints. If the maximum amount of recharge at any 
constant-head cell is exceeded. a message is output to unit lOUT. 
Subroutine QPTHOR 
This subroutine optimizes the objective function formulated by 
subroutine LPftiN <or TARGET> under the constraints defined by 
subroutines COEFl and COEF3. It ha• the capability of optimizing 
both the linear and quadratic objective functions. This 
subroutine is a elightly modified version of the QPTHOR written 
by Laifsson and others <1961>. A uaer's manual of the unmodified 
program may be purchased from H. J. ~orel-Seytoux. Civil Eng. 
Dept •• Colorado State University. Ft. Collins. CO 60523. QPTHOR 
is not to be extracted from SSTAR5 and used for other purposes 
without the permission of H. J. norel-Seytoux. 
Subroutine INFOUT 
This subroutine outputs the results from subroutine QPTHOR in a 
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map format on output unit IMAP. The information output from this 
subroutine includes; draudouns. elevations. grcunduater pumping. 
recharge. total excitation. the percent of maximum recharge used, 
stream/aquifer response. and optimal saturated thickness. 
Subroutine SENSE 
This subroutine urites out the constrained derivatives associated 
uith each decision variable to output unit I TOUT. The 
constrained derivatives indicate the change in the value of the 
objective function due to a change in the value of a single 
decision variable. The information from this subroutine is 
useful in determining the effect of relaxing a constraining 
condition on draudoun. pumping. or r~charge. 
Subroutine TARGET 
This subroutine formulates a quadratic goal-programming 
objective function to create a set of optimized potentiometric 
levels so that the deviations of the latter set from the input 
elevations (current or any given set of 'target' elevations), are 
regionally at a minimum. Limits are imposed on variables in the 
same uay as in subroutine LPMIN. 
optimization. Subroutine INFOUT 
Subroutine QPTHOR is called for 
is called subsequently. to 
calculate the steady-state pumping values that correspond to this 
optimized set i.e •• 
elevations. 
sustained yield strategy for the optimized 
If this subroutine is being called. an input data file 



















must be provided. 
the next section. 
The description of this input file is given in 
This subroutine is called directly from the main program 
if . the value of the index I 5U5 an card C is set to one of its 
if ] sus values ather than 0 (i.e •• 1. 2 or 3). In ather words. 
equals 0. thia subroutine is not executed <see Input Data to 
55TAA5). Under specific options. calle are also made by this 
subroutine to subroutines LPftiN. GSiftEQ and DETERM. 
Subroutine CHECK 
This subroutine is included to print aut. on unit I TOUT, the 
optimum value of all variables. including original and slack 
variables. and their corresponding lower and uppor bounds. The 
combination of feasibility and optimality conditions dictates 
that all the optimal values must be within. or at one of, their 
bounds. This print out is provided. however. to indicate any 
remotely probable instance when the condition may be violated due 
computational inaccuracy encountered in extermely large size 
problems. In such a case. the massage 'Violated' is printed on 
the same line as the violating variable and ita bounds. 
The output from this subroutine is also provided for a 
practical purpose. That is. a computer file containing the 
optimal valu•s may also be saved if future use of these values as 
initial feasible solution to a subsequent optimization is 
envisaged. 
The optional call to this subroutine is made from the main 




Subroutine QPTHOR is designed for minimization of convex quadratic 
functions. In other words, global optimality of a solution is 
assured only when the function is convex (concave in the case ot 
maximization). The necessary and sufficient condition for 
convexity ie that the coefficient matrix of quadratic terms. 
called the Hessian matrix. 
is positive definite if 
must ba positive definite. A matrix 
the determinants of all minors are 
greater than zero. Tha coefficient matrix of the objective 
function introduced here is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal 
elements are reciprocals of squarae of the weighting factors. 
Therefore they are all nonzero and positive. This guarantees the 
positive definiteness of this matrix. However. the present 
subroutine is included as a capability for. the management model 
to check the condition of any Hessian matrix that may arise by 
using different quadratic objective functions. The subroutine 
first transforms the Hessian matrix to a lower triangular matrix. 
It then examines whether all diagonal elements are positive. The 
result of this test is printed on unit lTOUT as a message stating 




















INPUT DATA FOR SSTARS 
These are the definitions and format for the input data to 
SSTAR5. 
~ ~ Format <F10.B.F10.6> 
-6 
Field t: Hydraulic conductivity in fest per year *10 
Field 2: Computational accuracy criterion <ACC). The 
value for ACC for optimization of both 
functions is 0.002. 
~ ~ Format<415> 
Field 1 : I START: ninimum 1-coordinate associated ~ith 
difference cell. 
Field 2: lnAX; naximum 1-coordinate associated with 
difference cell. 










Field 4: I CELL; Total .number of calla in the study area. 
~ ~ Format (515> 
Field t: 
constrained. 
If I RCH • 
IRCH; Index defining whether recharge will be 
If IRCH = 0 no recharge constraints are recognized. 
1 there are recharge constraints. 
Field 2: ITER: Index defining whether optimal results ~ill be 
used as initial conditions for purposes of sequential 
optimization If ITER= 0 initial conditions are read from main 
data file and results are not saved on FT23F001. If ITER = 1 
initial conditions are read from main data file and results saved 
on FT23F001. If ITER= 2. input i• read from FT23F001 and results 
are not saved on FT23F001. If ITER • 3 input is read from 
FT23F001 and results saved on FT23F001. 
Field 3: ISUS; Index defining whether the subroutine TARGET is 
to be called. If ISUS = 0 no call is made. If ISUS equals 1. 2 or 
3 this subroutine is called. Whenever this subroutine is called, 
an input file containing the call co-ordinates and the weighting 
factors for all cells in the region must be provided under 
FORTRAN UNIT 11. The input format for this file is <215. 
F10.3). The three fields correspond to the cell co-ordinates f,J 
and the reciprocals of the weighting factors respectively. The 
reciprocals are needed because subroutine TARGET has been 
developed to use the inverse of the standard deviations from 
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---------------------------. l 
kriging as the weighting factors and these standard deviations 
were directly input to the program. Therefore~ if any other 
weighting factor is to be used. its reciprocal must be input. 
The three values of index !SUS determine the source 







subroutine LPMIN is called by TARGET. 







If ISUS = 2. an IFS must be provided as an input file on unit 25. 
The file must have the initial feasible values tor each of the 
original variables <variables in the objective function) in 
continuous sequence from variable number one to number N. 
according to the variable numbering system explained in a 
following section of this report. The format for this file is 
C1SX.F15.7). 
If ISUS = 3. subroutine GSIMEQ is called to generate the IFS. 
For a large size aquifer system. the numerical difficulties 
inherent in optimization of quadratic objective functions require 
the fairly careful selection of an IFS and an accuracy criterion. 
It has been observed that for the Boeuf-Tensas Basin. which is a 
fairly unstressed system. an IFS generated by subroutine GSIMEQ 
<ISUS = 3) and an ACC = 0.002 are most appropriate. Our 
experience has been that when using subroutine TARGET an IFS that 
is close to target levels will cause a more rapid convergence and 
a satisfactory sat of water levels than an IFS that is far from 
the target elevations. 
For large size problems. subroutine TARGET may take a 
considerable amount of computer time even for a fairly small 
number of iterations. For the Boeuf-Teneas Basin. a problem with 
660 variables and 346 constraints. a computer run required 1561 
seconds of CPU time to perform 66 iterations. The most important 
single factor determining the computer run time is. of course. 
the size of the problem. Run time increases exponentially with 
increase in size. Accuracy is another factor that affects 
execution time. nora accurate solution is normally associated 
with more iterations and. thus. with more CPU time. Therefore • . 
the model user must decide whether he can afford more iterations 
required by a smaller ~CC in order to achieve a more satisfactory 
solution. 
Field 4: ICHK; Index defining whether subroutine CHECK is called. 
If ICHK = 1. the subroutine is called: if it is zero no call is 
made. 
Field s: lPDn; Index defining whether subroutine DETERn is 
called. The subroutine is called for IPDn = 1: for IPDn = 0. no 




















Card ~ Format <315) 
Field lt ISP; Index defining whether sensitivity analysi• on 
the optimization results is performed. If ISP = 0 no sensitivity 
analysis is performed. If ISP = 1 sensitivity analysis of 
optimal solution is performed by subroutine SENSE. 
Field 2: IWP: Index defining whether results of optimization are 
output in map format. If IWP = 0 no map output of optimal 
solution is provided. If IWP = 1 results are output in map 
format. 
Field 3: IW; Index defining whether any input data is output 
in map format. If JW = 0. no input data is output in map format. 
If IW = 1. selected input data is output in map format. 
Card~ Format<IS> 
Field 1: NSUB: Total number of stream/aquifer subsystems. If 
NSUB = 0 skip to Card G. 




swnJN(1); The lower limit on interflow. in acre feet 
from the stream in stream/aquifer subsystem 1 to the 
Continue with the next F-Card for stream/aquifer subsystem 2. 
The total number of F-Cards is equal to NSUB. <Card E. Field 1>. 
Card<s> ~ Format <215> 
Field 1: JSTARTC1>: The smallest. lower-most J-coordinate in 
the left-most column. column 1. 
Field 2: 
column 1. 
JEND<l>: The largest. upper-most J-coordinate in 
Continue with the next G-Card for 1=2 <c~lumn 2> 
smallest and largest J-coordinats in column 2. Then 
for column 3.... The total number of G-Cards should 
<Card B. Field 2). 




Field 1: NCH; The total number of constant-head cells. If NCH-
0 then skip to Card K. 
Field 2: 
sub•ystems. 
NCHSUB: The total number of constant-head 
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cell 
Card<s> ~ FormatC3I5> <optional> 
Field 1: 
cell. 
I CH C 1 > : The !-coordinate ot the first constant-head 
Field 2: 
cell. 
JCH < 1>: The J-coordinate of the first constant-head 
Field 3: ICF<1>: An index defining whether a constant-head cell 
is part of a constant-head cell subsystem. If ICF = 0. the cell 
is constrained alone. If ICF is greater than zero. JCF indicates 
the constant-head subsystem to which the constant-head call 




with I-Cards until all constant-head cells have 
The total number of 1-Cards equals NCH <Card H. 
It NCHSUB = 0, (Card H. Field 2), skip to Card K. 
Card<e> h Format <F10.8) (optional> 
been 
Field 
Field 1: CHSniN(1); The lower limit on total recharge in 
constant-head subsyetam 1. 
Continue with the next J-Card for constant-head subsystem 2. The 
total number of J-Cards is equal to NCHSUB <Card H. Field 2> 
Card K.:... Format ( 15 > 
Field 1: NSA: Total number of stream/aquifer cells. 
then skip to Card n. 
If NSA = 0 
Card(s) ~ Format C3J5,F10.2.E12.6.F10.2) <optional> 
Field 1: !-coordinate of first stream/aquifer cell. 
Field 2: J2: J-coordinate of first Stream/Aquifer cell. 
Field 3: ISA<l>: An index defining whether cell Cl2.J2> is in a 
stream/aquifer subsystem. The integral value of ISA indicates 
the subsystem to which the stream/aquifer cell belongs. The 
largest value of ISA is NSUB. If ISA is equal to 0. cell (J2,J2) 
does not belong to a stream/aquifer subsystem and is constrained 
by STnAX, CField 6). 
Field 4: XSST: The elevation of the water in the stream at cell 
CJ2,J2). 



















unite of square feet per year. 
Field s: STnAX: The minimum allowable interflow between the 
stream and the aquifer at cell CI2,J2) in acre-feet per year. 
Use appropriate sign convention. If STnAX is equal to 0. the 
cell is constrained only as part of a stream/aquifer subsystem. 
If STMAX is not equal to zero. the drawdown in cell <I2,J2) is 




with L-Cards until all stream/aquifer cells have been 
The total number of L-Cards should equal NSA <Card K. 
Card<s> ~ Format<1X.t2.1X.2I2.8F9.2) 
Field 1: 12: The I-coordinate of any cell in the study area. 
Field 2: J2: The corresponding J-coordinate of the call 
partially identified by field 1. 
Field 3: ISW: An index defining which cells will be used in the 
maximization of selected groundwater withdrawal. If ISW = 1. the 
cell will be includad in the linear optimization. If ISW = 0. the 
cell will be excluded from the linear optimization. If ISW • 0 
for a constant-head cell. the constant-head cell is constrained 
by XACN and XACX <Field 8 and Field 9) If ISW = 1 for a 
constant-head cell, the constant-head cell is constrained only as 
part of a constant-head cell subsystem. 
Field 4: XELEV: The initial (currant or target> elevation of the 
potentiometric surface at cell <I2.J2) in feet. 
Field 5: XTOP: The elevation of the top of the aquifar at cell 
<I2.J2) in feet. 
Field 6: XBOT: The elevation of the baas of the aquifer at cell 
( l2oJ2) in feet. 
Field 7: XSATM: The minimum acceptable saturated thickness in 
call < I2. J2> in feet. 
Field a: XACN: The minimum acceptable recharge <maximum flux 
from outside the system> in cell <I2.J2) in acre-feet per year. 
If cell <I2,J2) is a variable-head cell, this value is considared 
a constant. 
Field 9: XACX: The maximum allowable recharge in cell <I2.J2)in 
acre-feet per year. If call <t2.J2> is a variable-head cell. 
this value is ignored. 
Field 10: XPMIN: The minimum acceptable groudwater pumping in 
cell < 12. J2) in acre-feet per year. If cell < 12. J2> is a 
constant-head call. this value is considered a constant. 
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Field 11: XPHAX: The maximum allowable groundwater pumping in 
cell (12.J2> in acre-feet per year. It cell CI2,J2> is a 
constant-head cell. this value is ignored. 
Continue with H-Cards until all cells have been assigned 
characteristics. The total number of H-Cards must equal 





















To modify SSTAR5 to execute for any given study area. the 
following matrix dimensions must be changed based on the 
charactariatica of the region. The matrix modifications listed 
for QPTHOR are from the QPTHOR User's Hanual <Leifeeon and 
others. 1981>. 
COHHON/BUNCH 1/ISTART,JHAXoJftAX,JSTARTCIHAX>,JEND<IHAX> 



























definitions apply to the 
IHAX :a tha maximum number of calumns in the 
cell system. 
above variable 
finite di f t1arence 
JftAX = the maximum nu11ber of rows in the finite difference cell 
system. 
NCH = the total nu11ber at constant-head cellD in the study 
area. 
NVAR = tha total number at variable-head cells in the study 
area. 
ICELL =the total number of finite difference cells in the study 
area. ICELL = NCH + NVAR. 
K 
KCH 
= the total number of constraints in the problem: 
K • NVAR + KCH + NCHSUB + NSUB. 
= the tatal number of individually constrained constant-
head cells. 
NCHSUB = tha total number of constant-head subsystams. 


















DEVICE INPUT UNITS FOR SSTAR5 
The follow~ng is a listi~g of the computing davies units 
used by the SSTAR5 water management model to read in data: 
Y.n.U. l1! 
The main input. described under INPUT DATA FOAnAT FOR 
SSTAR5, ahould be provided on this unit. IN ia currently assigned 
to unit 4. 
!lnil. 1.1. 
If the index ISUS <Card c. Field 3) is either 1. 2 or 3, the 
input file containing the weighting factors must be provided on 
this unit. Format and order for this input file are given under 
Field 3 of Card C <page B-9). 
Y!!.il. 23 
This unit is uaed if values of ITER <Card c, Field 2> are 
other than zero. The unit may be either an input or an output 
unit or both. depending on the value assigned to ITER. The output 
fila created on this unit is 80 column and the same file is used 
as input in a subsequent run. Therefore, the format ~ order need 
not concern the user. 
Unit ~ 
If I SUS • 2, the file containing initial feasible solution 
must be provided on this unit. Format and order for this file are 




OUTPUT FROH SSTAR5 
The output from the SSTARS water management model appears on 
three separate output files. General output information. 
including any sensitivity analysis. is less than 60 columns in 
width and is directed to unit ITOUT. Output and results from the 
optimization subroutine QPTHOR are found on Unit 6. where 132 
column record length is needed. Any requested map output is 
directed to unit JHAP, also of 132 column record length. Each of 
these output files are described in detail for a typical problem. 
Unit JTOUT 
This output listing indicates the number of individually 
constrained constant head cells, KCH. The number of constant-
head subsystems. NCHSUB. and stream/aquifer subsystems. NSUB. are 
also noted in this file. The total number of constraints. K. is 
equal to NVAR + KCH + NCHSUB + NSUB. where NVAR is the total 
number of variable-head cella. 
If IPDH = 1 and JSUS is not equal zero. there ~ill be a t~o 
line message at this point in the output file that indicates 
whether the coefficient matrix of the quadratic terms is positive 
definite or not. 
If ISUS is not zero. the next line in the output file 
indicates the constant value of ~sighted sum of squares of the 
initially input (current or 'target'> dra~do~ns in variable-head 
cells This numerical value is the constant term in the 





















If ISUS is not 2. the follo~ing part of the output file is a 
note indicating the number of iterations used in subroutine 
GSIMEQ. and ~hether the total number of iterations. NIT. haa bean 
exceeded. Subroutine GSIMEQ uses the Gauss-Sidell iterative 
process to calculate the drawdo~n valuaa which correspond to the 
lo~er limit on groundgater pumping in all cells. <Further 
description of this subroutine appears in the Description of 
Subroutines used in SSTAR5.> Becauae this is an iterative method 
of simultaneous equation solution. an accuracy criteria is 
employed for determining ~hen the process should be stopped. 
The accuracy criteria used in subroutine GSIMEQ is the •ame 
criteria used in QPTHOR for determining ~hether any constraints 
have been violated by the initial feasible solution. Therefore. 
a eolution created by GSIMEQ ~ithin the maximum number of 
iterations. is automatically accepted by QPTHOR. Ho~ever. if the 
maximum number of iterations is exceeded before the accuracy 
criteria is satisfied. the initial feasible solution may be 
rejectad by QPTHOR. 
The accuracy criteria in both GSIMEQ and QPTHOR is a 
function of ACC <Card A, Field 2>. The values of ACC in the range 
0.001 - 0.002 have been satisfactory for most of the 
developmental simulations. The maximum number of iterations in 
GSIMEQ is defined by the integer NIT and has been internally set 
to 100. If this is exceeded and the solution rejected by QPTHOR 
it may be necessary to increase NIT. Under certain input 
conditions. such as a large value of reach transmissivity <above 
2 
the order of E+09 ft /year), a degenerate situation may arise in 
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~hich convergence in subroutine GSJHEQ is not guaranteed. lf 
such a situation occurs. 
incraaaed. 
the accuracy term. ACC may have to be 
Attar a solution has been calculated in subroutine GSIHEQ, 
the corresponding recharge in the constant-head cells is 
calculated. This calculated recharge is that ~hich supports the 
initial feasible solution. If the initial recharge in a 
constant-head cell is lese than the input lo~er limit on recharge 
in that cell, the lower limit is decreased and set equal to the 
initial recharge. When this is necessary. a message is output to 
unit ITOUT indicating the magnitude of the change. When a 
recharge constraint is tight at the initial feasible solution, 
and the initial feasible solution represents minimum allowable 
ground~ater pumping, further optimization is severely restricted. 
In the specific case ~han ISUS = 2 (initial feasible 
solution supplied by the user through an input file>, no call is 
made to subroutine GSIHEQ. In this case obviously no output from 
that subroutine described above, will be produced. 
If ICHK = 1. the next portion of the output file is a print 
out of the final optimal values for all variables <including 
slack variables> and their bounds. 
is not produced. 
If ICHK equals 0. this output 
If no sensitivity analysis is performed <JSP = 0), no 
additional output to unit ITOUT exiets. If a sensitivity analysis 
is requested <ISP = 1>, the results are directed to unit ITOUT. 
The results of the sensitivity analysis indicate the relationship 
of each decision variable to the value of the objective function. 


















function due to a change in a limiting constraint. 
The output listing contains three lines for each decision 
variable. A decision variable is any variable which is tight 
against either its lower bound or its upper bound at the optimal 
solution. The total number of decision variables is equal to 
NVAR. 
The first line indicates the type of variable and its 
current value. The cell numbering system is that as discussed 
previously. The variable may represent drawdown or pumping in a 
variable-head cell, recharge in a constant-head cell, total 
recharge in a constant-head subsystem. or total interflow in a 
stream/aquifer subsystem. If the variable is representative of 
drawdown. the value of the variable is equal to tha drawdown at 
that cell. If however. the variable represents one of the slack 
variables. pumping, recharge, or total reach response. the given 
value of the variable is equal to the difference between the flux 
and the lower limit on that flux. For example. if the value of 
the variable representing pumping in cell 9 is equal to zero. 
than the actual value of pumping is computed as P-P~IN=0 or 
P=PMIN. 
The second output line for each decision variable lists the 
constrained derivative of the objective function with respect to 
that particular decision variable. and the maximum change in the 
value of that decision variable for which the constrained 
derivative is applicable. The constrained derivative indicates 
the change in the value of the objective function for a unit 
change in the value of the decision variable. The maximum change 
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in the decision variable indicates the range within which the 
constrained derivative applies, assuming that the decision 
variable is changed in the direction which improves the value of 
the objective function. A unit change in the decision variable in 
which the absolute value of the constrained derivative is the 
largest has the most affect on the value of the objective 
tunction. 
The third output line for each decision variable indicates 
the state variable ~hich becomes tight ~hen the decision variable 
is changed by the maximum amount indicated in the second line. 
The variable numbering system applied to these state variables is 
common throughout the output and will be encountered again. For 
this reason it is now explained in detail. 
The total number of variables, 
equal to NVAR+K where K is the 
including alack variables. is 
total number of inequality 
constraints as defined previously. The total number of variables 
is also expressed as NVAR + NVAR + KCH + NCHSUB + NSUB. The 
• 
first NVAR variables are numbered according to the cell numbering 
system and represent the drawdown in cells 1 to NVAR. The next 
NVAR variables represent the groundwater pumping in cells 1 to 
NVAR and are designated by the integers NVAR+l to 2•NVAR. The 
next KCH variables are those corresponding to the recharge in 
individually constrained constant-head cells and are numbered 
from 2*NVAR+1 to 2•NVAR+KCH. <The individually constrained 
constant-head cells are located as described in the constant-head 
cell numbering system.) The following NCHSUB variables are those 
representing the total recharge in each of the constant-head 


















to 2•NVAR+KCH+NCHSUB. The final NSUB variables represent total 
interflow from the stream/aquifer subsystems and are numbered 
from 2*NVAR+KCH+NCHSUB+l to 2*NVAR+KCH+NCHSUB+NSUB. 
Unit 6 ie deaignat•d by QPTHOR to receive the output from 
the optimization process. This output listing begins by 
indicating the number of variables in the objective function, 
NVAR, and the total number of inequality constraints. K. The 
information that follows is the upper and lower limit on each 
variable. including slack variables. and the value of each 
variable used as an initial feasible solution. The value used as 
an initial feasible solution must be within or equal to the upper 
or lower bounds. The variable numbering system is that as 
explained previously. 
The initial value of the objective function is indicated 
followed by the optimal value of all system variables. Recall 





the flux and the lower limit on 
va1uJ ot the objective function 
number of iterations required is output. 
the flux. 
and the 
Before performing the optimization. all input values are 
modified such that all volumes are represented in units of 
millions of cubic feet. This is done in order that the matrices 
of coefficients are all of an order of one. The values o! 
variables and limits listed in this output are therefore in units 
of millions of cubic teet and must be divided by 0.04356 to 
B-23 
change them to acre feet. 
The information on this unit is a listing of soma input and 
output values on a cell by cell basis in map format. If IW = 1. 
the listing begins ~ith a map of tha call numbering system 
follo~ed by a map of the constant head cell numbering system. 
These maps are useful in locating a particular variable by i.j 
coordinates. Initial input elevations (current or target), 
corresponding dra~do~ns. bounds on the variables and initial 
saturated thicknesses are then printed in a map format. 
The next parts of this output fila are formulated in 
subroutine INFOUT and contain t~o main portions J) information 
about the initial feasible solution and 2> information associated 
~ith the optimal solution. When ISUS is equal to 0 or 3, that is 
~hen subroutine GSiftEQ is called to generate the initial feasible 
solution. the first portion sho~s the results associated ~ith 
dra~do~ns calculated by that subroutine. The second portion in 
this case contains the optimal solution either from LPniN (15U5 = 
0> or from TARGET (ISUS = 3>. When ISUS = 2, the first portion 
contains information from the initial solution supplied by the 
user and the second portion sho~s the results of optimization by 
TARGET. When ISUS = 1, the first portion shows the results from 
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LISTING OF PROGRAH SSTARS 
0 - 1 
c ························································~- ~4 C * SSTARS WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL: 
C * MAXIMUM PUMPING AND .. 
C * QUADRATIC GOAL-PROGRAMMING OBJECTrVE FUNCTIONS 
C * DEVELOPED : UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 
C * R.C. PERALTA. BY THE 1982-1985 STAFF OF 
C * WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT LABORATORY 
C * AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
C * UNIV. OF ARKANSAS, FAYETTEVILLE AR, 72701 
c •· (501) 575-2351 .. 
C * UNDER FUNDING BY THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
C * AND THE AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING DEPT. 
c ····························*··········~···******~~···~~~~ ~  • 
C +NOTE: 
c * c • 
c • 
SUBROUTINE QPTHOR IS A SLIGHTLY MODIFIED 'iERSION Oi= 
THE PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY VERDIN ET AL, 1 ~8 1. IZ'PTHO? • 
IS NOT TO BE EXTRACTED FROM THIS PROGRAM FOR SEPRAT~ ~ 




DEPT, OF CIVIL ENG., COLORADO STATE, FORT COLLINS ~ 
co. 811!523. 
c ···············································~**••·····~~· • 
C * FOR ARRAY MODIFICATIONS CHANGE THE FOLLOWING: 
C * (!MAX> MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COLUMNS 
C * <VAR> TOTAL NUMBER OF VARIABLE CELLS 
C * <NKT) TOTAL NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS 
C * <NPK> <VAR) + <NKT> 
C * <IM,JM) IMAX. JMAX 
C * <NCH> TOTAL NUMBER OF CH CELLS 
C * <NC> NUMBER OF CH SUBSYSTEMS 
C * <NCL} TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS 
C ~ <NS> NUMBER OF 5/A SUBSYST~MS. 
C * <NS+NC) THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEMS. 
C * <NKT.NPK> 
C * CNKT,VARl : 
C * (NKT,NKTl : 
C t <VAR,VAR> : 
c ~····················· ·· ~ · ~ ~··········~·····•~*~~~•~+· C "' MAIN PROGRAM: [tlRECTS .... cTION TO OTHER SL!EF:C::UT1NES ,;. 





















CCMMON/ONE/ICElLdNAR,NCH,f\ISA, IRCH, ITE:R~NCH~.,UB,I<CH~ ISll~. ICHK1 IPDM 
















IFtiCHK.EQ.l) CALL CHECK 
IF<IWP.NE.llGOTO 5 
WRITE ( IMAP, 101l'0) 
CALL INFOUT< X l 
:5 CONTINUE 
c 


















C \~RITE OUT OPTIMAL DRAWDOWNS TO FT23Fr-J@1 
RENIND 23 






FORMAT(' 1', I .6:<, 1 OUTPUT FROI1 MAX PUMPING LINEAl~ 0. F. 1 , I) 






- ~~···~~···········*············••*****•········~*·~··** - i< READS IN GENERAL INPUT DATA FROM MAIN DATA F(LE • 
C ~ SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND CELL CHARACTERISTICS NlEOcD • 













COI1MON/OPOUT /~111 (35. 22) 'SSOP (35 I 22) 
Ct)I'IMON/SENS/ISP, IWP, IW 
COMMON/SWC t/NSUB,SWMINC4),SWI1AX(4},CHSMIN<t>,r;HSMAXC1> 
COMMON/AAA/TARCJ5,22l 
COMMON/BLOCK 1/CA (683}, AA (384, 683), R !384) , B <.31:14, 384>, D <.5~!4, 327>, 
•VC327) 























DO 4~ I=l,NSUB 
CARDCS) F 
READ <IN, 1000) SWX 
SNMINC1>=SWX•ft1.043'56 









































DO 20121 I=l,NCHSUB 
CARD<S> J 
READ (IN, 111J011J) CHX 
CHSMIN<I>=CHX•0.043560 






























C INITIALIZE FINITE DIFFERENCE ARRAYS 
DO 700 I==ISTART,IMAX 
71110 
c 
DO 700 J=JMIN,JMAX 
T<I,Jl=0.0 
DTR(J,J)=0.0 
DTU U, J) =Iii.~ 
SST !I, J) =0.0 
APS(!, Jl=@,@ 
CONTINUE 
C ASSIGN CELL NU~1BERING SYSTEM 
CALL NUMBER 
r: 
...C--I..MPUT POSITION OF STREAM/A12UIFFR CELLS 
D-5 




DO 300 LL=l,NSA 
CARDCS> L 
C APS INPUT IN UNITS OF FT2 PER YEAR. 
c 
READCIN,4900)I2,J2,IS,XSST,XAPS,STMAX 










C EVALUATE UPPER BOUND FOR MAX INTERFLOW 
ISACHK=ISACHI<+l 
XUCL)=SSTCl2,J2>-STMAX/APS<I2,J2) 








C INPUT CELL CHAHACTERISTICS 
KCH=0 
DO 409 I=l.ICELL 
C~RD<S> M 
r.; READ<IN,J900) 12, J2, IX, XELEV, XTOP, XBOT, XSATM, Xm;N, XACX, XPNTN, XPMAX 
c THE SSOP-ARRAV WILL HOLD THE ELEVATIONS UNTIL l Nf-OUT PUt'W 




















QG < !2, J2) =XU CU 
400 CONTINUE 
c 
IF (ITER. EQ. 2. OR. ITER. EQ. J)GOTO 4Sii' 
GOTO 500 
4~50 CONTINUE 
C READ IN DRAWDOWNS FROM CFT23F001>CONVE:RT TO El.f-.VATIONS 
DO 501 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART!l) 























READ<23,31!l30l CSCR3<I , J),J-=JBEGIN,JSTOPl 





C INITIALIZE ARRAYS IN 12PTHOR 
DO 600 11=1,1CELL 
R<Ml=0.0 
DO 60/tJ L=l,Lt"IP 
AA (M, L> =ta. 0 
IF(L.GT.NVAR>GOTO 650 
D {11, U =0. el 








C CALCULATE INITlAL SAT THICKNESS. 
NI<=I?J 
DO 80/tJ I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<I> 
JSTOP=JEND < I l 
DO 80/tJ J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
SCR (I, J) ::FLOAT<NCELL (I, J) l 
SCR2 (I, J l =0 .Ill 
L=NCELL (1, J) 
IF <L. EQ. 0) L=NVAR+NCHN <I, J) 





C CALCULATE INITIAL DRAWDOWN 
SI<I,Jl=300.-SSOP(I,J) 






C WRITE OUT CELL NUMBER SYSTEM 
WRITE< IMAP, "/00{<i) 
CALL MAP< SCB > 
C ~IRtTE OUT CH CEl.L NUMBERING SYSTEM 
NRITE ( IMAP, 751'J~) 
CALL MAP ( SCI~2) 
C ~IR ITE OUT IN lT I AL ORAl*DOWNS 
WRITE< IMAP, 5@00) 
CALL MAP<SI> 
r; ~JR I TE OUT UPPER BOUND ON DRAWDOWN 
WRITE< IMAP,529S) 
CALL MAPCQG) 
C WRITE OUT INITIAL ELEVATIONS 
~IRITE < IMAP, 6000) 
CALL MAP!SSOPJ 
C WRITE OUT INITIAL SAT. THICK. 
WRITE<IMAP,65@@) 
Ct1LL MAP<XM> 
C ~JR lTE OUT MIN ACCRN 
lvR ITE ( I MAP, 0000 > 
CALL MAP (SCI ~:J > 
-.:F tSAI:HK, E1:1, Iii) GOTO 98.3 
D-7 
Kt ";"E ~ iT U:'IIT t.Jr~ StA RESPtJNSi:: 
~JR l fE ( HlAP I '/0E!G!) 




l"O 990 I =ISfART, lf1AX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<I> 
JSTOP=JEND<ll 
r.o 990 J=JBEBIN, JSTOP 
L=-NCELL (I, ,l) 
SCR<I,J>=ACCRX<I~Jl/4.356~ 
IF<L.NE.0)SCR(l,J)=0.0 
'~c:\2 (I I J) =PMIN (I I J) /~. 043560 
SCRJ<I~J>=PMAX<I~J)/0.043560 




C ~lRITE OUT MAX Ar.Cr:N 
WRITE< !MAP, 8\00) 
CALL MAP (scm 
C \•IR 1 n: OUT Nl N GYI PUMPING 
, .. ,~-;· J TE < I MAP, H201!1 ) 
r~! L 1'11-tr iSCR2> 
C ~·JI~ !i~ <A.li i1f\X GN f'UI':F'1NG 
WRITE< I MAP, B4@@) 
I:ALL MAP<SCH3> 
(" \•lRJT~ OIJT STREAN RF.ACH LOCATIONS AND LIMITS 
lF<NSA.EQ.QJ)GOTO 899 
WRITE ( U1AP, 'l~'@Ef) 
CAI_L MAP CSI;R4) 
110 997 I=l,NSUB 
SWSCR=SWMIN<il/0.04356 













2001~ FORMAT <7IS) 
3~J~0 FORMATHX, 12, 1X.l2.I2,8F9.2) 
3030 FORMAT(8F10.2> 
400@ FORMATl3IS,Fl0.2,E12.6~F10.~l 
C MAP FORMATS FOR UNrT IMAP. 
:,000 FORMAT{• 1, 'I I 6>:,. INITIAL DRAWDOWNS <FT> FRO~t llf\TUM = 31Xil FT., Ill 
5200 FORMAT (11' I/. 6X I I UPPER EIOUN(I ON ORAWDOWN TO FROVIDE M !N !iAT THlG: . .. /) 
6111@1(! f-ORMAT (I 1,, I' 6X I' INITIAL ELEVA'I IONS (FT) '' /) 
711100 FORMAT<' 1' .t ,6X, 'VARIABLE CELL NUMBERING SY!nEM', n 
7500 rORMAT< 1 11 ,/,6X,'CONSTANT HEAD CELL NUMBERING ~YSTEM 1 ,/1 
650@ FORMAT! 1 11 ,/,6X,'INITIAL SATURATED THICKNESS !fT) 1 ,/) 
911100 FORMAT<'l't!~6X,'MINIMUM ALLOWABLE RECHARGE lN 100 ACm:-FEET',/l 
BUl0 FORMATt'l',/,6X,'MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RECHARGE LN 10!11 ACHE-t-'EET 1 ,/l 
82@0 r0RMAT<'1',1,6X,'MINIMUM ALLOWABLE PUMPING lN ~CRE-FEE1 1 ,/l 
84~@ FORI1AT (' 1' I I I 6X' 1 MAX IHUM ALLOWABLE PUMPING tN OCRE-FEFP ' I) 
911100 FORMAT (11', I, 6X, 'LOWER LIMIT ON S/A RESPONSl: 1 N EACH CI:Ll IN AC-F'f •' '/) 
920~ FORMAT (' t', I I 6X I' STREAM REACH LOCATIONS''/) 
91,10 FORMATU,6X,'LOWER LIMIT ON TOTAL INTERFLOW IN REACH •,n,' = '• 
•GlZ.61 1 ACRE-FCET 1 ) 
% 00 rORMATU~6X,'LOWER LIMIT ON TOTAl RECHARGE l N CH SUBSt:lff!1 ',!3, 
























c ~ ················································~·······*•••••••••••* C. -: ASSIGNS A INTEGRAL VALUE TO !:ACH I,J, COOROINME NCaLO ,,1)::1,NVAf\  
C " CONSTANT HEAD CELLS HAVE A NCCLL <I , J > = 0. ANO f\ NCHN <!, J) =1, NCH • 
C • NCHN<I,Jl= 0 FOR ALL NON- CONSTANT HEAD CELL~;. * 
c ···············~·······························~~·~·······•*•*•·······  
c 
COHHON/BUNCH !/!START, IMAX, JMAX.JSTART (35), J£N0!35) 
COMMON/BUNCH 3/NCELL<35,22l.NCiiNC35,22~.ICHC6?l,JCHC6:i>, l CFC62> 
•·ISWC376) 
COMMONt ONE/JCELL,NVAR,NCH,NSA, IRCH, ITER,NCH~>ULl,!(CH, !SUS, JCHK, IPDM 
NUMCH=I11 
NUMC=0 
DO 100 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTI-\H r <I) 
JSTOP=JEND (I> 
DO 100 J=JBEGIN, JSTOP 
DO 200 L=l,NCH 
IF!ICH(L).EQ.(.ANDLJCH<L>. EQ. J)GOTO 300 
21110 CONTINUE 
NUMC=NUMC+1 




C I .J IS A CONSTl%NT HEAD CELL 
NCELLCI,J)=0 
NUHCH=NUI1CH·I-1 







r ••••~********•*~*************•••••~•*~*********'*'*'*****:~·• c •****** 
C " CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE TRANSMISSIVITIE!i USING GEO:·:f:ti\IC AVE* 
C ••••••••••••••••*******************************~**********'*o•••••••• c 
Ct)MMON/BUNCH 3/NCELL<35122l 1NCHNCJ51221, ICH<62~ ,JCH<62l ,lCF<62l 
*1 ISW<376l 
COMMON/BUNCH 1/ISTART, IMAX, JMAX, JSTART <35l, .lENIH35l 
COMMON/CHUNK 1/DTR (351 22l, DTU <3:5, 22l 1 T (35, 2~') 
c 
DO 100 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARTCI) 
JSTOP=JEND<I> 









DO 2@0 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART < l. l 
JSTOP=JEND(ll 






r: DO 150 I=ISrART.IMAX 
C JBEGIN=JSTART<Il 
C JSTOP=JEND<I> 











DO 300 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<I> 
JSTOP=JEND<ll 
DO 30~ J=JBEGlN,JSTOP 








































C DO 4~9 I=ISTART,IMAX 
C JBEGIN=JSTART(Il 
C JSTOP:JEND<I> 









SUBROUTINE 11AP (DATA) 
c ~···················································· (' ~ TAKES GIVEN DATA AND WRITES IT OUT IN MAP FOHMAT * 
c *••••••••••••••*••····························•******  





DO 19~ I=ISTART1IMAX 
DO 1~~ J=l,JMAX 





C IF UDIFF .GT. JI1AX> GOTO 3~ 




t; IFUDIFF.GT. JI1AX>GOTO 4~ 
C DO 290 J=1,JMAX 
C K=KTOP-J 
C GOTO 50 
4~1 CONTINUE 
DO 29~ I=ISTARl,IMAX 
S~J CONTINUE 
c IF ( IDIFF. LE. JMAX) WRITE (91 100~) <IJATA (I' I() I l '-' HHART I IMA/..) 
WRITE(9,1~@@) <DATA(I,J)~J=l,JMAX) 
n1~1 CONTINUE 























c * ***~········••t•••·················· ·*·········~ * ···· · ·~··•***•••·~ ~ C ~ FORMULATES CONtiTRAINTS FOR E::ACH CC.:--!STANT HE."(! CELL. "' 
C * IF THFRE ARE N(l RECHARGE CONSTRAINTS, THIS ~UHI\OUTINE JS SKIPPED. ,. 
c ·~············································~· · ******** *~~·······~~ r. 
c 
COMMON/BUNCH 1/ISTART, IMAX, JMAX, JSTART C3S), ;sFNJt(35) 
COMMON/BUNCH 3/NCELLC3S, 22>,NCHN<J5,22),ICHC62),JCHC62>,JCFC62> 
•.ISWC376> 
COMMON/ONE/ICELL,NVAR, NCH,NSA, IRCH, ITER,NCH~;UB, KCH, ISUS, lCHK, IPDM 
COMMON/CHUNK 1/DTRC35,22>,DTUCJS,22),TC35,22) 
COMMON/CHUNK 2/ACCRX CJ5, 22) ,ACCRNCJ5,22) ,PMfiX (35, 22), PMTNC35, 22>, 
•XI1C3S,22l,SIC35,22> 
COMMON/STAQ/SSTCJ5,22>,APSC35,22),ISA(J76) 
COMMON/SWC 1/NSUB,SWMIN(4),5WHAXC4>.CHSMINCt),CHSMAXC 1) 
COMMON/BLOCK 1/CAC6BJ>,AAC384,683),RCJ84),BC384,J84),DC384,327), 
•V<327> 




L: SET VARIABLE SCRATCH DRAWDOWNS TO ZERO 
DO 1e~ I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARTCI> 
JSTOP=JEND (I) 
DO 100 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
SCR (I.J) =0. 0 
DO 100 LL=l , NCH 
IFCICHCLL).EQ.I.AND.JCHCLL>.EQ.J>SCR(J , J);S!(l,J) 
Hl0 CONTINUE 
c 
C SINGULAR CH CONSTRAINTS. 
NK=NVAR 














IF< J. GT. JEND U +1)) GOTO 66 
IF<J.LT.JSTART<l+lllGOTO 6b 
M=NCELL < I+ 1 , J > 
lFCM. EQ.~lGOTO 65 








AACNK,M>=<-DTU<I , Jll 
75 CONTINUE 
ADD=ADD+IJTUCI,Jl•SCRCI,J+tl 
7 6 CONTINUE 
c 
IF <I. LE. I STARn GOTO 86 
IF<J.GT.JENDCI-l>>GOTO 86 
IF<J.LT.JSTARHI-ll lGOTO 86 
M=NCELL <I ·-1 , J) 
IF<M.EQ. 0lGOTO 85 








- ADD=ADD+UTR ( I-1, Jl •SCR ( I-1, Jl 
CONTINUE 
IF(J.LE.JBEGINlGOTO 96 
M=NCELL ( I , J-1 l 
IF<M.EQ.0lGOTO 95 








C SUBSYSTEM CH CELL CONSTRAINTS 














IF ( J. GT. JEND ( I·l-1)) GOTO 466 
IF {J. LT. JSTI\RTC 1+1) l GOTI) 466 








M=NCELL C I, J+l l 
IF(M.EQ,@lGOTO 475 
AACNK,M>=C-DTUCI,J>> 

















































c -~·~························ ···················~········•**** C " DETERMINES COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTS ON VAl ~ lAOLE CELLS "' 


















C SET SCRATCH DRAI~DOWNS TO ZERO 
DO 5 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<Il 
JSTOP=JEND<Il 
DO 5 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
SCR<I,Jl=@.0 




DO ~~~ L=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART(L) 
JSTOP=JEND!U 



































DO 2j0 l=l.ICELL 
1=170 
WRITE<ITOUT,2000)l.R(l),AA(l,J) 
DO 2j0 J=l,NVAR 
WRITE<ITOUT,1000)I,J,AA(!,J) 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT<JX, IJ, 1X, IJ,1X, E12.6) 






















c ·················································•*•••••••**********~ C ,. FORMULATES ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS FOR LUHTINli ·1 OTAL USE Or· 
C • INTERFLOW IN A STREAM AQUIFER CELL. EACH GROUP lS IDENnFIED BV 






























DO 209 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARTCI> 
JSTOP=JEND C I) 
DO 200 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 














c ··~············································~~· ~ ·*····~~* C >:- SETS UP OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO MAX IMIZE TOTAL 13W PUMPJ NG ., 
c * ~·············································~· ~· ······ ~ ;=-
c 
c 
COMMON/ONE/lCELLrNVARrNCH, NSA, IRCHr ITER, NCHSUI; , KCH, ISU~i . I CHK 1 IPDt1 
COMMON/BUNCH 1/ISTARTr IMAX, JMAXt JSTARTCJS) 1 JENIHJS) 
COMMON/BUNCH 3/NCELL<35,22l.NCHN(35,22l,ICH<62l,JCH(62l~ J CFC62l 
*•ISWC376l 
COMMON/CHUNK 1/DTR<JS,22),DTUC35,22),T(J5,22) 
COI'II'ION/CHUNK 2/ACCRX<35,22l .ACCRN<JS,22l ,PMf'tX<:~S.22l , f'MIN<JS,22J , 
•XM<JS,22l,SI<JS,22l 
COMMON/STAG/SST<J5,22),APS<JS,22),ISAC376> 
COMMON/SWC 1/NSUB,SWMIN(4),SWMAXC4),CHSMIN<1> ,CHSMAX<1> 
COMMON/FAST! 1/IPR,IREAO,Y 
COMMON/KONST 7/ACC 



















8786 FORMATC1X,'NCHSUB =',IS,' NSUB: •,IS> 
8787 FORMAT<lX,'KCH = 1 .15) 


















DO 100 I=ISTART.IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARTCI) 
JSTOP=JEND(I) 
DO 100 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 































































CA<U=CA<U +DTU<I, J) • (-1. 0) 
20 CONTINUE 
IF<I.LE.ISTARTlGOTO 30 


















c FIND INITIAL FEASIBLE SOLUTION 













C TEST THE LEAST PUMPING SOLUTION TO SEE IF ANY ltOI.INDS ARE !l OLATEO. 
DO 15~ I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARTCI> 
JSTOP=JEND<I> 
DO 150 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 















C PERFORM OPTIMIZATION 
CALL QPTHOR 
c 
1090 FORHAT(/,1X, 1LOWER BOUND FOR CELL ',J2,1X,I2,' DECREASED BY '• 
•F1@.2) 
1200 FORHATC1X,I5,2X,F10.2,2X,F10.2) 
2000 FORMATU.lX, 'UPPER BOUND FOR CELL 'd2.1X.I:..~, 1 INCREASED BY ', 
•F10.2,1X, 1 WAS = ',F10.2> 





















c ~'·············································· ~~~~·******•~· ~··· C • SOLVES FOR A GIVEN 7. OF PUMPING UNDER CONSTRA{Nf ONE <COEFl> .t 
c ~+••··········································•************~***** c 




















C INITIATE STARTING SOLUTION 
DO 135 I2=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<I2) 
JSTOP=JENO <I 2) 







DO 100 IT=!. NIT 
DO 3f!J0 I•1,NVAR 
C LARGEST ELEMENT SHOULD BE ON DIAGNAL- POS.DEF. 
JMX=I 




















C ERROR CHECK 
SUM=0 
DO 35S J=l,NVAR 
SUM=SUH+X<Jl 
TV<J>=-0.~ 




C COMPUTE ACCURACY AS DONE BY QPTHOR TO INSURE FI:AH lBILITY. 
AVEX=SUH/NVAR 
EPD=ABSlACC•AVEX)+0.0000ee1 














FORMAT<2I5, 1 EPD = ',F12.4, 1 TEST= '•F12.8> 
CONTINUE 
C NUt18ER OF ITERATIONS COMPLETE 
601 WRITE<ITOUT.2000) 
















DO 800 L=l, ITEMP 
L2=NVAR+L 
AOD=Ill.lll 









WRITE ( IJ'1AP, 4000) 
CALL INFOUT CSCR> 
112 CONTINUE 
c 
21110@ FORMAT <lX, 'HAXIHUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEOED IN GSJ Nf:Q',!) 
3000 FORMAT<1X,'ITERATIONS = ',I5,' IN SUBROUTINE USIMEQ', / l 
3001 FORMAT(/,'•••• EPD = ',E16.8,/) 
41!10@ FORMAT</,tX, 'OUTPUT FROM I.F.S.' tf) 
51110@ FORMAT<lX, 'RECHARGE CONSTRAINT ', IJ,' EXCEEilED BY 1 , Ei~: . b) 





















c ~ ··············································~········· ~. • OUTPUTS IN MAl:. FORM GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT Of•fiMAL • 
C .;c SOLUTION. • 









COMMON/CHUNK 2/ACCRX CJS .22) , ACCRN (35, 22) , PMAX c;55, 22), PHI N C35, 22) , 
•XM<35,22),Sl(J5,22) 



















C FILL TWO DIMENSIONAL DRAWDOWN ARRAY 
DO 1@0 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<Il 
JSTOP=JEND < I) 
DO 100 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
SSOPCJ,J)•SI(J,J) 
L=NCELL (I I J) 
IFlL.EQ.0lGOTO 90 
SSOP (I I J)-55 (L) 
9~J CONTINUE 
QG(I,J)=0.0 





C WRITE OUT DRAWDOWNS 
WRITE< IMAP, 10~0) 
CALL MAP tSSOP) 
C WRITE OUT ELEVATIONS 
WRITE<IMAP,2088) 
CALL I'IAP<SCR> 




C CO~lPUTE GROUNDWATER PUMPING 
TGW=~.e 
TACR~.8 
DO 200 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<Il 
JSTOP=JEND < I ) 
DO 200 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 








AD(I=T (I, J) •SSOP (I, Jl 
IF<I.LE.ISTART> GOTO 22~ 















C ASSIGN VALUE TO TOTAL EXCITATION. 
SCRCI,Jl=ADD/.043560 
c 
ACR=ACCRN (I, J) 
IF CL. EQ.0lACR=ADD-PI'IIN (I, J> -APS (I, Jh <SST ( 1, J) -SSOP C l , .J)) 
QG(I,Jl=ADD-ACR-APSCI,J>•CSST(I,Jl-SSOPCI,Jll 
QGC!,J)=QG(J,Jl/.043560 
C ASSIGN VALUE TO TOTAL ACCRETION 
SCR2CI,Jl=ACR/.043560 
c 






TGW=TGW+QG (I, J) 
C COMPUTE ~ GW PUMPING 





C WRITE OUT GROUNDWATER PUMPING 
WRITE ( IMAP, 3009) 
CALL HAPCQG) 
WRITECIMAP,J109lTGW 
C WRITE OUT Y. GW PUMPING 
\~RITE ( II'IAP, 5501'iJ) 
CALL MAPCSCRJ) 
C WRITE OUT ACCRETION <-RECHARGE> 
WRITE< !HAP, 410~) 
CALL HAP CSCR2l 
WRITECIMAP,4300l TACR 
IFCNCHSUB.EQ.0)GOTO 290 




C WRITE OUT TOTAL EXCITATION 
WRITE <I MAP. 4011'0) 
CALL MAP CSCRl 
c 
C COMPUTE ~ OF MAX ACCRETION AND S/A RESPONSE. 
TSA=B.0 
DO JB0 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGJN::JSTART<I> 
JSTOP=JEND < l) 
DO 390 J::JBEGIN.JSTOP 


























C S/A RESPONSE 
C IFCNSA.EQ.0)GOTO 310 
SCR2(J,J)=APSCI,J>•<SST<I,J)-SSOPCI,J))/0.043Sb0 
c 






















C WRITE OUT STREAM/AQUIFER RESPONSE 
WRITE ( U1AP, 4200) 
CALL MAP CSCR2) 
WRITE<IHAP,4400)TSA 
IF<NSUB.EQ.0)GOTO 340 





C ~IRITE OUT STREAI1 ELEVATIONS 
WRITECIHAP,5o00) 
CALL HAP <SCRJ> 
J50 CONTINUE 
C WRITE OUT X ACCRETION 
WRITE ( IHAP, 5000) 
CALL MAP<SCR> 
C WRITE OUT SATURATED THICKNESS 
WRITE <I MAP, b01?J9) 
CALL MAP <Xtn 
c 
1000 FORMATU,6X, 1 DRAWDOWN VALUES FROM 30121. DATUI1. (fl)1,/) 
2960 FORMAT< 1 11 ,/,6X,'ELEVATIONS. <FT>',/) 
2021 FORMAT I' 1' ,/,oX, 1 DIFFERENCE !OPTIMUM-TARGET> IN ELEVAT10NS <FT>' ./) 
3000 FORMAT<'1',/,6X,'GROUNDWATER PUMPING IN ACRF.-FEET1 ,/) 
3100 FORMAT(/,6X, 'TOTAL REGIONAL GROUNDWATER PUMPING = 1 .E.t2. 6> 
412100 FORMAT!'1',/,6X, 1 TOTAL EXCITATION IN ACRE-FEET',/) 
4159 FORMATC'l',/,bX,'RECHARGE IN ACRE-FEET',/) 
420121 FORMAT<'1',/,6X,'STREAM/AQUIFER RESPONSE IN ACHE-FEET 1 ,/) 
43~~ FORMAT(/,6X,'TOTAL REGIONAL RECHARGE • ',E11.b) 
4310 FORKATC/,6X,'TOTAL RECHARGE IS CH SUBSYSTEM ',JJ,' = ',612.4) 
449~ FORMATC/,6X,'TOTAL REGIONAL S/A RESPONSE= ',E12.o) 
441121 FORHAT(I,6X, 'TOTAL INTERFLOW IN S/A SUBSYSTEI1 1 , IJ,' -: 1 ,G12.4) 
5000 FORMAT (t 1' , I, oX, 'RECHARGE AS i. OF MAX. ALLO~IADt.E RECHAl\OE' , I> 
55@0 FORI1ATC'1',/ ,bX,'GW PUMPING AS% OF MAX ALLO~IABLE PUMPJNO',/) 
5600 FORMATC'1 1 ,/,bX,'STREAM ELEVATIONS',/) 






c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 ············~········~······· 
C t PERFORMS SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON "PTIMAL RESULTS " 
C "' OUTPUTS CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES "F OBJECTIVE FIJNCTION * 
~ ·~ WITH RESPECT TO THE DECISION VAI\ u~BLES. • 
C • COMPUTES AND OUTPUTS MAXIMUM CHANGE IN A DECISION VARIAf1LE • 
c ················································*·~······••********* CONMON/ONE/ICELL,NVAR,NCH,NSA,IRCH.ITER,NCHt;uo,KcH.ISUS,I CHK.IPDM 
COMMON/BUNCH 1/ I START, !MAX, JMAX, JSTART (35), .IENO 135) 










C D-ARRAY HOLDS PARTIAL OF STATES WITH RESPECT TO DCCISIONS 
























AMIN=XO C I) 























C •••uu••uu V<JJMX> C a 
IMUl=l 
AAMIN=Ul. f21E+10 





















































































1000 FORMAT(/,1X, 1 FINAL DECISION VARIABLES, VALUC, DY/DX, DXMAX' ., /) 
?0@0 FORMATC1X,'DRAWDOWN IN CELL ',IJ,' VALUE= 1 ,E9.3,' FT.J , f,2X, 
•'DY/DX = 1 .E9.J,' AC-FT/FT. MAX DX = 1 .E9.Jl 
J@~~ FORMATClX, 'PUMPING IN CELL 1 .!3,' VALUE = ', E9. J,' AC·-FT. 't!, 2X, 
•'DY/DX = ',E9.3,' AC-FT/AC-FT. MAX DX = 1 rF9. :SJ 
4~~0 FORMAT(1X,'RECHARGE INCH CELL ',13, 1 VALUE= 1 ,E9.3,' AC-FT. 1 , 
•f,2X,'DY/DX = ',E9.3,' AC-FT/AC-FT. MAX DX"' 1 ,E9.3Y 
501~13 FORMATO X, 'RECHARGE IN CH SUBSYSTEM ', 13,' lJALUE = ',E9. J , 
•• AC-FT.',/,2X,'DY/DX = ',E9.3,' AC-FT/AC-F1 . MAX OX ~ ',E9.3l 
MJ~I~J FORMAT(1X,'RESPONSE INS/A SUBSYSTEM 1 ,13, 1 VALUE= 1 , ( 1J. J, 
•' AC-FT.',/,2X,'DV/DX = 1 ,E9.3, 1 AC-FT/AC-FT. MAX OX ~ 1 .E9.3} 
720e FORMAT<2X, 'THE STATE X<NS<IMIN) l 60ES TO LO~JFR LIMIT. NSOMINl= ' , 
•!5) 






r. ~~*·························· ····················· )· ·· · · ·· · ·········· ? ~ c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DOES THE FOLLOWING : 
g ~: ~~~~~~~ ~l~~~rm~~O~~~MING PROBLEM IN ·s rANDARD F(l 














C*•********************************************** ~******* *** *~* ******** * c 
C REMEMBER TO CHANGE LIMITS IN LIMIT-CHECK ANII -MESSAGE Ot::LOW 
c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~***•••••••*~~~•••••· ·~ c 
IFCIGLOB.EQ.21 GO TO 9901 
IF!.NOT.IREAD.EQ.ll GO TO 311 
9999 FORHAT( 1 - 1 /T5,120(1H•>,J'-'> 
READ 100, N,NF.K.KE,IGMAX 
100 FORMAT(514> 
c~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••********** **** **••••• ~~ c 
c 
c 
FOR DIMENSION CHANGE, INCREASE LIMITS ON N ANU K IN TH( TWO SUBSEQ 








FORHAT(1Hl.T5,,LIMIT EXCEEDED K=60 N=o~ N+K-KE=12@ N-KE=60' ) 
IF <I< . GT. 6~. OR.N. GE. 61. OR. N+K-KE. GT .120. t)R. N-I!E . GT. 6121) STOP 
c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••$~*~•••••••~(*~•••••••~* c 
IF!.NOT.IREAD.EQ.1) GO TO 9901 
READ 101,(CA<I>,ITYPE<I>,I=l,N) 
101 FORMAT(8(G8.0,I2l> 
DO L1 I=l.N 
11 READ 103, (Q(J,J),J=1,N) 
DO 10 I=l,K 
t0· READ 102. (AA(I,J),J=l,N) 
102 FORMAT<10G8.0} 




READ 104, <XO(J),l=l,Nl 
194 FORMAT (112168.121) 
READ 105, EPSV,ACC,NlMAX,LP 
105 FORMATt2G8.0,JI3> 
READ 106, IPRINT.IFREQ,IOUT 































COMMENTS WERE DELETED BECAUSE NUMBER WAS UNAC!·::PTABLE TO ll"lM 










C READ AND PRINT INPUT DATA 








C PARTITION AND PRINT MATRICES OF COEFFICIENl S 
c 
CALL PART AA 
c 














C FIND NUMERICALLY LARGEST CONSTRAINT DERIVAliVE 
C IF POSITIVE, IVPOS=.TRUE., IF NEGATIVE, IVPOS=.FALSE. 




IF (KT) GO TO tS 
C FIND HOW MUTCH THE VARIABEL CAN CHANGE AND WHAT IS TH~ RESTRICTION 
c 
c 
IF t IVPOS> CALL CASEAl ( ICASEl, JMAX, IMIN, IUMIN, OELD, DELV, [I~LS, DELSS> 
IF (.NOT. IVP05) CALL CASEA2<ICAS£2, JMAX .!MIN, IIJI1IN, DEL)), OELV, DELS, 
SDELSS> 






IF<ICASEl.EQ.l) CALL CASEB1CJMAX,OELD,1) 
IFCICASE1.EQ.2.0R.ICASE2.EQ.2) CALL CASEB2<JMAX,DELV> 
IF<ICASE1.EQ.3.0R.ICASE2.EQ.3) CALL CASEBJCJMAX,IMIN,UELS,J> 
IF<ICASE2.EQ.4) CALL CASEB1CJMAX,OELD.4> 
IFCICASE1.EQ.S.OR.ICASE2.EQ.S) CALL CASEBJCJHAX,IUMIN,OEISS,S) 
15 CONTINUE 
IF<.NOT.KT> GO TO 2~ 
RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
•.•. KT CONDITIONS ARE NOT SATISFIED •••. 
ICASEl=~ 
ICASE2=1:!' 
GO TO 10 
END D-29 
C ..• • DEFINE UPPFR BOUNDS OF UNBOUNDED VARIABLES .••. 
C •••• AND LOVER BOUND OF FREE VARIABELS CART!:· IClAL) ••• 




11~ IF<XU<Il.EQ.0.~) XU<I>=10.E10 
C •••• DEFINE TOLERANCE PARAJ£TERS •••• 
II=0 
SUI'1=0.!11 
DO 96 I=1,N 
SUM-suM+ABS<CA<I>> 
IFCABStCACI>>.NE.0.> II=II+1 
DO 96 J=1,N 






















C CHECK WETHER THE PROBLEM IS L.P. OR Q.P. 
c 
IFCLP.NE.2) GO TO 436 
DO 321 I=1,N 
DO 321 J:t,N 
IFCQ(l,J).NE.0.> LP=0 
IFCLP.EQ,0) GO TO 436 
:521 CONTINUE 
c 
C •••• PRINT INPUT DATA •••• 
c 
436 IF ( IPR. NE.l> GO TO 7 
PRINT 9999 
PRINT 9998 
JF<IGHAX.EQ.~) PRINT 7272 
IF<IGMAX.GT.fiJ) PRINT 727J,IGMAX 
IFtLP.GT.0> PRINT 322 
J22 FORMAT<'-', TS, 'THE PROBLEM 15 LINEAR PROGRANMING PROBLEN' > 
7272 FORMATt'-',TS,'CONVEX PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE ONLY'> 
7273 FORMAT<'-', TS, 'CONVEX PROGRAMMING + SEARCH PROCEDURE', /T5 , 'M,..l(lMUM 
1 NUMBER OF SEARCH ITERATIONS =' , 14) 
























200 FORMAT ('-'I' 0', T5, 1 TOTAL NUMBER OF ORIGINAL VAlUABLES', T40. 'N=', 
1T5fJ.IJI'0', T5, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS', T40, 1 K=', T50.IJ> 
PRINT 8888 
PRINT 201 
201 FORMAT<'-' I' 0', T5, 'INDEX', f28, 'COEFFICIENTS' , H5, 'TYPE OF', 
1' VARIABLE1 .T65, 1 INITIAL SOLUTION1 ,T85. 1 UPPER 60UNOS1 ,T1~5. 
2' LOWER BOUNDS' ) 
PRINT 202 
202 FORMAT<'-',T7,'I',TJ1,'CCI>'•T49,'ITVPE<I>',T71. 1 XOCI) 1 ,T9e, 
2'XU(l)',T109. 1 XL<Il 1 ) 
193 FORMATC'-',TS,I3,T49,T53,T67,Gt2.S,T8S,E12.~. T105,E12.5) 
PRINT 210, <I,CA<I>,ITVPE<I>.XO<I>.XU<I>,XL(!),I=l,N> 
IN2=N+1 
C PRINT 193, CI,XO<I>,XU<I>.XLCI),I=IN2,N7) 
219 FORMAT C' -', TS, 13, T2S,G12. 5, TS2, It, T67, 612. 5, T85, E12. 5, T11~5. E12. 5) 
C PRINT 8888 
C PRINT 211 
211 FORMATC 1 -',T7.'I',T2B,'COEFFICIENTS QCI.J>'> 
C DO 21 I=l,N 
C 21 PRINT 212, I, (Q(I,J),J~t,N> 
212 FORMAT<'-1 ,T5,JJ,(IT28.BG12.Sl) 
C PRINT 8888 
237 FORMAT<'-'1'0'> 
C PRINT 293 
C DO 29 I=l,K 
C 20 PRINT ~4. I,R(I},(AA(l,J),J=l,N) 
2@3 FORMAH1X, TS, 'CONSTRAINT', 139, 'RIGHT HAND', HI!J, 'COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
$OF CONSTRAtNTS1 1TS. 1 NUMBER 1 ,T28, 1 SIDE 1 /T8,'I',TJ4,'R<I>',TB6, 
$1 A <I, J) 1 > 





C INPUT DATA ARE NOW READ AND PRINTED 
C FORMULATE QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEM IN STANDARD FORM 
c 
C DEFINE AUGMENTED COEFFICIENT VECTOR ·oF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION, CA<I>. 
c 
DO 31 I=N1,N7 
ITVPE <I) =1 
31 CAU>=0.{il 
C OEFINE AUGMENTED COEFFICIENT MATRIX AACI,J> 
DO 40 I=l,K 
DO 42 J=N1,N7 





-C CALCULATE SLACK VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WOTH INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
C DEFINE ARRAY OF VARIABLES, ORIGINAL AND SLAL'I< 
c 
C ORIGINAL VARIABLES 
c 
DO 50 I=l.N 
50 X <I) =XO C l) 
r. s 
C SLACK VARIABLES, INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
c 
DO 70 I=t,K 
SUM=e. 




IFCI.GT.KE.AND.XXXXX.LT.-EPSD) 60 TO 331 
IFti.LE.KE.AND.ABS<XXXXXl.GT.EPSD) GO TO 331 








PRINT 210, (I, CA <I) , ITYPE <I l , X <I l , XU<[), XU I l , I~: IN2, N7l 
RETURN 
331 PRINT 332.1 
J:-12 FORMAT ('-'I 1 111' , TS,' THE INITIAL SOLUTION IS NO.I FEASIDL£ 1 , 
1/'0',Tb,'THE FIRST VIOLATED CONSTRAINTS IS NR 1 .I3l 
j33 CONTINUE 
PRINT 335, IK 
335 FORMAT<1X, 'VARIABLE NUMBER '.13, 1 IS LESS THAN LOWER BOUND') 
J:H CONTINUE 
PRINT 336, IK 


























C*•~*********************************************************~********~~ C THIS SUBROUTINE MAKES THE PARTITION OF XCI) INTO : 
C 1. k STATE VARIABLES, NS(I), FREE+ BOUNDED 


















SELECT FREE VARIABLES TO BE STATE VARIABLES 
DEFINE ARRAY Of BOUNDED VARIABLES,NNCJ) 
J=l 
1=1 










C SELECT BOUNDEil VARIABELS FAREST FROM THEIR LIMITS TO SE STATE 
DO 10 I=l.N7 
1~ XO<I>=X(I) 
ISS=NF+l 
IF<ISS.GT.Kl GO TO 37 
DO 11 IS= ISS, K 
X11AX=0 
MAX=IiJ 
DO 12 L=l,N6 






NS (IS> =NNU1AX> 
XO<NN<HAX>>=-10£12 
1l CONTINUE ,.. 
D-33 
... 
C SELECT REMAINING VARIABLES TO BE DECISION VARIABLES 
c 
C SELECT REMAINING NON.NEG VARIABLES TO BE DECISJON VARIABLES 
37 J=t 





C PRINT TABLE OF CORRESPONDENCE 
c 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
PRINT 400 
_ ___ ......_-:.."1t~ORMATi1'HtTT5•'TABLE OF CORRESPONDANCE', 1'-1 > 
PRINT 401 
4~1 FORMAT(T5,'STATE VARIABLES',/'0',T5,'NSCI>' .T3~,'X<NS!Il)'l 
PRINT 402, <NS(tl,X<NS(l)),I=l,Kl 
402 FORHAT<T7,IJ,TJ1,G12.5l 
PRINT 403 
403 FORMAT( 1 -',T5,'DECISION VAR!ABLES 1 ,/'01 ,TS, 'ND(J)',TJ0, 





C CALCULATE INITIAL VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
c 
c 
IF<IPR.NE.ll GO TO 7 
Y=0.0 
DO 1109 I:o:l,N 
t100 Y=Y+CACil•X<Il 
YV=0.0 
DO 2677 I=l1N 




C PRINT INITIAL VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
c 
PRINT 1103, V 
111~3 FORMAT ('-'ITS, 1 INITIAL VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUN£:1 ION, Y=', T~•0• 
1612.5/1-') 
PRINT 99f19 























SUBROUTINE PART AA 
c 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$•••••••••• C THIS SUBROUTINE HAKES THE PARTITION OF AA(I,J) INTO 
C l. THE K•K COEFFICIENT MATRIX BCI,J> OF STATE VARIABLES 











DO 10 I=1,K 
DO 10 J=l,K 
10 BCJ,I)•AA(J,NS(I)) 
DO 20 I=1,N9 
DO 2S J=1.K 
2@ DCJ,I>=-AA<J,NDCI)l 
c 
C PRINT PARTITIONED MATRICES BCI,J) AND C(I,J) 
c 
TFCIPRINT.EQ.1l GO TO 2607 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.0lGOTO 2607 
PRINT 500 
509 FORHATC1H1,T5,'COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF SiATE VARIABLES aCI,JSi' 
1./ 1 01 ) 
PRINT 503 
5~3 FORHATCT7,'I',T80,'B<I.JS)') 
DO 501 I=l,K 




!'COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF DECISION VARIABLES O(I,JD)',/'0') 
PRINT 506 
5~6 FORMATCT7,'l',T80, 1 0<I,JD>') 
DO 507 I=l,K 









C*•••******************************************************************* C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DELTA COEFFICIENTS BY GAUSS ELIMINA 
C IF NEW PARI IT ION IS NEEDED SUBROUTINE NEWPAR IS CALLED 













C•••••FIND LARGEST ELEMENT IN COLUMN I••••• 
99 IMAX=I 
BMAX=ABS (8 <I, I) l 
IFCBMAX.GT.EPSA) GO TO 196 




C*••••LARGEST ELEMNT IN COLUMN I=BCIMAX,I>••••• 
IF<BMAX.LE.EPSAl CALL NEWPAR(Il 
IFCBMAX.LE.EPSAl GO TO 99 
C*-***INTERCHANGE ROWS.MAKING LARGEST ELEHENT THE Pil!Oh**u 
DO 11 J=I,K 
XX=B<I, J) 
B(I, J>=B<IMAX. J) 
B(IMAX, J)=XX 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 J=1,N9 
XX=DCI,Jl 
DCI, J) =D <IMAX, J) 
D<IMAX,Jl=XX 
12 CONTINUE 
C•••••PERFORM GAUSS OPERATIONS••••• 
196 DO 13 L=II,K 
IF<ABS<BCL,Ill.LT.EPSAl GO TO 13 
B<L,Il=B<L,Il/8(1,11 
DO 14 J=II,K 
BCL,Jl=BCL,J>-B<L,Il•B<I,Jl 
14 IFCABSCB(L,J)l.LE.EPSA> B(L,J}=(il. 























IF<I.LT.K) GO TO 1 
C*+•••MATRIX IS NOW UPPER TRIANGULAR, AND I=K••••• 
IFCABS(B(K,K>>.LE.EPSA> CALL NEWPAR<I> 
C*••••PERFORM GAUSS OPERATIONS BACKWARDS••••• 
2 CONTINUE 
12=1-1 
DO 21 L=1,12 
LL=I-L 
B<LL,I>•B<LL.Il/BCI,Il 
IF<ABSCBCLL,I>>.LE.EPSA) GO TO 21 




IFCI.GE.2> GO TO 2 
C•~•••DIVIDE BY DIAGONAL ELEMENT••••• 
DO 23 I=l,K 
DO 23 J=1,N9 
D<I,J>=D<I,J)/B(I,I) 
23 IF<ABSCDCI,J)).LE.EPSA>DCI,Jl=~. 
C .... PRINTDELTA(I,J) .... 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 26@7 
IFIIPRINT.EQ.0)GOTO 2607 
PRINT 32 
32 FORMAT<'-'1'0',T5. 1 DELTA COEFFICIENTS') 
DO 33 I•l,K 









c•~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*~*********** C THIS SUBROUTINE MAKES NEW PARTITION BETVEEN STATE VARlABEL I AND 0 
C EACH IN FOLLOVING ORDER. 
C 1. STATE VARIABEL WITH HIGHER NUMBER 
C 2. DECISION NOT ON ITS BOUNDARY 
C 3. DECISION ON ITS BOUNDARY 
c 
C THIS SUBROUriNE ALSO CONSTRUCTS NEW COLUMS 1N THE B AND D MATRIXES 












C FIND IF STATE VARIABEL OF HIGHER NUMBER HAS NONZERO EL.Et1ENT 
c 
11=1+1 
IF<I.EQ.Kl GO TO 19 
DO 16 J=II,K 
DO 17 L=I,K 
IF!ABS(B(L,Jl>.GT.EPSAlNSS=J 
IF<ABSCB<L,Jll.GT.EPSA) GO TO 18 
17 CONTINUE 
16 CONTINUE 
GO TO 19 
c 




CH.UTHIS IS TO INDICATE THAT NOW THE NF FIRST ST~TE ARE NOT AI.L FREE VA 
.JJ=NS (I) 
NS <I l =NS <NSS> 
NS<NSS)=JJ 
IF<IPRINT.NE.1) PRINT 81,I,NSS 
81 FORMAT<'-'1'-','CHANGE PARTITION BETWEEN STnTE VARIABELS '•215) 
c 
C CHANGE TWO COLUMNS IN B MATRIX 
c 
DO 2111 J=l,K 
XO(J)=B(J,I) 

























• TR't TO FIND NONZERO COLUMNS AMONG NONZERO 0: CI !-i iONS 1.JHI-' l ;.t.~ELS 
19 CONTINUE 
DO 22 J=1,N9 
IF<ABSCXCNDCJ))-XLCNOCJ))).LE.EPSA.OR.ABSCXUCNUCJ))-X<NDCJ))).LE.E 
SPSA) GO TO 22 
DO 23 L=I,K 
IFCABSCOCL,J)).GT.EPSA> LD=J 




C TRY TO FIND NONZERO COLUMS WITiiiN ZERO DECISIONS VARIABELS 
c 
DO 25 J=1,N9 
IFC.NOT.ABSCXCND<J>>-XLCND(J))).LE.EPSA.OR.ABS<XU<ND<J>>-X<ND<J>>> 
$.LE.EPSA) GO TO 25 
[10 26 L=I,K 
IF<ABSCDCL,J)).GT.EPSA) LD=J 
IFCABSCDCL,J)).GT.EPSA) GO TO 39 
26 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
100 PRINT 77 








NS C I) =ND <LD> 
ND<LD>=JJ 
IF<IPRINT.NE.l>PRINT BS,I,LD 
88 FORHAT<'-'1'-'1'-'•'CHANGE PARTITION BETWEEN G'fATE '.1.1, 
11 AND DECISION ',IJ) 
c 
C CHANGE TWO COLUMNS IN B AND D MATRIXES 
c 
DO 33 J=l,K 
XO<J>=BCJ,l) 
B < J, I> =-D ( J, LD> 
D (J, LD> =-XO < J) 
33 CONTINUE 
c 
C IF THE STATE VAAIABEL WAS FREE VARIABEL MAI<F Ir BOUNDED WHE~~ IT H 












£: THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES OF THE OB.JE 
C FUNCTION WITH RESPECT TO THE NON NEGATIVE DECISION VAniABLES 
C IF THE PROBLEM IS L.P. THE CODE USES DIFFER~NT FORMULA TO CALCULAT 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••~* COMMON/BLOCK 11CA<683l,AAC384.683),RC384),8(J84,384l,DCJB4,327l, 
•V<327l 







C THE MATRIX D( , > STORES THE DELTA< , > COEt.FICIENTS 
c 
N9=N-KE 
IF<LP.NE.0> GO TO 400 
DO 160 J=l,N9 
IJ(J)=0. 
DO 10 1=1,1( 
WA=0. 
IF<NS<I>.GT.N> GO TO 10 
IFID<I,Jl.EQ.0.) GO TO 23 
DO 11 IR=l,K 
IF<NS<lRl.GT.Nl eo TO 11 
WA=WA+Q(NS(!),NS<IR>>•X<NS<IR>> 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 IT=1,N9 
IF<ND<IT>.GT.Nl GO TO 12 




~J IF<ND<J>.GT.N> GO TO 10 
V<J>=V(J) +Q<NS<Il,NDCJll•X<NS<Ill 
HJ CONTINUE 
IF<ND<J>.GT.Nl GO TO 21 
DO 13 IT=1,N9 
IF<NDIIT>.GT.N> GO TO 13 
V(Jl=V(J)+QCND<ITl,ND(Jll•X<NO<ITll 
\ 3 CONTINUE 
7. \ V<Jl=V(J)+CACNDCJ>> 
IF<ABS(V(J)l,LT.l.E-9) V(J)=0.0 
16~ CONTINUE 






















C CALCULATE V(J) BY L.P. FORMULA 
c 
400 CONTINUE 
DO 402 J=l,N9 
V!J)sCA<ND(J)) 
DO 403 1=1, I( 
403 V(J)=VCJ)+CACNS<I>>•D<I,J) 
402 IF!ABS!V!J)).LE.10.E-10) V(J)=0. 
c 
C DEFINE ALL THE TAU COFFICINTS AS ZERO IN L. P. CASE 
c 
DO 404 J=l,N9 
DO 404 I=t. N9 
404 B (l , J) =0. 
c 
C PRINT CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES 
c 
401 IFCIPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
PRINT 900 
900 FORHAT( 1 - 1 /TS, 1 CONSTRAINT DERIVATIVES V!J)') 
PRINT 911J1 
901 FORHAT!1H0,/ 1 01 ,TS, 1 INDEX OF DECISION VARIADLE',T40, 
!'CONSTRAINT DERIVATIVE'/'01 ,T17,'J 1 ,T48, 1 VIJ)',/ 1 - ' l 






SUBROUTINE 11AXV ( IVPOS, JMAX , l(Tl 
c 
Ctt t*********************************************~******~••~•~~*******~• 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE NUMERICALLY LARGEST CONSTRAlNED DERIVAT! 
C IF V(J) IS POSITIVE, IVPOS=.TRUE. 








THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO TECKS THE KUHN-TUCKER CONDITIONS 
L KT-CONOITIONS SATISFIED : RETURN KT=. TRUE. 
2. KT-cONOITIONS NOT SATISFIED : RETURN KT=.FALSE. 
IF THE OPTIMUM IS REACHED,I.E. IF KT=.TRUE .• THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
TED 
e 



















C •••. COUNT ITERATIONS •••• 
KOUNT=KOUNT+1 
lF<KOUNT.GT.NIMAX) PRINT 1109 
1109 FORMAT<'-'/l5r'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED, ', 
1' STOP, THE PRINTED OPTIMAL SOLUTION IS NOT COHRECT' , 
2' US IT AS AN NEW INITIAL SOL') 
BBBA FORMAT( 1 -',T5,1~(1H->,/ 1 0') 
KT=.TRUE. 
IFCKOUNT.GT.NIHAX> GO TO 541 
c 
C FIND THE NUMERICAL LARGEST FEASABLE CONSTRA!NEO DERIW\TlV£ TO CHAN 







DO 12~S J=l,N9 
IFCABS<V<J>>.LT.EPSVl GO TO 121!1~ 
lF(V(J).GT.EPSV.AND.X<ND(J)l-XLCND<Jt).LT.EPSfJ> GO TO 120@ 
IF<V<J>.LT. <-EPSV>.AND.X<ND<J>>.GT. CXUCND(J)l - EPSD>> GCI fO 1200 
IF<ABS(V(J}).GT.ABS<VMAX>> GO TO 1201 





IFCJNAX.EQ.0) GO TO 541 
•••• CALCULATE TAU FOR JHAX •••• 
NEW=1 
CALL NEWVAL<JMAX,IMIN> 
END OF LOOP, VHAX=V<JMAX> AND JMAX DETERMINI~D 
IF<VMAX.GT.9.0) IVPOS=.TRUE. 
IF<VMAX.LT. 0.0) lVPOS=.FALSF.. 
























C PRINT MAXIMUM CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVE, AND VARIABLE TO OE CHANGED 
c 
c 
IF <IPRINT. EQ. 1. GO TO ~607 
PRINT 1211, VMt\X 
1211 FORMAT<TS,'NUMERICALLY LARGEST CONSTRAINT D~RIVATIVE, VNftX=',T6£1, 
SG12. 5.! /) 
PRINT 121J, IP 
1213 FORMAT<TS,'VARIABLE TO BE CHANGEO:X<IP)=X<Nn<JMAX)),IP~'.T66,I3,/l 
PRINT 1215, JMAX 
1215 FORMAT( 10',T46, 1 JHAX=',Tb6,IJ,/) 




1214 FORMAT (118', T5, 'IF V (JMAX> IS POSITIVE, IVPOH=. TRUE.', J'r5, 
S1 IF V(JMAX> IS NEGATIVE, IVPOS=.FALSE.',/ 1 01 .T3,'IVPOS= 1 ,T66, 
$ 1 .TRUE.') 
!219 FORMAT<'S',TS,'IF V<JMAX) IS POSITIVE, IVPOB=.TRUE.',/T5, 
S'IF V<JMAXl IS NEGATIVE, IVPOS=.FALSE.',/'£1',T5, 'IVPOS~ 1 .T66, 
S'.FALSE.'l 
'2MJ7 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
IF<EPSY.EQ.0.0) GO TO 7 
541 CONTit.lJE 
V=0.0 
DO 1100 I=l,N 
111~0 Y=Y+CA (I> •X ( 1) 
YY=0.9 
DO 2677 I=1,N 





C ..•• IF THE CHANGE OF V IN FIVE ITERATIONS (S LESS THAN EPSY 
c 
IF U<T> GO TO HiJ 
VSTAR<NSTAR>=V 
IF<NSTAR.LE.S> GO TO 10 
DELTAY=ABS(YSTAR<NSTAR>-YSTAR<NSTAR-S>> 
IF<DELTAV.LE.EPSVl KT=.TRUE. 
JF<DELTAV.LE.EPSYl PRINT 2~ 
20 FORMAT<'-'Ir5,'LITTLE CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE V~LUC IN FIVE', 





IF<. NOT. KT> RETURN 
c 
C PRINT OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
c 
IFCIPR.NE.l> GO TO 8 
PRINT 1101 




PRINT 1103, Y 
11~J FORMAT<'-' /TS, 'MINIMUM VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION, Y=', 
1T50,G12.5) 
PRINT 9999 
PRINT 1194, KOUNT 
11@4 FORMAT<'-' /TS, 'NUMBER f)F ITERATII)NS =', T30.J.J> 
PRINT 9999 








c~~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••~··~~*••••••~ ~ C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES NEW DELTAS AND ONE ~ET OF TAU COEFFICIE 
C WHEN CALLED FROM SUBROUTUNE MAX 
C IN L. P. CASE IT DOES NOT CALCULATE TAU COEFrtC lENTS. 











DntENSION Z <683) 
C THE VECTOR XO tN+K) IS USED FOR LOGALISED STORAiiE 
C THE MATRIX B< , ) STORES THE TAUt , > CClEFFlCICNTS 




IF<NEW.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
N9=N-KE 
NEW DELTA COEEFICIENTS 
DO 2~£19 1=1,K 
Z < 1) =D (! , JNAX > 
2009 CONTINUE 
DO 1999 J=1,N9 
XO ( Jl =D <I MIN, J) 
1999 CONTINUE 
DELTRP=D<IMIN,JHAXl 
DO 2£101 I=l,K 
IF<Z<Il.EQ.g.) GO TO 2001 





DO 2Cil09 J=l ,N9 
DCIMIN,J>=-XO(Jl/DELTRP 
2~@9 CONTINUE 
























C PRINT NEW DELTA COEFFICIENTS 




2004 FORMATC'-'ITS,'NEW COEFFICIENTS DELTACI,Jl',/'-') 
PRINT 200~ 
2005 FORMAT<TS,'INDEX',T7S,'COEFFICIENTS'I'0',T7,'1' sT76, 
1'0ELTA<I,Jl'1'0'l 
DO 2S06 I=lrK 









C .... CALCULATE NEW TAU COEFFICIENTS FOR ONE hTA'fE VARIABEL ONLY ••.. 
c 
IF<LP.GT.0l GO TO 752 
IT=JMAX 
N9=N-KE 
DO 14 J=l,N9 
TA=0. 
DO 15 I=l,K 
IF<NS(Il.GT.Nl GO TO 15 
IF<D<I,Jl.EQ.0,) GO TO 21 
TAA=0. 
DO 16 IR=1,K 













C •••• PRINT TAU COEFFICIENTS ••.• 




897 rORMAT<' -'ITS,' CONTROL: TAU(J, ITP I' 0', T7, 'J', U4, 'TAU <J, lT)' I'@' l 
PRINT 895,(8(J,ITl,J=1,N9l 




'· SUBROUTINE CASEAl<ICASEl,JMAXrii'ITN,IUI'IIN.OELD,JlELV,OELS,DELSSl 
c 
c•~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~•••••••••~ C •••• THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER: •••• 
C A DECISION VARIABLE GOES TO ITS LOVER LIMITS ICASE1=J 
C A CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVE GOES TO ZERO : ICOSE1~2 
C A STATE VARIABLE GOES TO ITS LOVER LIMITS ICASE1=3 
C A STATE VARIABEL GOES TO ITS UPPER LIMilS ICASE1~5 







C THE MATRIX 0( , > STORES THE DELTA< , > COErFCCIENTS 
COMMON/CONST 7/IPRINT 
C THE VECTOR XOCN+Kl IS USED FOR LOGALIZED STORAGE 
C THE MATRIX B < , l STORES THE TAU C , l COEFFIC n:NTS 
c 
IFCIGLOB.EQ.l) GO TO 26@7 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
PRINT 1729 
1729 FORMAT<'-'IT5,'CASEA1: VMAXCJl=V<JMAXl IS POSITIVE'> 




C •..• THE MINIMUM OF DELD,DELV,OELS,DcLSS DETCRMINES WHERE TO GO 
c 
C . . •• DEFINE OELD •••• 
DELO=XCNDCJMAXll-XL<NDCJMAX>> 
c 





DO 13~2 I=NO,J( 
IF(0(I,JMAX>.LE.0.Bl GO TO 1305 
XO<I>=<X<NS<I>>-XLCNS(l)))/O(I,JMAX> 
lF<XOCil.LT.AMIN> GO TO 13~3 


































DO 30 I=NS,K 
IFID<I.JMAX>.GE.~.~) GO TO 31 
XO<Il=<X<NS<Ill-XU<NS<Illl/D(I,JMAXl 
IF<XO(Il.LT.UMINl GO TO 32 











TF<IGLOB.EQ. l) GO TO 2610 
JF<<DELS.EQ.S.@.OR.DELSS.EQ.S.~l.AND.IPRINT.NE.tl PRINT 8L27 
8127 FORMAT<'-',TS,'DEGENERATE CASE',/'~ 1 ) 
IFIDELS.EQ.0.0.0R.DELSS.EQ.0.0> NSTAR=NSTAR- L 
C .... CALCULATE DELV .... 
IF <B <JMAX, JI'\AX>. LE. 0. 000) DELV:10. Ell 
IF <B <JMAX, J~1AX>. GT. S. 0) DELV:V CJMAXl /B (Jf1AX, JMflX> 
c 
2610 CONTINUE 








C ..•• PRINT FINDINGS •••• 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.1> GO TO 2611 
PRINT 10J,DELD,DELV,DELS,DDNIN 
r. 
li~J FORMAT<'-' ITS, 'MAXIMUM POSSIBLE CHANGE OF TI-lE nECISION', 
1' XCND<JMAX> >:, "' 0', Ts., DELD=', G12.s. 2x. 'DEL'/< ', G12. s. 2x. 
2'0ELS= 1 ,G12.5,2X,'DDMIN=',Gt2.5l 
IF<DDMIN.EQ.DELD) PRINT 199,JMAX 
100 FORMAT('-'/TS,'CASE Bl : THt: DI'::ClSION XIND< JI1A:Xll GOES TO ZERO', 
$/'0',T5, 1 JMAX=',T1~.I3,T15,'1CASE1=1'> 
IF(DDMIN.EQ.DELV> PRINT l~l.JMAX 
liH FORMAT<'-'f"r5,'CASE 82 :THE CONSTRAINED DERJWYfiVE', 
1' V<JMAX> GOES TO ZER0 1 /'~',T5,'JMAX=',T10,( .~,ns, 1 ICASE1=2'> 
lF<DDMIN.EQ.DELSl PRINT 1~2.IMIN 
1~2 FORMAT('-'IT5, 1 CASE 83: THE STATE X<NS<IMINll GOES TO ZERO', 
1/'@',T5,'IMIN=',T10.I3,T15,'ICOSE1=3'l 
IF<DDMIN.EQ.DELSS) PRINT 33, IUMIN 
33 FORMATI'-1 /T5. 1 CASEB5: THE STATE X<NSIIUMIN))', 
1' REACHES ITS UPPER LIMIT' I' 1-J', T5, 'IUMIN=', r10, IJ, T!S, 1 ICASE1=51 l 





SUBROUTINE CASI:.A2 <ICASE2, JMI'IX, IIMIN, IUMIN, 0:-LD, DELV, D£1. 3 , LIELSS) 
c 
c~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••~***•••••••••~••••••••* C •••• THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER: •••. 
C A DECISION REACHES ITS UPPER LIMITS ICA!iE2,:4 
C A CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVE GOES TO ZERO : ll'l'lSE2=2 
C A STATE GOES TO ITS LOVER LIMITS ICASE~~<~ 
C A STATE GOES TO ITS UPPER LIMITS ICAE2:~~ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••** ******************••~ COMMON/BLOCK 1/CAC68J>,AACJ84.68J),R(J84),B(384,384),D(JB4,J27), 
•V(327) 
COMMON/BLOCK 2/X(68J),JTYPE!68J),X0(68J),XUC683},XL(683} 






C THE MATRIX B< , ) STORES THE TAU< , ) COEFFlCI:·.NTS 
C THE MATRIX D< , ) STORES THE DELTA< , I COEl:FH:IENTS 
C THE VECTOR XO!N+K) IS USED FOR LOGALIZED ST(IRAGE 
c 
IFCIGLOB.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
IF!IPRINT.EQ.1) GO TO 26@7 
PRINT 210 
210 FORHAT<'-'IT5,'CASE A2: V<JMAXI 









.... THE MINIMUM OF DELO, DELV, DELS, DELSS DETr·.mllNES WHERE TO GO 
•••• DEFINE OELO •••• 
DELD=XU!ND(JMAX>>-X<ND!JMAX>> 
C ••.• CALCULATE DELS •••• 
C FOR NEGATIVC DELTAH.JMAX>. ANO NON-NEG STA rE VARIABLES, THE MINH1 







DO 19011l I=NB,K 
IF(D(!,JMAX>.GE.0.0) GO TO 19~1 
XO!I)=(X(NS!I)>-XLINS!l))}/O(I,JMAX> 
IFCABS<XO(I)) .LT.AAMIN) GO Tl) 1902 
GO TO 191111 




\ 90ltl CONTINUE 

























DO 30 I=NS,K 
IF<D<I,JMAX>.LE.0.0> GO TO 30 
XO<Il=<XUCNS<Ill-XCNS(l)))/O(I,JHAXl 
IF!XO!Il.LT.UM!N) GO TO 32 





C •••• UMIN=XO<IUMINl IS NOW DETERMINED •••• 
DELSS=UHIN 
£F!IGLOB.EQ.1) GO TO 2610 
c 
IF! <DELS. EO. 0. 0. OR. DELSS.EQ.0.0) .AND. I PRINT. NF.. 1> PRINT ~H27 
8127 FORMAl!'-',TS,'DEGENERATE CASE',/'0') 
IF!DELS.EQ.~.0.0R.DELSS.E0.0.0) NSTAR=NSTAR-1 
c 
C •••• CALCULATE DELV •••• 
IF <B <JMAX, JI1AX>. LE. ~. 000) DELV=HJ. Ell 
IF !B !JMAX, JI1AX>, GT. 0. 0) DELV=ABS !V ( JMAX> /B ( .Jt1AX, JMAX> ; 
c 
2610 CONTINUE 











•.•• PRINT FINDINGS •••• 
IF!IPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2608 
PRINT 222, DELV,DELS,DDMIN 
222 FORMAT('-'ITS, 'MAXIMUM POSSIBLE CHANGE OF TilE OECISION1 , 
1' X <ND<JMAXl):' 
2/' 01 , TS, 'DELV=', G12. 5, 2X, 'DELS=', G12. 5, 2X, 'IJDm N=', 612. 5l 
lF!ODMIN.EO.DELV> PRINT 220,JMAX 
22@ FORMAT('-1 /TS,'CASE B2: THE CONSTRAINED DEfHI/f)T!VE', 
11 VCJMAX> GOES TO ZERO'I'eJ',T5,'JMAX='•T10.lJ,nS,'ICA3E~::Z'l 
iF<DDMIN.EQ.DELS> PRINT 221.IIMIN 
2:21 FORMAT ('-'ITS, 1 CASE B3 : THE STATE X <NS II IM CNJ J G(IES TO lCRO' 
1,/'@',T5,'IlMIN~',T10,I3,T15,'1CASE2=31 ) 
IF <DOMIN. EQ. DEl.D> PRINT 34, JMAX 
34 FORHAT!'0'/T5,'CASEB4: THE DECISION X<ND<JNAX)l', 
11 REACHES ITS UPPER L1MlT'I'01 .T5. 1 JHAX= 1 ,T\0,I3,T1S,'lCASE2:4' l 
IF!ODMIN.EQ.DELSS> PRINT 33, IUMIN 
33 FORMAT!'-'ITS,'CASEB5: THE STATE X!NS<IUMINlJ', 
11 REACHES ITS UPPER LIMIT' / 1 ~1 , TS,' IUMIN=' ,·110, 13, T15, ' l C::\SE2=5' ~ 
2Ml8 CONTINUE 










c~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••** ***•••••• C THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE CASE A1,81 AND 02.»4 
C 1. SAME PARTITION AS PREVIOUSLY 
C 2. DECISION VARIABEL GOES TO LOVER LIMITS IC=J. 
C 3. DECISION VARIABEL GOES TO ITS UPPER LIMITS IC=4 









C THE MATRIX 0( , ) STORES THE DELTA< , > COErFICIENTS 
C THE MATRIX B< , ) STORES THE TAU< , > COEFF<CII:NTS 
c 
IF<IPRINT.NE.l.ANO.IC.EQ.l> PRINT 192J,JMAX.XL<ND<JMAX>> 
1923 FORI1AT <'-'I, TS. 'THE DECISION JI1AX GOES TO ITS LOWER L [11{ f$ ',I, 
1' JMAX =',13,' LOWER BOUND= ',GB.S) 
IF<IPRINT.NE.l.AND.IC.EQ.4) PRINT 1924,JMAX,XU<ND<JMAXl) 
1924 FORMAT<'-'/,T5,'THE DECISION JMAX GOES TO HS UPPER LII1HS ',/, 
1' JMAX =',13,' UPPER BOUND= ',GS.S~ 
c 
C CALCULATE NEW STATE VARIABLES 
c 









IF <IGL.OB. EQ. U CALL PRINHKOUNT, IFREQl 
!F(IGLOB.EQ.l) RETURN 
C ...• CALCULATE NEW CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES •••. 
c 
N9=N-KE 





























c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~~********' ~ ~ 
C .••• THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES CASE 82: 
C A CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVE 'J(JMAX) GOES TO ZERO 
C THE PARTITION REMAINS UNCHANGED 
C*•**************************************~**********~****** ** * ~********• COI'ttON/BLOCK 1/CA (683), AAC384, 683), R<384), B <384, 384), [ I <JB1, 327), 
•V<327> 
COMMON/BLOC!< 2/X <683), rTYPE (683), XO <683>, XU (6U3l, XL <6El D 












THE MATRIX D<, ) STORES THE DELTA< l COEFFICIENTS 
THE MATRIX lH , ) STORES THE TAU< , COEFFlCIFNTS 
IF{IPRINT.EQ.U GO TO 2617 
PRINT 1923 
1923 FORMATP-'IT5,'CASE 92: THE CONSTRAINED DEIUVATIVE', 
l'V(JMAX> GOES TO ZERO'> 
PRINT 1924, JMAX 
1924 FORMAT<'-'/,TS,'JMAX=',Tt@,J3) 
2617 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE NEW STATE VARIABL~S 
DO 10 I=l,K 
XCNS(l))zX(NS<I>>-D<I,JMAX>•DELV 
10 CONTINUE 
C •..• CALCULATE NEW DECISION VARIABLES ••.•• 
X<NO(JMAX>>=X<ND<JMAX>>-DELV 
C , ••• CALCULATE NEW CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES ••.. 
c 
N9=N-KE - -
DO 11 J=1 ,N9 






SU!:!ROUTINE CASEB3 (JMAX , It1IN, OELS, ICl 
~ it ~~~***********t********************************* = *******O********~+• 
~: THIS SUBROUfiNF. HANDLES THE CASE 
C IF 1C=3 THE DECISION JMAX IS CHANGED UNTIL lll( STATE !IHN GOES r 
C LOVER LIMITS 
C IF IC=5 THE DECISION JI1AX IS CHANGED UNTIL lllE STATE [i1iN GOES T: 
C UPPER LIMITS 
C JMAX AND IM1N ARE SIMPLEXED AND NEV CONSTRA (NEO DERIVAriVES AND 
C DELTAS ARE CALCULATED 
C~*************************************************~***'~************** *~ COMMON/BLOCK 1/CA<68J),AA(384,68J),R(384),8(JU4,384),0 (304,327), 
•V<327l 







C THE MATRIX B ( , l STORES THE TAU ( , ) COEFF tCH::NTS 
C THE MATRIX I) ( , l STORES THE DELTA ( , ) COEt:F ICIENTS 
c 
IF <IPRINT. NE. 1. AND. IC. EQ..J) PRT.NT 10, JMAX .I NT N 
10 FORMAT<t- 1 /,TS,t THE DECISION J11AX IS CHfiNGHJ IINTIL Ttt:·•, 
11 STATE IMIN REACHES ITS LOWER LIMITS JMn X=• ,IJ, 
2s IMIN=',I3l 
IF <I PRINT. NE. 1. AND. IC, EQ. 5> PRINT 11, JMAX .IN! N 
1\ FORMAT< t -' /, T5.' THE DECISION JMAX IS CHANGr:D IJNTIL THI:', 
11 STATE lMIN REACHES ITS UPPER LIMITS JMr\X=-= 1 , 13, 
2' IMIN= 1 .13) 
c 




IR=NS ( IMIN> 
IFCIGLOB.EQ.l) GO TO 1@0 
NS (!MIN> =IP 
ND<JMAX>=IR 
1B@ CONTINUE 




DO 1500 I=l,K 
X(NS!Il>=X<NS<I>>-D(I,JMAX>•DELS 
\501!1 CONTINUE 
X ( IPl=XOIP-OELS 




X< !R> =XL ( IR> 
1F<IC.EQ.5l X<IR>=XU(IR> 
lF!IGLOB.EQ.ll CALL PRINT<KOUNT,IFREQl 
IF (I GLOB. EQ. 1 l RETURN 




DO 13 J=1,N9 
DR=D<IMIN,Jl/D(IMIN,JMAX> 
V (Jl =V (J) -VOP•DR-DELS• (8 (J, JMAXl -B CJMAX, JMAX> :l<IJRl 
lJ CONTINUE 
V<JMAXl=<VOP-B(JMAX,JMAXl*DELSl/D(IMIN,JMAX> 
r; i:(ll .CULATE NF-W DELTAS 
t ,, 
CALL NEWAL<J~I~\X, IMIN> 























SUBROUTINE PR { Ni ( K OUNT, I FREH 
c 
c . ~ t~t•$•••~••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••~*** •• •~ ••**~~~*****•• ~ 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS TABLES OF CORRESPONDri'I/CE, AND VALllE:S OF THF. 
C VE FUNCTION 
C JF IPRINT=0 ALL SORTS OF DEBUGGING PRINTOUT!; ~nE PROVTUE£1 
r. {F 1PRINT=1 ONLY INPUT, TABLES OF CORRESPONDnNCf:, ANO SI.IUJfiON IE_ 
C TED. FREQLJENC'{ OF P~INTOUTS ARE DETERMINED DV IFREQ. 
r IFREQ=Ii1 ONLY INPUT AND SOLUTION FRINTFD 
r: lFREQ=\ TABLE OF CORR PRINTED AT EACH LEVEL 
r IrREQ=5 TABLE OF CORR PRINTED AR EACH ~ LEVEL 
C IFREQ=10 TABLE OF CORR PRINTED AT EACH tg L~vEL 
c~•••••••••••••••'•*•~·••••••••••*••••••~••••••••*~••••••~·~~~* • •••••· 2 I'OMI10N/BLOCK l/CA (683), AA (304, 683), R (384), B !J~H, 3841 .TH 1~!1 , 3271 
•V(327) 
CI)MMONtBLOCK 21x <6B3> .I TYPE <683>. xo <683! 1 xu u,a:.t> , XL<6ff,o 
I PNMON/BLOCY. 3/NS(356) ,ND<377l ,NN(683l 
COI1MON/QUA 1/Q (327, 327) 
COMMON/GLOB 'UXLCIC!511!l,XBEST!50l,Y 
C~Jt'ti10NIOPT I I ENTRY, I COST, lOUT. NBIT, LPIT, ILP.LP, LPMAX, t.tt1; '11AX 
COMMON/GLOB 1/IGLOB,IGMAX,I6 
CONMON/CONST 1/N,NF,K,KE 
COI1MON/CONST 7/ I PRINT 
N9=N-KE 
IFCIGL.OB.EQ.l.AND.IFREQ.EQ.l) GO TO 101 
l :·<I GLOB. EQ. 1. AND. IFREQ. EQ. t:J) GO TO 2@@ 
IF<IFREQ.EQ.0) GO TO 10~ 
IF<IFREQ.EQ.t) GO TO 1~1 
IFIVE=0 
1TEN=0 




IF CFIVER. GT. FIVE I •0. 999. AND. FIVER. LT. FIVEI• J. ;:iti l) IFIV!=:-:J 
JFCTENR.GT.TENit@.999.AND.TENR.LT. TENit1.~01) TTEN=l 
IF ( IFREQ. EQ. 5. AND. I FIVE. EQ. fH 60 Tl) 10~ 
IF<IFREQ.EQ.10.AND.ITEN.EQ.0) GO TO 1~~ 
101 CONTINUE 




19!~5 FORMATe 1Ht, T5, 1 NEW TABLE OF CORRESPONDENCE' I'- 1 l 
PRINT 1906 
191~6 FORMATCT5, 'STATE VARIABLES' I'@' I TBt I I' I Tl@l l NS <I)' I T171 
1 I X ( NS (I)) ' I' 0' ) 
PRINT 1907, C I 1 NS ( I I , X ( NS CI )) , I= 11 K ) 
1907 FORMATC1H0,T6. IJ,T11,I3,T1S.G12.5) 
PRINT 1908 
1908 FORMAT<'-' ITS, 'DECISION VARIABLES' I''P, TS,' .1', THil, 'ND (.lJ 1 , T17, 
l'X<NDCJ)) 1 / 1 0'> 





C CALCULATE AND PRINT NEW VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
c 
IF<IPRINT.EQ. LAND. IGLOB.NE.l> GO TO 2607 
Y=S.0 




DO 2677 I=1,N 




IF<IOUT.NE.l> PRINT 1911,Y 
\911 FORMAT<'-'/, T5, 'NEW VALUE 01- OBJECTIVE FUNC f 1 01•1, Y=' , T~;;J- ~~ t2. 5, ll 
101!1 CONTINUE 
IF<IGLOB.EQ.t) RETURN 
C PRINT CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES 
c 
IF<IPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2607 
PRINT 9£10 
9@@ FORMAT<'-'/TS,'CONSTRAINED DERIVATIVES V<J>)> 
PRINT 901 
9@1 FORMAT<'-'IT5, 1 INDEX OF DECISION VARIABLE', 140, 
!'CONSTRAINT DERIVATIVE'/'0',T17, 1 J',T48, 1 V(J)',/ 1 - 1 } 
N5=1 


























~ ~~·············~~***••••···············~·······~*· : "' FORMULATES I;!UADRfiTlC GOAL-PROGRA~IMING PRIJBLEM , 





COMMON/ONE/ !CCLL, NVAR, NCH, NSA, IRCH, ITER, NCH•;uo >!{ CH, ISUS, (CHK, IPDM 
COMMON/BUNCH 1/ISTART, II1AX, JMAX, JSTART !35), .JEI~D (35) 
COMMON/BUNCH 3/NCELL<35,22),NCHNCJ5,22), fCH( 62l ,JCHC62l ,lCF<62) 
•,ISWC376l 
COMMON/CHUNK 1/DTR(35,22>,DTU!35,22),T(35,22) 








COMMON/BLOCK 1/CAC683l ,AAC384,683) ,RC384l , B(J(iiJ,384) ,f1(3WJ,J27l, 
•V<327) 
COMMON/BLOCK 2/X (683) 1 ITYPE (683) 1 xo (683) I xu (6(:{;{), XL (6£1:i) 




COMMON/K ONST 1/ IFREI~ 
COHMON/CONST 8/KOUNT,NIMAX,LP 
COMMON/CONST 3/EPSY,EPSV,EPSCO,EPSD 







C: SET SCRATCH DRAWDOWNS TO ZERO 






DO 2 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
SCR (I. J)=0. 0 
SCR2(l,J)=300.-TAR<I,J) 
DO 2 L=l,NCH 
IF I ICH!U. EO. I. AND. JCH <U. EQ. J) SCR (I • J) ,~3! <I, J) 
CONTINUE 
C READ IN SD VALUES FROI1 FT11F001 













8"186 FORMAT C 1 X, 'NCHSUB = ' , IS, 1 NSUB "' ' , IS> 
8787 FORMAT<!X,'KCH = '•15> 





ITYPE (L4l =1 
'7 CONTINUE 
D-55 








DO 1fil0 I=ISTART,IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTARf (I> 
JSTOP=JEND(l) 
DO 111.10 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 
L=NCELL (I, J) 
L2=L+NVAR 
IF<L.GT.0lGOTO 43 
-----'----';;;........;;;....._ __ ,t=NVAR+NCHN ( I, J) 
IFCISW(L).EQ.~)LJ=LJ+l 
XU<LJl=ACCRXCI,Jl-ACCRNCI,Jl 


























C FILL Q-ARRAY WITH MATRIX OF QUADRATtC TERMS. 
DO 2011.1 L=l,NVAR 


























C CHECK lF THE 12 ~lATRIX IS POSITIVE DEFINITE. 
I F !I P 011. Efl. 1 ) CALL DEiERM 
WRITE ( ITOU'I, 2223) CONST 
c 
C INITIAL FEASIBLE SOLUTION 
C IF ISUS=3 INITIAL SOLUTION IS GENERATED BY SUBROUT.tNE GSIMEQ 
IFIISUS.EQ.3} CALL GSIMEQtFACTOR> 
IFIISUS.EQ.3l GOTO 456 
DO 234 I=-l,NVAR 
C MAXIMUM SUSTAINED-YIELD tLPMIN OUTPUT> IS USED (l5 INITIAL SOLUTION. 
IF<ISUS.EQ.l) GOTO 123 
C INITIAL SOLUTION IS READ FROM AN INPUT FILE ON UNfT 25. 



















DO 15~ I=IS'I ART, IMAX 
JBEGIN=JSTART<I> 
JSTOP=JEND ( I ) 
DO 150 J=JBEGIN,JSTOP 




















C PERFORM OPTIHIZATlON 
CALL QPTHOR 
c 
1~~~ FORHAT(/,lX,'LOWER BOUND FOR CELL ',I2,1X,(2,' DECREASED BY '• 
•F10.2) 
1021 FORMAT<' 1', tx, 'OUTPUT FROM INITIAL SOLUHON CNfiX. PUMPING> 1 ,/ /l 
1022 FORMAT<' 11 .1X, 'OUTPUT FROM INITIAL SOLUTION mEAD AS lNPllT>' ,/ ll 
1023 FORMAT< ' 1' d X, ' OUTPUT FROM INITIAL SOL UTI ON <N TN. PUMP l NG l ' .I f) 
1200 FORMAT<1X,IS,2X,F10.2,2X,F10.2) 
7000 FORMAT (I' 1 X 1 I UPPER BOUND FOR CELL I ' I 2' 1 X' I 2' I I NCREA~!CD BY ' I 
•F10.2.1X, 1 WAS = 1 ,ft0.Z> 
- "' iORI1AT ( 1 X,, CONST = ', E12. 6> > H • f.ORMAT<2!5, Flf~. 3) 





c ···············································*·········· C t CHECKS IF OPTTMAI. SOLUTION VECTOR IS WITHIN 1 fS IJOUNDS *
c ··············································•****•••••••  
c 
r. 





WRITE< IT OUT, 4:56) 
NT=N+K-KE 
DO 2 I=1,NT 
IF(X(Il.GE.XL<Il.AND.X<Il.LE.XU<Ill GOTO 1 
WRITE<ITOUT,123l XL<Il,X(Il,XU<Il 
GOTO 2 





345 FORMAT<'l' ,//,5X,'CHECI<ING IF ANY BOUND IS VIOLATED OY THE OPT1.1 
•AL SOLUTION',//) 
456 FORMAT<SX,,XL<Il',10X, 1 X(I)',11X,'XU <!)',/l 























c ++*•*••························***********••···~·· ~ ······* ¥~ ~*•*••• ~ · ~ C ~ CHECKS MATRIX OF QUADRATIC TERMS Q(L,M> TO DEl k~IJNE IF !1S A 
C 1!- POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX. THE METHOD USED IS THE METHOD OF 
C * PRINCIPLE MINORS- THE DETRMINANT OF EACH MINOn MUST BE .GE. ~ 
C • TO BE SEMI-POS. DEF. AND .GT. 0 TO BE POS. DEf". 







ICH .. 0 
WRITECITOUT,100~) 
DO ::>m I=l,NVAR 
DO 50 J=l,NVAR 






DO Hi10 K=l,L 
KPl=K+l 





DO 21110 J=KPl,M 
XTEMP=XX (1, J) 
XXCI,Jl=XTEMP-XQ•XX(K,J> 
20~1 CONTINUE 


















1000 FORMATU,1X,'MATRIX OF QUADRATIC TERMS, Q(L,m, IS .... ') 
2~00 FORMATC1X,'A POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX.',/) 
301~@ FORMAT<tx, 'NOT A POSITIVE DtFINITE MATRIX DUE TO CELL ', 14, I) 
4000 FORMAT(1X,'A SEMI-POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX.',/1 
5000 FORMATC8G10.2> 
6Y.I00 FORMAT CI3> 
r~ETURN 
END 
D-59 
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